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Sleazy Scammers Push Unrelenting Assaults
DON 'T TAKE CANDY from strangers.
In other words, if something looks too
good to be true, it probably is. It's one
of the first, and hardest, lessons that
we' re taught as kids .
Later, as we gain greater awareness of
the outside world, we hone our survival
skills and learn to regard virtually all
offers with at least a little skepticism.
Yet no amount of early-life training
could possibly have prepared us for the
volume of phony come-ons and sleazy
practices we now face on a daily basis.
To get a sense of how severe the
problem has become, I decided to
spend a week keeping track of all
the weasels trying to rip me off. I
found plenty of volunteers.
I encountered the usual spam
offering illicit medications, plus one
old-school message from a Nigerian
diplomat who has $30 million wait
ing for me. I'm not counting those.
Like most of you, I've become in
ured to mere spam. Besides, the
smarter con artists have better
tricks up their digital sleeves . Ital
lied six likely phishing expeditions ,
including a particularly clever message
that gave me a bank account number
and a PIN so that I could "confirm my
account balance" at Habib Bank Ltd.
I also had four phone calls on my (un
listed) BlackBerry and on my office
phone, alerting me that my car warran
ty was about to expire-but (here's the
tip-off) I don't have warranty coverage
on my car. All the messages, by the way,
were touted as "the final call before we
close the file. " Promises, promises.

Scams, and More Scams
I recently posted an ad on Craigslist to
sell an armoire. Four buyers who re
sponded were happy to meet my price,
as long as I would take an out-of-state
check. Coincidentally, all four insisted

The bad news: Con artists are cranking up the volume. The worse
news: We alone must be responsible for protecting ourselves.

L

that they would have their own moving
company pick up this heavy piece of
furniture. It's a classic scam that ulti
mately leaves the seller with a worth
less check and no merchandise.
While adding up the week's assaults,
I got a frantic e-mail message from my
sister-in-law. Her computer had been
hijacked by a pop-up from "Antivirus
360, " which apparently had identified
a virus on her PC. If she would pay $50
for the full security program, every

least a step ahead of the good guys.
Besides, the assaults I'm talking about
are not that technologically sophisticat
ed. They rely on social engineering
convincing victims to take some unwise
action, like revealing their passwords or
granting access to their PC, by appeal
ing to their fear or greed. Legal deter
rents have also flopped. Just look at
what a bang-up job the federal CAN
SPAM Act did of stopping spam.
So that puts the burden of protection
squarely on the shoulders of the at
tacked. To be a safe citizen in our
digital culture (as I assume you wish
to be, since you're reading this), you
must be your own bunco squad.

The Best Safeguard

thing would be hunky-dory. Should she
fork over the money, she wondered. As
it happens, this is a variation on the Anti
virus 2009 scam we describe on page 41
("Fake Infection Warnings Can Be Real
Trouble"). Save your cash, I told her.
The final count? Not including good
old spam, I fended off more than 20
attempted rip-offs in a seven-day peri
od. That set me to wondering: How did
things get to be so bad?
Certainly the ease with which anyone,
including evildoers, can bend technolo
gy to their will is part of it. So is the
shaky economic climate. The more in
triguing question, though, is: What can
we do about it? We know that tech
solutions have not, alas, worked all that
well. The bad guys always seem to be at

Safety begins with education. You
can check out questionable offers at
sites like Scambusters.org and the
community message boards at
Scam.com. If you' re still intrigued
by a pitch, use your search engine to
investigate. And don't simply accept
the first link that pops up in Google;
get several points of view. If something
is fishy, you'll know soon enough.
The rest is mostly common sense. As
you've been told time and time again,
keep your antivirus software up-to-date,
don't click on links in e-mail, and un
less you look like Brad Pitt or Angelina
Jolie, don't respond when you see that
"someone on Facebook has a crush on
you" message. Corne to think of it, you
should ignore those links even if you
do look like Brangelina.
And in case you were wondering, it's
still a bad idea to take candy from
strangers . But you knew that already. •
Steve Fox is editorial directaraf PC World.
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Reports show that the
United States is falling
behind in technologies
such as broadband for
high-speed Internet
connections-and this lag
is a growing concern of our readers, as
indicated by responses to February's
Techlog editorial on the topic. Post your
own comments at forums.pcworld .com ._/
A New Deal for High Tech?
February's Tcclrlog ("In Support of a
New Deal for High Tech") prompts
some reflections. For several years we
lived in a small town west of Salem,
Oregon. The high-tech companies did
not find it profitable to invest in the
infrastructure there . Cellular service
was very poor, even with a cell tower in
view of our home. Internet was dial-up.
The city then installed a fiber-optic net
work and offered high-speed Internet,
TV, and telephone.
As a child I remember the REA [Rural
Electrification Administration], and we
got electricity on the farm .
1 have read articles that list the aver
age connection speeds of the U.S. and
other countries, and am simply amazed
at how far behind we have gotten in
some aspects. Perhaps it is time for our
government to again become heavily
involved in the modernizing of our
nation. It won't be cheap and it won't
be quick-neither was the REA-but it
will be effective. Who knows, perhaps
we will again lead the world.
Gary Shearer, Salem, Oregon
America did not rise to "the top of the
intercontinental food chain," as Fox
claims. Instead, America's former

World War II enemies technologically
leaped far ahead of us. Examples?
Germany long ago undergrounded its
telecommunications and power lines .
No outages from summer/winter
storms nor from fallen trees.
And Japan is connected to the Inter
net via wireless networks at broadband
speeds. No massive street ripping
nationwide, nor millions of satellite
dish antennas littering neighborhoods.
Dona/dWlritc, Falls Clrurclr, Virginia

Vampire Power Waste
Regarding "Stop Your Electronics' 'Vam
pire Power' Waste" [ComumerWatclr,
February]: Significant contributors to
the problem are the ubiquitous two
pronged black blobs with wires ending
in minijacks of varying format and
polarity-power adapters. They draw
current inefficiently, with a continuous
leakage of milliamps even when their
associated devices are not in use.
Shouldn't the electronics and archi
tectural communities work with the
National Bureau of Standards to devise
low-voltage DC circuits and centralized
transformer/rectifier units for new
buildings? A demand for low-voltage
DC electricity service has arisen with
the advent of solid-state technology.

We are now reaching the point where
buildings need low-voltage DC facilities
more than they do 110-volt AC outlets!
HoraceHone, Palm Coast, Florida
With a little investigation one might
find that approximately 99 percent of
the "waste" is in the form of heat. So if
you live in an area that requires you to
heat your home to keep from freezing
and you remove one source, you will
have to make it up with another.
Check what method you use to heat
your dwelling, and the cost, to see if it
really pays to buy a power bar and
switch all of these devices off every
time you walk away.
James W. Caner, Pugwash, No11a Scotia

PC Reliability and Service
Regarding the low ratings of HP in Feb
ruary's "Reliability Report Card: Grad
ing Tech's Biggest Brands": When
Hewlett and Packard were running HP,
it was a really great company with first
class products. Since that time, we
have seen a slide in quality and service .

Your article should be titled "Don't
Buy Modern Convenient Appli
ances: St op the Power Drain."
Almost anything that uses energy
uses part of that energy to make
life more convenient for us.

Boloyage, PCWorld.com comments
After trying to get help for a printer
from some Indian "help center, " I went
to my local computer man. The Indians
simply read from an answer screen and
appeared to have very little knowledge.
o/t!fi/low, PCWorld.com comments
I have been using HP desktops and
other HP products for a long time. I'm
now using an HP desktop that is at
least five years old with an HP printer
that is also as old . Neither has given »
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me any trouble. Over the years I have
had the unpleasant task of helping
friends and others with their problems,
but none of these instances, as far as I
can recall, involved HP products.
Bottom line: I don't care what kind
of report you come up with-you
couldn't pry my HP devices from my
hands to go to anything else.
twstamo11, PCWorfd.com comments

Not-So-Fast Fix
In February's "Fast Fixes for Common
PC Problems ," the item "Rescue a Wet
Cell Phone" suggests putting the phone
in a bowl of dry rice overnight. I tried
that on my new BlackBerry Curve, but
24 hours didn't do the trick. I left it in a
bag of rice for another four days, how
ever, and it has worked almost flawless
ly since then. Bottom line: You may
need more than 24 hours for this fix.
Michael F. Kinney, Omalta

Wireless Network Security

users more concerned about casual broad

I was astonished at the bad advice on
page 77 of your February issue-in a
small section of "Fast Fixes for Com
mon PC Problems" entitled "Stop Your
Neighbors From Stealing Your Wi-Fi
Bandwidth." It recommends that read
ers "turn on MAC address filtering in
your router's security settings ... . [A]fter
that you'll need no additional security
at all. Only known devices will ... con
nect, so a password isn't required."
MAC address filtering is not secure,
and WPA (or stronger) encryption
should always be used with a wireless
network. Someone who can't connect
to your network can still sniff every
packet you're sending and receiving.
Alex B., Minneapolis

band poaching than overt dat a theft.

-Rohen Stroltmcycr
PC World welcomes your feedback. We re
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Share your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Web site, or visit our
forums (forums.pcworld.comJ. Send e-mail
to letters@pcworld.com. •

CORRECTIONS
MARCH'S "ONLINE DRUGS: Most
ly Legal, Maybe Lethal" (Forward)
should not have included Michigan
as among the states that have
criminalized Salvia divinarum.
March's Download This should

Editor's response: We should have said that

have said that the FilerFrog add-in

using router encryption is still recom

costs SlO to keep after trial.

mended for security. MAC address filtering

PC World regrets the errors.

was suggested as a time-saver for home
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10 Web Sites That
Will Matter in 2009

l

You 've probably never heard of many of these
Web sites- but chances are, you 'll be using
some of them regularly by the end of this year.

BY MARK SULLIVAN
ARGUABLY, 2008 WAS the
year of Facebook, Hulu, and
Twitter. For a while I was
wondering what Web sites,
come next year, we'll agree
had the most impact in
2009, but then I decided to
make a few educated predic
tions. And I chose them
from among the sea of new
or up-and-coming sites you
may not have heard of yet.

TV.com
In May 2008, we predicted
Hulu.com's rise to promi
nence (see find .pcworld.com/
62465), and its ascent was a
huge win for NBC Universal ,
which owns Hulu (along
with News Corporation) .
But CBS is not taking that
lying down. When it acquired
the tech Web site CNet last
year, it bought the rights to
the 1V.com domain; now it
has added full-length prime
time shows and movies (not
just clips) to the site from

partners such as Metro
Goldwyn-Mayer, PBS , and
Sony-plus content from
CBS-owned Showtime.
1V.com relaunched in Jan
uary. Before that, the site
offered only promo clips,
cast profiles, interviews, and
discussions-yet it had 16.S
million viewers per month.
That number should climb
steadily during 2009 thanks
to the new video content.
Still, the video quality,
even of the high-definition
stuff, can't match the clarity
of Hulu's offerings. That will
have to improve if CBS wants
to dethrone Hulu as "Web
video central" this year.

Qik
Qik.com provides a platform
where you can easily stream
and share live video from
your cell phone's camera. At
the site, you can find live
video streams being shot by
Qik members around the
world. This is great for family
clips, allowing grandparents

in the United States to watch
their baby grandson in Italy
in real time, for example.
After you're done stream
ing your video live, Qik will
archive the video. If you set
it up to do so, Qik will send
the video to YouTube, your
blog, or your Facebook page,
too. Using Qik doesn't re
quire a fancy smart phone;
an inexpensive, Java-based
cell phone will do the job.

Boxee
Boxee (boxee.tv) gathers
video from all over the Web
(CNN .com, Hulu, YouTube,
and many others) and puts it
in a neat and simple-to-use
interface. This creates a pro
gramming guide for Internet
video, so you don't have to
surf around. Boxee organiz
es video, images, and music
on your hard drive, as well.
Any Web video destination

Which new Web sites do you find most valuable? Learn about some
of the spiffiest sites that other PC World readers have discovered,
and suggest your own favorites, at find.pcworld.com/62431.
12
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must solve the user's basic
problem-"What do I watch
when I don't know what I
want to watch?"-in order
to keep eyeballs glued to the
screen. Boxee enables you
to get recommendations
from perhaps the best source
you have: your friends. After
forming friend groups with
other Boxee users, you can
see what they' re watching or
they can suggest stuff to you.
Currently Boxee runs on
Intel-based Macs, Apple 1V,
and Linux machines. A Win
dows version should be out
soon, the company says.

BlackB erry
Applicat ion Storefront
Research in Motion's Black
Berry handhelds and the soft
ware that runs on them have
become sexier and more
entertainment-oriented, in
troducing an element of fun
to devices that have tradi
tionally been business tools.
RIM is taking a page from
the iPhone playbook by
opening a store for indepen
dently developed programs,
called the BlackBerry Appli
cation Storefront. Current
(and prospective) Black
Berry users are no doubt
eager to see the new apps ,
and the Web site that dis
plays and sells them will cer
tainly be a popular place this
year. The Storefront is slated
to open in March.

Loopt
A major trend in mobile apps
is the ability to detect your
location and to use that in
formation in practical and
compelling ways . Loopt
(www.loopt.com) fits that bill
perfectly, mainly because it
combines location aware-

want to blip, just search for
it, make your selection from
the results, write a comment,
and click Send-your blip
then joins the stream of
other blips. It's surprisingly
engaging and fun, especially
if you find good DJs to follow
or if your real-world friends
sign up and parLicipaLe.

Power.com
THE REVAMPED TV.COM now offers high-def video, plus full-length
TV shows and movies from owner CBS and major content partners.

ness with social networking.
Loopt displays a map show
ing your position and the
position of your friends who
are in the vicinity. Once you
have pinpointed their loca
tion, Loopt can detect busi
nesses in the area and make
suggestions for a meeting
place based on your inter
ests or queries ("beer, pizza,
bowling"). You can read
what friends have said about
prospective meeting spots,
or see reviews from Yelp.
When you've found a des
tination, you can invite your
friends and access directions,
as can your friends . You can
also find new friends by look
ing for other Loopt users
who have similar interests
(favorite bars, say) to yours.

Bli p.fm
I'm not the first to make the
comparison, but Blip.fm is
like Twitter for music. You
see a scrolling list of people's
song choices with their short
comments (called blips) . You
can listen to "blipped " tunes
as they come, or skip through
the list. If you like particular
users (called DJs), you can
give them "props" for the
songs they play, or you can
"follow" them . After you've

found several DJs that you
decide to follow, you can
switch to a mode where you
see only that group's blips.
If you think of a song you

There aren't many sites with
S million users that we have
not heard of, but Power.com
was one, and it's a name you
might hear a lot more often.
The "social inter-networking"
site operates on the premise
that many people now
»
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WHAT'S BUGGING YOU? To make a point

about malaria, Bill Gates releases mosqui toes at a tech conference. Attendees were lucky;
he could've released another Windows version.
~

KINDLE 2 CONNIPTIONS: Amazon peeves

~ some Kindle 1 owners with its gracious
offer to let them be first to pay $359 for a Kindle
2. Perhaps Amazon could provide free shipping.
USER REVIEWS REDUX: Belkin marketing
weasel offers to pay for positive reviews,
slams of competitors' products. Outrage! His
rates were lower than SponsoredReviews.com's.
~

PROFIT AND LENOVO: After losing $97 mil
~ Lion last quarter, Lenovo fires its CEO. Only
$97 mil? If he had worked for Citigroup, Fannie
Mae, or GM, he'd have received a huge bonus.
AT&T, COMCAST RATS: Rumor has it that
the big ISPs will begin assisting the
music industry in its antipiracy efforts. Fine;
we'll just steal music at work, where it's safe.
TWO-FACED FACEBOOKER: A British man

announces his divorce to all- including his
wife-via a Facebook post. Such public displays
are so unseemly. Couldn't he have texted her?
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ON BLIP.FM, USERS comment on the songs they're currently enjoying.

TWEETAG ACTS AS a search engine for Twitter, allowing you to view

You can Usten to 'blipped' tunes as they come, or search for favorites.

hot topics and to hunt for messages containing particular keywords.

belong to several social net
works and that it's a hassle
to log in to each one and
post on it separately.
Power.com lets you log in
once and then view (and
post to) any of a long list of
social networking sites that
you sync it with. You can see
the posts and status changes
of friends on multiple social
networks, and simultaneous
ly send messages or updates
to all of those sites. You can
also log in to MSN and send
!Ms from within Power.com.
Late last year Facebook
complained about Power's
ability to store Facebook
users' passwords and to
access Facebook users' con
tent. After all, Facebook has
its own scheme for connect
ing to multiple networks,
Facebook Connect. Facebook
filed suit when talks with
Power failed. Power says the
companies are now working
out their differences.

(another Twitterer second
ing an idea), replies to
tweets, or tweets that con
tain questions or links.

reading-serious discus
sions, not just idle chatter.
Tweetag (www.tweetag.com)
is a sort of search engine for
tweets . You can use it to
look for trends in topics
publicly discussed on Twit
ter, and to find discussions
of things that matter to you.
On the front page you see
a tag cloud showing the most
discussed topics on Twitter
right now. You can search
for Twitter messages con
taining a particular keyword,
too, after which Tweetag
suggests other keywords to
help narrow down your re
sults. Using tabs, Tweetag
organizes results based on
whether they are "re-tweets"

tlOLIE

LIY TRIP S

Hi 5
HiS (www.hi5.com), the third
largest social network in the
world, is virtually unheard
of in the United States. That
could change. HiS typically
has 60 million unique visi
tors every month, most of
them in other countries (40
percent come from Spanish
speaking nations). Word has
it that more U.S. users are
discovering the site.
The music and video appli
cations at HiS rival those of
other, more popular social

MY llETWORK

PROFI LE

Indianapolis, IN, December 2008
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Millions of people around
the world are adding con
tent (in short dispatches
called tweets) to the Twitter
stream every day. Some of
the content is actually worth
14 I WWW . PCWORLD.COM
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TRIPIT COLLECTS ALL of the information related to your travel
arrangements into a convenient master itinerary.

networks, and HiS's mobile
app is first-rate. HiS won't
be bigger than Facebook in
the U.S. by the end of the
year, but it will have grown
significantly, and it will have
given many people an attrac
tive alternative to try out.

Tripit
Tripit (www.tripit.com) is de
signed to be your personal,
full-service travel assistant.
For me, a typical trip in
volves a number of modes of
travel-planes, trains, taxis,
and so on-as well as restau
rants and hotels. All of that
adds up to a lot of details to
track. Usually I make a hard
copy of all my reservations,
staple them together, and
carry the bundle with me.
Tripit aggregates those
kinds of details; adds handy
tools such as maps, local
attractions, dinner reserva
tions, and weather reports;
and then wraps everything
up in an easy-to-use master
itinerary. You can alleviate
much of the stress of travel
by having the right informa
tion at the right time, and
that is what Tripit offers. I
think a lot of new users will
reach the same conclusion.

Your potential. Our passion:

Microsoft·

When opportunity
knocks

\

\

------·-

Outlook 2007 with Business Contact Manager helps

you focus on what matters most.
t:? Consolidate customer information so you never miss a beat.

-t:t

Organize your e-mails, task lists, and appointments.

4- Customize how you track business opportunities.
It's all part of M icrosoft' Office 2007. Buy it for you r PC.

~
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·: .Office
Small Business 2007
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a~on kindle

Hands-On With the
Amazon Kindle 2
We spent some time
with the Kindle 2
e-book reader, and
we found lots to
like- plus some
aspects that still
need improvement.

VARIOUS DESIGN changes
make the Amazon Kindle 2
more appealing than the
original model-but while
Amazon has succeeded in
enhancing its e-book reader,
it has done little to advance
the device to the next stage.
The $359 Kind le 2 is slim
mer (0.36 inch thick) , and at
just 10.2 ounces, the new de
vice weighs virtually the same
as the old one. The unit's
600-by-800-resolution screen
is also the same size, mea
suring 6 inches-but now it
gives you 16 shades of gray
versus the 4 shades available
on the original Kindle.
l found text to be slightly
crisper on the Kindle 2, with
less inklike bleed-in to the
virtual page. But the differ
ence was truly evident in
images, whic h exhibited far
greater gradations. The back
ground of the screen has
changed , too: Before, the
screen appeared to have a

>ClU

slight texture, almost like
newspaper; now the surface
is completely smooth. As for
a promised speed boost
(pages supposedly turn 20
percent faster) , I noticed no
more than a subtle differ
ence between Kindle 1 and
Kindle 2 in turning pages.
Among the navigation keys
is a new five-way joystick. In
my brief hands-on, the joy
stick re It stiff and awkwardly
placed re lative to where my
hand was for t he paging but
tons. The scroll wheel moved
much more smoothly.
On the plus side, the menu
interface no longer relies on
an awkward column on the
right of the display. Now,

TELEVISION

Digital-TV Deadline Delayed
~·" 
PRESIDENT BARACK
Obama signed a bill that
delays the tra nsition to all

1

June
12th

digital television broadcasts
until June 12, in an effort to

·.

prevent millions of residents
from losing their TV signals.
However, 421 television stations across the country cut their ana·
log signals on February 17, the original deadline; 220 other sta
tions had already shut off their analog feeds prior to the deadline.
In late 2005, Congress passed legislation requiring U.S. TV sta
tions to move to all-digital broadcasts. Much of the cleared spec
trum , in the 700-MHz band, was sold in auctions. Experts say the
spectrum is optimal for wireless broadband services.

-Gram Gross
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Sh.e turned and gestured in the direction
of the sit-down counter. There, on one of
the stools, sat Captain's owner, drinking a
cup of coffee ana reading the Smtlnel.
Edgar's grandfather invi~ ihe man to
join them. When they were seated, he
asked Billy if the pups were indeed his.
"Some of them," .Billy said. "Cappy got
old Violet in a fix. I've got to find a place
for half the litter. But what I reaJly thbik
I'll do is keep 'em. Cap dotes on 'em, and
ever since my Scout ran off last summer.
I've only had the one dog. He gets lonely.•
Edgarls grandfather explained about his
own litter, and about Vi, ~d1ng on her
qualities, and then he offered to trade a
pup for a pup. He told Bllly he could have
the pick of Vi's litter, and furthennore
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THE SCREEN OF the Kindle 2-otter.s.more.shal!_es of gray than the

.

\

"

(.,.

("

first model, producing slightly crisper text and tietter Images.

the E-Ink screen technolo
gy's speed is fast enough to
enable the joystick to move
through options directly on
the screen, highlighting your
selection as you go along.
The unit 's keyboard re
sembles the QWERTY ar
rangement on a cell phone.
I found that the circular
keys and their closer spac
ing on this device worked
better than the rectangular
keys and their angled spac
ing on the Kindle 1.
The device's new text-to
speech capability, powered
by technology from Nuance
(makers of Dragon Natural
ly Speaking), offers two
digital voices-Tom and
Samantha-and up to 3X
fast-forward reading speed.
The voices are clearly com
puterized but tolerable.
The Kindle 2 now powers

up from USB, a nice touch.
Regrettably, Amazon has
ditched the SD Card slot;
instead, you get 2GB of on
board storage. Your books
are stored on Amazon's
servers, so if you ever have
to free up space on the de
vice, you ca n redownload
books late r as needed.
You don't get a case any
more; instead, the Kindle 2
has two holes on its right
edge to allow the unit to
snap into third-party cases.
Amazon's no-frills leather
case will sell for abou t $30.
Amazon hasn't changed
the device's file handling.
You still have to go through
the awkward conversion
process of sending a file
(such as a Word document)
to yourself if you wish to
view it on your Kindle.
-Melissa]. Pem1so11
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Windows 7 to Ship in Six Different Versions
Simila r to Windows
Vista , Microsoft 's
upcoming operating
system will be avail
able in several edi
t ions, each with a
different featu re set.
IF YOU THOUGHT that Mi
crosoft had learned all its !es
sons with Windows Vista,
you'll soon be disappointed.
Although the Windows 7
beta, which was released to
the public in mid-January, is
receiving mostly positive re
views, revelations that Micro
soft plans to release six dif
ferent flavors of Windows 7
have left many in the tech

your installatio n disc (or on
a new computer); if you de
cide to upgrade to another
version, you'll simply have
to pay for an unlock code.
Each version of Windows 7
will be a superset of the pre
vious version, says Micro
soft, so you won' t lose any
feat ures if you upgrade.
Many analysts and users
have been critical of the
company's decision to issue
multiple versions of Vista.
That move generated con
sumer confusion as to which
version might be best to
buy, and it created compati
bility issues with both soft
ware and hardware when

First off, users of XP and
Vista will be able to upgrade
their OS licenses to Win
<lows 7. The catch is that
you'll still have to perform a
clean installation of Win
<lows 7, meaning you' ll need
to reinstall programs and
back up and replace data.

Window s 7
Starter Edition
The Starter Edition is aimed
mainly at emerging markets
and at netbook users. With
this edition, users will be
able to run only three appli
cations simultaneously, but
they will benefit from inter
face improvements such as

nection sharing (including
over wireless) and provides
the Mobility Center (power
management for laptops) .

Windows 7
Home Premium
The Home Premium version
will provide all the visual
goodies of Windows 7, such
as the Aero Glass environ
ment and advanced window
navigation. Aside from add
ing touch-screen implemen
tations (such as handwriting
recognition and multitouch
support), the Home Premi
um ed ition will offer im
proved media-format sup
port and enhancements to
Windows Media Center and
media streaming functions .

Wind ow s 7
Professional
The Professional edition will
provide more extensive se
curity and networking fea
tures, such as the Encrypt
ing File System, advanced
network backup, and the
ability to join managed net
works with Domain Join. It
will support location-aware
printing, as well.
world wondering why the
company would again sub
ject customers to such a
confusing product matrix.
Microsoft says that it will
steer most users toward Win
<lows 7 Home Premium and
Windows 7 Professional. For
business users the company
recommends either Profes
sional or Enterprise. The
company also says that it
will use a single disc image
of the operating system,
which means that you' ll re
ceive all of the editions on
18 I WW W. PC WORLO . C O M
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users upgraded from Win
<lows XP to Vista. Lastly,
many people perceived the
tactic as a way for Microsoft
to charge vastly different
prices for versions of Vista
that provide features offering
little benefit to end users.
As of this writing, we don't
yet know about Windows 7
pricing or availability (some
experts speculate that it will
be out early next year) . Be
low is a breakdown of what
we do know about the dif
ferences among the versions.

the new taskbar and JumpLists. In addition, consum
ers will be able to join a
Home Group (to share media
files over a local netwo rk) .

Windows 7
Home Basic
The Home Basic edition will
allow the use of unlimited
applications at the same
time, and will bring further
interface enhancements
such as live thumbnail pre
views. On top of that, Home
Basic enables Internet con

Window s 7 Enterprise
& Windows 7 Ultimate
The Enterprise and Ultimate
editions will have similar
features, such as BitLocker
data protection for internal
and external drives, as well
as DirectAccess for corpo
rate networking based on
Windows Server 2008 R2.
Via another security feature,
AppLocker, these versions
will also prevent unauthor
ized software from running.
-Daniel lo11csc11

* Unlimited Websites

Total flexibility - create your own
web hosting solutions or resell our
w hite-label plans from $0.99/ mo.

* Unlimited Bandwidth

Unlike other providers, we don't limit your
website traffic or charge you extra.

* Unlimited Web Space

Host large websites knowing you'll .
never have to pay for more space again.

* Unlimited Email

Resell unlimited POP3/IMAP ma ilboxes
and offer complete Hosted Microsoft
Exchange solutions.

Great Features and Benefits
•Create your own plans and custom solutions
· Load balanced Windows and Linux options
· Fast US web servers in our world·dass data center
·Private-label tools - use your own brand name
See website for details

Start Making MoneyToday Visit:

www.fasthosts.com

Call Toll Free 1-877-440-5515
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Google Latitude Lets
You Track Your Pals
DO YOU KNOW where
your friends are? If not,
Google can help you find
them. Google Latitude lets
smart phone and laptop
users share their location.
Though not pinpoint accu
rate, Latitude can display
your general location based
on information from GPS
satellites and cell towers.
Once you and your friends
have opted in to Latitude,
your friends' icons appear
on Google Maps. Clicking
an icon allows you to call,
e-mail, or IM them, and you
can even use Google Maps'
di rections feature to see

how to get to their location.
Let's say that Bob wants to
share his location wit h Jane.
He sends an invitation from
his handset or PC. Jane can
then accept and share her
location too; accept but not
share her location; or com
pletely reject poor Bob. If
Jane chooses to share her
location, she can provide
her best available location or
simply which city she 's in.
In addition to restricting
specific people, Latitude will
let you do a blanket location
setting for all your contacts.
You can set your location
manually, tell Latitude to
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WITH LATITUDE, ICONS for friends appear on Google Maps. Click an
icon to contact a buddy; you can get directions to their location, too.

detect yo ur location, or hide
your location completely.
Google says that it keeps
only your most recent shared
location on its servers . If
you've hidden your location,
Google holds no informa
tion on your whereabouts.
Even so , Google could eas-

ily build a demographic chart
to show, for example, where
certain age groups congre
gate in a particular city. I
hope that isn' t the case, but
questions about Google's
privacy prac tices have been
raised many times before.
-!1111 Paul

Onehub: Simple Collaboration
Onehub identifies itself first as an FTP replacement : but that limit
ed description shortchanges this service, which packs a lot of the
power of Microsoft's SharePoint without much of the com plexity.

+--+

With a free account, you can set up a sing le hub- a sort of extranet
Uncle
Joo

where you can upload as much as lGB of files . Your hu b can also
include calendars, task li sts, discussion boards, RSS feeds, images,
and video. Oth er users can make comme nts about the files, or
download them , edit them, and reupload them: when that happens,
Onehub keeps both versions. Paid accounts ra nge from $19 to
$249 per month an d from 3GB to lOOGB of storage. onehub.com
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Lovely Charts: Lovely, No, but Attractive

LOVELYCHARTS.COM LETS NOVICES create family trees, network

The designers here at PC World forbade me to touch design tools

diagrams, and site maps that may not be lovely, but aren't ugly either.

after I produced a couple of graphics that m ade their eyes bleed.
But even if you're a design spaz like me, you ca n prod uce decent

Trackle: Alerts for Nearly Everything

results w it h Lovely Charts. That's mostly because Lovely Charts

If you have any problem with t he alerts that Track le sends, it' ll

whittles down your choices. offering you a few simple elements

likely be the sheer vo lume of them . This free information scouting

that you can drag around to create flowcharts, fam ily trees, w ire

system has more alert categories than any other I've seen. It wi ll

frames, and more. It's a basic onli ne app that doesn't give novices

tell you about neighborhood crime, new movies that your favorite

enough rope to hang them selves, so it's not for serious designers.

actor appears in, even new FDA advisories. If you really want to be

The free version lets you create, print. and export as many charts

depressed, it will monitor the va lue of yo ur home. You can t rack

as you like, but allows you to save only one for future revisions. To

your alerts at the site, have them e-mailed (either in one big bunch

save more, you 'll have to pony up 29 euros a year. lovelycharts.com

each day or instantly), or receive them through SMS. trackle.com
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7" Wireless Internet Camera

and Photo Monitor
TV·M7
Real-Time Video Security Monitoring
The first product·ever, to wirelessly stream Internet camer a
video independently of a computer. Monitor up to 4 TRENDnet
IP cameras on one screen or scan between cameras.

The Power of Wireless
Place the TV-M7 wl1ere you live or work, such as your
kitchen. living area or home office.
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Full Photo Frame Functionality
Plays photo slideshows from the built in 512MB memory, a
camera memory card or from your Flickr account.
It also plays stored music and videos.

Visit trendnet.com or call 1-888-326-6061
No purchase necessary to win. Vold where prohibited by law. Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the
United States who are at least 18 years of age. Entries must be received from September 16, 2008 to
March 15, 2009. One entry per person. For a complete set of rules. visit www.trendnet.com/giveaway.
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Garmin, Asus
Planning to
Make Smart
Phones
GPS DEVICE maker Garmin
is teaming up with Asustek
Computer's cell phone divi
sion to create a new smart
phone brand, Garmin-Asus.
The new venture is consid
ering offering devices with
various operating systems,
including Windows Mobile,
Linux, and Android. The
handhelds will compete by
specializing in Jocation
based services, executives
from both companies said.
Their first cobranded
product, the Nuvifone G60
(a refresh of the G60 that
Garmin commissioned Asus
tek to build last year), is due
in the first half of 2009 . The
alliance announced another
handset, the M20, at Mobile
World Congress in Barcelo
na, Spain, in mid-February.
It will likely launch in 2010.
Asustek will phase out its
own branded mobile phones
and will produce any future
phones exclusively under
the Garmin-Asus name.
The location-based services
will include maps that show
various details relevant to a
user's location and destina
tion, such as traffic condi
tions and movie times.
-Dan Nysrcdt

GEEKTECH
How to Play DVD Movies on Your Nintendo Wii
FOR HARD-CORE GAMERS, the Wii leaves a bit
to be desired. Previous-generation graphics,
few games for adults. a weak online communi
ty, and a l ack of DVD-movie playback are just a
few of the Wii drawbacks that have led me to

file. Select it to start the game. Once you can
control Link, walk backward (weird, I know)

movies, giving it the capability is easier than

until the Homebrew Channel installer starts.

ever- no warranty-voiding mod chip required.

After a minute or two, the HBC will install, and
you can access it like any other Wii Channel.

What You Need

Next, you need to install the DVD apps.

• A Nintendo Wii with system version 3.2

1. Pop the SD Card into the card reader and

• A FAT/FAT32-formatted SD Card (no bigger

erase the boot.dol file and the 'private' directory.

than 2GB, however, as the Wii
can't read SDHC media)
• An SD Card reader/writer
• The Wii game The Legend of
Zelda: Twilight Princess
• The "Twilight Hack" (a modified
Zelda game save) and the Home
brew Channel Installer, both
available at hbc.hackmii.com
• DVDX (a homebrew application
that allows the Wii to read DVDs
from the drive) and MPlayer (a
Wii port of media player software
that plays commercial DVDs), both of which
are explained and available at wi ibrew.org

2. Create a directory on the SD Card and
name it apps. Copy the 'dvdx' and 'mplayer'
directories into the folder.

Insta lling the Software
1. At your PC, insert the SD Card into the SD
Card reader, and copy the 'private' directory of
the Twilight Hack, as well as the Homebrew
Channel 'boot.dot' file, to it.
2. Insert the SD Card into the Wii and delete
your Zelda save file in the Wii File Manager

3. Eject the SD Card from the reader and
then reinsert it into the Wii. Power on the con
sole and start the Homebrew Channel.
4. You should see the two applications that
you just copied onto the SD Card. Run the
DVDX installer. When that starts up, select

Normal Installation and wait for it to finish.

(start a new game if you don't already have a

5. Go back to the Homebrew Channel, insert

save file). If you need the save file for playing

a DVD movie of your choosing into the Wii, and

the game, you can first copy it to the SD Card

start the MPlayer program. To play the movie,

and then copy it back after installing HBC.

select DVD-Video from the MPlayer menu, and

3. On the Zelda game disc, read the text on

but you must apply the correct hack (the former

then Play DVD (or Play Title #1). After a few
moments the movie will Load.
I should mention that the MPlayer software
is currently pretty buggy; DVD menu functions

needs TwilightHackO, and the Latter uses Twi

are hit-and-miss, and not every movie I tried

LightHack2; both are included in the download).

would play. Installing unofficial, third-party

4. Switch to SD view in the Wii File Manager
and copy the correct version of the hack.
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game. You should see the Twilight Hack save

one who has wished that the Wii could play

OA-0" or "RVL-RZDE-OA-2''. Either w ill work,
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favor another console. Now, however, for any

the inner ring, which should say "RVL-RZDE

GARMIN-ASUS Nuvifone 660

With just a few simple hacks, you
can make your Wii video game
console into a great DVD player.

5. Insert the Zelda game disc and start the

software always entails a certain amount of
risk-but hey, that's part of the fun .

-Mike Keller
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Forward
Getting Your Feet Wet With Google Ocean
WITH GOOGLE OCEAN , a
major component of the
Google Earth S beta update,
you can dive as deep into
the ocean as you could soar
high above the Rocky Moun-

tains with Google Earth.
Thanks to Google's part
nership with more than 20
organizations, including
NASA, National Geographic,
NOAA, the U.S. Navy, and

download the Google Earth
S beta at find .pcworld.com/
62398 and put a check mark
next to the 'Oceans' layer in
the Google Earth software.
-Tom Spring e

DIVING INTO THE waters just off the coast of Maui, Hawaii, you can

YOU CAN STUDY underwater shipwrecks, but you can't zoom into

explore the ridges of this submerged volcanic landscape.

them. Instead, you have to explore via pictures, videos, and text.
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the BBC (to name jus t a
few), you can "fly" beneath
the ocean to the Trra11ic or
foll ow sea turtles as they
migrate across the sea.
To get started, simply
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GOOGLE OCEAN ISN'T all serious science. This view of the island of

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PROVIDES a wealth of material, including

Teahupoo shows the spectacular waves on which surfers hang ten.

beautiful videos of humpback whales off the Hawaiian coast.

CONTENT FROM THE BBC Includes great photography and videos.

SAVE THE WHALES and help preserve marine environments by

These ice fields are near lgloollk Island in northern Canada.

perusing Protect Planet Ocean Items and then donating via a link.
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Limited Time Offer: Get 50%
off and more for the first
6 months when you sign
up for a 1 year plan!
Visit www.1 and1 .com
for details!

need for

a successful website
Register your business website and save!
Protect your personal information - private
domain registration is included for FREE!

.biz domains $~r
now $3.99/first year*

The 1&1 Business Package gives you everything
you need for a professional website. 3 domains,
site-building tool, 2,500 e-mail accounts,
search advertising vouchers and more!

Starting at $~h
now $4.99/mo. * (first 6 months)

Designed specifically for high performance needs, these
top-of-the-line AMD™ processors feature energy
efficient technology, reducing costs and environmental
impact with increased performance-per-watt. 1&1
matches 100% of the energy consumed in our
data center with Renewable Energy Certificates.

Starting at $1~nth
now $99.99/mo.* (first 6 months)

Set up your online store and start selling. Integration
with eBay®, Shopzilla™, Google Product Search™
and Shopping.com® included!

Starting at $2~th
now $11.99/mo.*(first 6 months)

PayPar
' Offers valid for a limited tlme only. Setup fee, minimum contract term, and other terms and conditions may apply. Visit www. Iand I.comfor fu ll
promotional offer details. Program and pricing specifications. availability and prices subject to change without notice. I&1 and the I& t logo are
trademarks of 1&1 l"ternet AG. all other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. C 2009 1&1 Internet. Inc. All rights reserved.
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Consumer Watch
Travel Sites Venture Beyond the Bottom Line
BY JANET FULLWOOD

groups, however, aren 't explained. For example, you can call
up a list of cruise lines that belong to the International Associ
MOST WEB-SAVVY TRAVELERS know how to find cheap
ation of Antarctica Tour Operators, but not an explanation of
airfares, hotel rooms, and rental cars on comparison sites
how those lines differ from lines that aren' t members.
such as Kayak.com and Farecast.com, or on the big booking
If you're looking for a hotel deal, try DealBase (dealbase.com),
which presents key criteria for each offer-price, savings off
sites (Expedia, Orbitz, Travelocity, and the like). But last
year, dozens of Web 2.0 travel
full room rates, and terms of
sites jumped in to fill newly
booking (including the dates
( New travel sites help you decide w here to go
emerging niches in travel plan
of your stay and the deadline
and what t o do- and keep you organized , too.
ning. Here 's a selection of sites
for booking)- in just three
(many sti ll in beta testing) that
lines of type. You can filter
might help with your plans.
deals by category or interest
(golf, beach, four-star, and so
Where to Go
on) , bookmark your favorites,
These six sites can help an un
and view them as a list.
decided trip planner discover
::::
a perfect travel match .
What to Do
Based on your answers to a
Once you have settled on a
simple questionnaire, Best Trip
destination, these two sites
Choices (besttripciloices.com)
can help you plan your visit.
identifies which of six "travel
Visually compelling Planet
personalities " you most closely
Eye (planeteye.com) creates
match and suggests destina
color-coded, geo-tagged Micro
tions and activities suited to
soft Virtual Earth maps that
your preferences. (You handle
you can use to identify, say,
the booking.) Similarly, Travel
restaurants and attractions
Muse (travelmuse.com), Tripbase
within walking distance of a
(tripbase.com), and Triporati
particular hotel. In addition,
you can create virtual folders
(tri porati.com) offer destinations
(called "travel packs") to file
based on interests you identify
on supplied lists or tags. Travel
photo-illustrated restaurant
reviews and travel tips aggregated from many sources.
Muse and Tripbase factor in your budget, and TravelMuse
At Trazzler (trazzler.com), identify the destination or interests
asks you how much time you 're willing to spend en route. All
you want to research (if you provide only the latter, Trazzler
three provide reviews, maps, links to booking sites, and more.
will help you choose a destination); then flip through a "trip
If you're considering a cruise or an organized tour, stop by
stack" (think baseball cards)- photo-illustrated hotel , dining,
Travelbeen .com, which debuted in seven countries last year
with the goal of incorporating every travel Web site on the
and activity suggestions with links to Web sites that provide
more detail. Compile a wish list, and the site aggregates data
planet into its "social search engine." One of the service's more
from your searches into a preference p ie chart. This content
unusual features is its ability to search for travel suppliers by
comes from both professional writers and user reviews.
»
specialized criteria, including accreditations. The accrediting

I

Last-minute travel used to cost a Lot, but the Web has changed that.
Go to find .pcworld.com/ 62416 to read tips and strategies for saving
money on a trip that you have to plan on relatively short notice.
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The Human Touch
No matter how sophisticated its algo
rithms are, a machine just can 't make
some travel decisions. In the case of
multiple-destination trips or flights to
remote locations, for instance, online
booking isn 't always a snap-and it may
not even be possible. Compete 4 Your

THE STORY BROKE on an
obscure blog in the midd le
of January and quick ly
spread all over the Web: A

l

An employee got caught offering to pay
for positive reviews-but that doesn't
mean that the firm's products are bad .

Seat (compe te4yourseat.com) calls upon a
network of travel agents to b id on your
tough-to-schedule flight plans.
Similarly, Zicasso (zicasso.com) prom
ises "handcrafted" itineraries for trips

Belkin employee had been ca ught posting
ads offering payment to people who

lar ones from competing vendors, it seldom
tanks. Last year, for example, we rated

would write positive user reviews of the
company's products. or mark negative
reviews by others as "unhelpful."

with multiple destinations. You describe
your trave l needs, and in two or three

In what appeared to be a tacit confir
mation of the story, Belkin president Mark

the company's low-end (two-antenna)
draft-802.lln router (Belkin N Wireless
Router F508233-4 V3) as "good," and
described its design, usability, features,

days you receive trip plans-including
pricing-from up to three prescreened

Reynoso posted a public apology that
repudiated the employee's action, de

agents. You can refine a plan as needed;
you can then choose the one you like
best and pay the agent directly.
Tripology (tripology.com) likewise caters
to travelers with specialized interests
from nature vacations to language
schools to spiritual journeys . Enter

scribed them as an "isolated incident,"
and said the company was working to

your criteria, and the site matches you
with three specialists; you decide whom

Reviews: Can They
Be Trusted?" at find .

Looking back even
furt her, Belkin was

to contact, and you then negotiate fees
and services w ith that specialist.

pcworld.com/62453).

the first company to
market products car
rying the MIMO an

Help for Getting Organized
Finally, these two Web sites act as per
sonal assistants to help you organize
your travel plans and information.
After registering with Triplt (tripit.com),
you simply forward fli ght, hotel, and
other e-mail confirmations to the site,
and it will organize them into a master
itinerary that you can customize w ith
additional maps, weather information,
photos, and walking or driving direc
tions. Triplt's ltinerator will even check
your flight status, select your seat, and
send a personalized travel guide to
your online calendar or your iPhone.
Nile Gu ide (nileguide.com), another
one-stop travel organizer, uses Google
Maps techno logy and content from
local experts to generate personalized
travel recommendations; then it inte
grates your selections in to your calen
dar. Nile Guide can create customized,
downloadable guidebooks, too. An
iPhone version is due later this year.
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Did Belkin Really Need Fake User Reviews?
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identify and elimina te any bogus reviews
that may have resulted.
PC World has discussed
fake user reviews in the
past (see "Online User

But did Belkin really
need to pay for posi
tive reviews? Are its
products so unworthy
that without fake endorse
ments, few people wo uld go out
and buy them? As someone who has
written and edited PC World articles about
and reviews of Belkin prod ucts over the
years, I knew the answer right away: No.

A Ford , Not a Rolls
Th is isn't to say that Belkin is the Rolls
Royce of tech companies. (I'm not sure
such a company even exists these days.)
Historically, it's been a purveyor of fairly
inexpensive accessories for notebooks.
iPhones, and iPods, as well as other elec
tronics. In more-recent years, Belkin has
become familiar to many consumers for
its lines of what's euphemistica lly called
"value" (read "cheap") home networking
gear. So in terms of reputation, we're talk
ing more Ford Focus than luxury limo.
But while Belkin rarely sta rs in roundup
reviews that pit its products aga inst simi

and customer service as "stellar." The
product's PCW rating of 73 reflected its
entry-level specifications in a roundup
that included more-expensive routers
loaded with advanced features; it managed
to trounce th e only other entry-level uni t.
a D-Link model that scored 61
(see "New 802.lln Routers:
The Best Wi-Fi Yet," find.
pcworld.com/62454).

tenna technology that
underlies the current
generation of Wi- Fi gear. I
tested that first pre-N router
(which used proprietary technology from
Airgo Networks, since absorbed by Qual
comm) and came away highly impressed.
Finally, in our most recent reliability
and vendo r service surveys for Wi-Fi rout
ers, Belkin performed very well. finishing
just slig htly behind top-ranked Apple.
I'm not defendi ng the Belkin employee's
actions, of course, and I naturally can't
help wondering whether he was acting
under directions from higher-ups. But this
does not look like a company that should
be desperate for positive word of mouth.
So I would take the complaints about
Belkin products (routers. for the most
part) that surfaced in blogs and forums
after the fake-user-review scandal broke
with a grain of salt. A few rotten apples
in the barrel shouldn't negate things t he
company has obviously gotten right.

GoToMyPC:
It's this easy.

GoToMyPC lets you instantly access your home or office computer from any
Internet connection . It sets up automatically, is as secure as online banking
and comes with free U.S.-based customer service available 24/7. There's no
hardware needed, so just click and take your office with you wherever you go.

FREE 30-Day Trial
gotomypc.com I promo code: pc

GoToMyPC®
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I RECENTLY PURCHASED Paint Shop Pro X2 Ultimate from Corel and
tried to use the Lynda.com video tutorials that are included with the soft
ware, but was unable to find the images used in the tutorials. A Corel rep
resentative said that it would provide them only if I pa id another $15
which I consider ridiculous. Corel should eit her put the images on the
software CD or tell customers where to find them .

Jqycc Tt1n1C1; Slroc111akcrwil!c, Pc1111rylva11ia
OYS responds: A Corel contact told us
t hat the customer support representa

Google Power
Meter Analyzes
Energy Use
GOOGLE IS TRYING to alter electrical
energy consumption by d eveloping a
Web service des ig ned to let users track
their electricity usage in great detail.
Google's PowerMeter software would
tell you, for instance, t hat running a

tive who spoke to Turner misinformed
her. Corel does not provide the images
used in the Lynda.com videos, even

clothes dryer at 7 a.m . every d ay is one
of your greatest energy costs. " In a world
where everyone had a detailed under

thoug h the videos state that users can
fi nd them in a fo lder on their computer.
Lynd a.corn's Web site does not sell the
images independently of a subscription

standing of t heir home energy u se, we
could find all sorts of ways to save ener
gy and lower elect ricity bills," wrote
Google engineer Ed Lu on the Google
Blog. "If half of America's households
cut their energy d emand by 10 percent,
it wou ld be the equivalent of taking

for its tutorials. The Sl5 fee that Turner
mentions is what Corel charges for an
on line trai ning session with one of its
own representatives and has nothing to
do with the Lynda.com videos.
Regrettably. we've all run into customer
service represe ntatives who don't know
what they' re talk ing about. If you feel
th at you're not receiving accurate infor
mation, ask to speak to a supervisor.
Save documenta tion of your interactions
(e-mail or chat logs) so you can show the

he saw that the site had charged him for
the case. E-mail to a customer se rvice
address on the site went unanswered ;
and when he called the company's cus
tomer service phone line, a recorded
message stated that the line's inbox was
full, after which he was immediately dis
connected. We had the same experience.

manager exactly what the representative
said and why you don 't th ink you're get

Roday never received his case.
The Better Busi ness Bureau's Web site

ting a fair deal. With luck, the company
will go out of its way to assist you.
Though Corel co uldn 't help our reader,
Lyn da.com could: When we called, it
agreed to se nd her a CD with the image

ind icates that HandHelditems.com is
owned by IGG Factory. When we tried to

files and says that it will do the same for
others who obtain tutoria ls via third par
ties but are missing exercise files. Simply
call the company's toll-free number
(888/33 5-9632) and explain the situation.

Missing in Action
Harrison Roday of Richmond , Virginia.
contacted us when he was unable to
reach customer service at HandHeld
Items.com about a botched iPod case
purchase. After placing his order, Roday
received an e-mail message saying that
his credit card could not be authorized
but when he checked the account online,
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browse IGG Factory's Web si te, Google
notified us that it is a reported attack site.
meaning that it will try to install programs
that steal private information. Somewhat
surprising ly, the Better Business Burea u
rates IGG Factory as satisfactory (C+).
but in recent reviews of IGG Factory on
Trustlink.org (find .pcworld.com/62389 ),
several customers report that they have
not received products they've ordered.
OYS recom mend s researchi ng compa
nies online as we did to see whether other
customers have had sim ilar experiences.
If a pattern of company nonresponsive
ness emerges, call your credit card com
pany to contest the charge. Roday filed a
complain t with the BBB and at press
time was still awaiting a response.

eight mi llio n cars off the road."
Noting t hat "We can't build t his prod
uct all by ourselves ," Kirsten O lsen Ca
hill , a program manager at Google.org,
the company's corporate philanthropy
arm, explained to The New York Times,
"We de pend on a whole ecosystem of
utilities, device m akers, and policies that
would allow consumers to have detai led
access to th eir home energy use and
m ake smarte r energy decisions."
Fo r instance, the meter might signal
to the dishwasher that it' s chea p er to
run in the morni ng rather t han at night.
Or it might tell the customer that he or
she could save money by running the
appliance at a d ifferent time .
Seve ra l utility companies, such as
California's PG&E and the District of
Columbia's Pepco, h;ive already de
ployed smart meters to prov ide data on
usa ge. Some 40 mi ll ion smart meters
are in use , according to Lu 's blog.
PG&E spokesperson Pau l Moreno
says the utility realizes th at smart me
ters have limitat ions and is building its
own software to enable custo me rs to
break down usage by appliance.
Google, meanwhile, may announce
PowerMeter within the next few months.
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Business Center
Manage Telecommuters Easily and Securely
BY ALEXANDRA KRASNE

software development at VIPdesk. VIP
desk' s outsourced, home-based cus
tomer service representatives provide
technical support to clients. But with
an entirely work-at-home customer-

office only, while sales data could be
viewable outside your headquarters,
IF YOU COULD roll out of bed, com
for example. Assess such things prior
mute just 40 feet, work in your robe
to permitting employees to work off
and fuzzy slippers , and save thousands
site, to avoid glitches and data leaks.
of dollars on travel expenses,
"Don't do it by the seat of
would you do it? And, as a
Implementing a secure and comprehensive
your pants," Simmons advises.
business owner or manager,
telecommuting plan at your business may
"Don't let some sales guy sell
would you offer the same ben
yield a happier, more productive workforce.
you some product that will
efit to your employees?
solve all your problems. Ven
According to a survey com
dors will say device X is com
missioned by the Computing
patible with that VPN, but that
Technology Industry Associa
isn't always the case. You don't
tion, 6 7 percent of respon
always get a straight story."
dents said their organization
has seen greater productivity
Know the Technology
as a result of allowing employ
The first technology layer of a
ees to telecommute, either
secure telecommuting plan is
full- or part-time. The main
the VPN (virtual private net
reason for the increase in out
work) that provides encryption
put: less commute time.
between the employee working
No doubt telecommuting
on their home connection and
benefits employees and em
your office's network. VlPdesk
ployers alike, but with the dis
uses two-factor authentication
tractions of home beckoning
for added security. (One-factor
children to drop off, a kitchen
authentication requires only a
to clean, laundry to wash-can
user name and password.)
a telecommuter be as produc
Another important piece to
tive as employees in the office?
consider is a NAC (network
More important, can technolo
access control) device. A NAC
will query each PC-before
gy keep your data secure, your
teams connected, and your staff
care group, the company needed to set
granting it network access-to check
accountable? It can, if you plan well.
whether certain software, such as an
up a foolproof telecommuting plan.
antivirus tool, is installed. When users
Understanding the software and tools
that your employees use, how often they
Plan First
log in, the NAC can even ensure that
Whether you allow employees to work
use them, and any security risks that let
they have a firewall and current patches.
ting company data go off-site entails will
Consider installing an app on compa
from home one day a week or all five,
inform your plan. After a review, you
ny PCs that can disable external USB
the key to implementing telecommuting
may decide that accou nting or human
devices, like thumb drives, when a user
successfully lies in developing a plan,
resources information should stay insays Steve Simmons, vice president of
is logged in to your network via VPN. »

!

Outsourcing Microsoft Exchange to a hosting service can be beneficial
(see page 36); but even then, Outlook can still annoy. Learn how to
elim inate the worst Outlook irritations at find.pcworld.com/62430.
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This arrangement prevents a remote
employee from downloading sensitive
data. (VIPdesk uses Secure It Easy.)

Exchange Hosting Eliminates Headaches

Keep a Watchf ul Eye

MICROSOFT Exchange

While you don' t need to watch an em
ployee's every mouse click, you should
set ground rules. Brian Diamond, found
er of the Telecommuting360 Web site
and forum, advises managers to be trans
parent. He notes that most telecom
muting packages have auditing. Citrix
XenDesktop, for example, allows a
manager to see a log of an employee's
chats, e-mail, and IP-telephony calls.
State laws vary, however, and some
require employers to inform employees
that they may be monitored. Draft a
monitoring policy, says Diamond, and
have each employee sign it. Send re
minders monthly. If employees know
they may be watched, it can be good
motivation not to slack off. "If you
don't watch what [remote employees]
are doing, you see a drop-off in work
productivity over time, " he warns.
One simple approach is to require
remote employees to use instant mes
saging so that you can see their online
status and contact them. Watch out for
programs that automatically create IMs
and send replies based on user-set rules.
If you suspect an employee is using
such a tool, send a specific message and
see what kind of answer you receive.

can help you manage the
e-mail and collaboration
services that employees

Outsource your Exchange management
to a hosted service, and you can avoid
install at ion and maint enance hassles.

l

use- but Exchange isn't the easiest app

including antispam features, mobile mes

to install and run, particularly for a small

sage integration, and SharePoint.

business without an IT department.
While I believe Exchange 2007 is a little

Intermedia uses HostPilot, a proprie
tary control panel. I like the way Host

easier to set up than Exchange 2003, the

Pilot helps you configure Exchange

new version is available only as a 64-bit

through step-by-step directions. Online

app, and you may need to upgrade server

help, including FAQ pages and getting

hardware to run it.
Fortunately you
don't need to install

started videos , along
with e-mail and tele
phone support, is readi

Exchange on your own

ly available. Completing

server to gain its ben

the online configuration

efits. You can sidestep

for ten users will prob

all the hassles of hir

ably take a couple of

ing an IT professional,

hours for an adminis

buying and installing

trator to perform, al

the software, ensuring

though that depends on

64-bit hardware com

the options you select.

patibility, and tackling maintenance

An Intermedia Small Business Ex

issues if you outsource Exchange provi

change plan for ten users (including

sioning to an online hosting service.

40GB total mailbox storage) is $125 per

Hosting Options

Point (50MB storage) are included in the

Though Exchange isn't nearly as ubiqui

monthly fee. Each user gets a free down

month. Antivirus , antispam. and Share

tous as POP e-mail, a growing number of

load of Outlook 2007. Additional mailbox

hosts have added Exchange to their menu.

es with lGB storage cost $12 per month.

Basic Exchange services range from $10

Though I like Intermedia 's Exchange

to $15 per month, per employee. Extras,

hosting, you have many providers to

Manage Meetings and Project s

such as additional mailbox storage and

choose from. If you're satisfied with your

For remote teams, Web conferencing
can work well. Gmail and Skype offer
free, secure options, and many IM apps
now support conferencing. But while
the grainy video of most Webeams leaves
much to be desired, high-resolution
video-availa hie in a few of the latest
conferencing products-is the next
best thing to an in-person meeting.
Finally, project-management software
such as Basecamp or Microsoft Project
makes tracking tasks simple. Project
management software not only lets you
see tasks, deadlines, statuses, and ex
pected completion dates but also allows
your group to share documents online.

message archiving, will bump up the tab.

Web host. see if it also offers Exchange
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Selecting a service also involves other
considerations. For example, antispam

hosting; at the very least, sticking with
your Web host will simplify domain setup.

service provided at the Exchange server
is more efficient than at the Outlook client

Is Hosting Right for You?

level, since users don't download the junk.

For a small business without an IT pro,

Want to help mobile employees keep in

the all-in cost of outsourcing Exchange

touch? Look at hosting that also offers

can save thousands. Moreover, hosting

e-mail integration with smart phones.

providers can easily upscale your Ex

Need collaboration functions 7 Pick a ser

change server as your business grows (or

vice that also hosts Microsoft SharePoint.

downsize it if necessary) without inter

Few Exchange hosts can match the ex

rupting service. A business with more

perience and offerings of Intermedia

than 100 users and more-complex re

(intermedia.net); it has hosted Exchange

quirements, on the other hand, may find

since 2000 and offers a variety of supple

that providing Exchange services through

mental services (some for an extra cost).

internal resources makes more sense.
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Business Center
iWork '09 Can
Take Care of
Business
FOR ANYONE WHO uses a Mac for
work, an update to the iWork suite is
welcome. Does iWork have what it
takes to do serious business?
iWork '09 consists of the Pages word
processor, the Numbers spreadsheet
application, the iWeb site builder, and
the Keynote presentation software.
New in '09 is iWork.com, which lets
you share files and collaborate with col
leagues, whether they use Macs or not.
If you're seeking a replacement for
Microsoft Office, iWork is not it. Al
though it can read files made in Word,
Excel, and PowerPoint, you can't have
it automatically save original files in
those apps' formats. And the features
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CREATING AND CUSTOMIZING charts In Numbers doesn't take an advanced degree. Just pop
open the Inspector tool to select the type of chart, and then tweak its look to your liking.

in iWork's apps are relatively limited.
On the other hand, if you need inex
pensive, versatile tools, iWork '09 is a
solid choice that can create cool news
letters, intuitive and beautiful charts,
and stunning presentations.
Among the most substantial updates
in Pages '09 is vastly improved linking

to Numbers spreadsheets. This makes
mail merges easier and lets you add
charts powered by Numbers data. And
a new mode can fill your screen with
just the document you're editing.
In Numbers '09, powerful sorting fea
tures now help you create rich spread
sheets that act more like user-friendly

iWork '09 1Apple
Makes terrific presentations, and has a bit of word
processing and number-crunching power. List: $79
fi nd.pcworld.com/62427

databases . Set a table category for a
column, and you can sort and reorder
your spreadsheet based on it. Drag an
entry from one category to the next,
and the accompanying data updates .
Picking a formula is easy, too, with help
ful descriptions and a natural-language
search function. Most impressive is the
updated chart creator, which offers gor
geous new shading and textures, yet
gives you minute control over them.
The standout is Keynote, which beats
PowerPoint in simplicity and usability.
It's packed with tools to import, arrange,
and manage music, video, and pictures,

!WORK'S KEYNOTE '09 presentation-creation software packs enough cool transitions and
comprehensive media-management features to keep any audience Interested.

as well as to make impressive transi
tions . If you have an iPhone or iPod
Touch, a 99-cent download will turn
your device into a Keynote remote con
trol. With its slick, intuitive interface
and almost foolproof presentation cre
ation, Keynote by itself justifies the $79
price tag for the iWork '09 suite.

If everyone in your company is using
Microsoft Office, stay with the crowd.
But if you're a small-business owner
who needs to bang out a newsletter
and track inventory in a spreadsheet, or
a professional who makes a lot of pre
sentations, iWork is worth a closer look.
-Rohen Strohmeyer •
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I Hot Product Showcase

Discover, create and innovate with the
Zing Laser Engraving System
Engrave tech-gadgets, gifts and more - for profit or as a hobby!
The Zing Laser brings quality engraving equipment to the masses
with its compact design and intuitive controls. Engrave/cut wood,
acrylic , paper, leather and more at the touch of a button.
Starts at $7,995.

IJ
LASER

Visit www.epiloglaser.com/ pc_world.htm for more information.
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Norton Internet Security•• 2009

Fiiing your taxes shouldn't be taxing on your system. Neither should your security software. The new Norton Internet
Security 2009 is the fastest security suite anywhere, using under ?MB of memory and delivering fewer, faster, shorter scans .
With pulse updates every 5-15 minutes. you'll get instant defense against the latest online threats. Plus, you can use Silent
Mode to avoid interruptions while you're playing games, watching movies, or doing your taxes. Get the revolutionary Norton
Internet Security 2009 now. and you 'll also receive up to $50 back. To learn more, visit norton.com/tax
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Security Alert
Fake Infection Warnings Can Be Real Trouble
BY ERIK LARKIN

the one Boyd clicked for a free online Batman game. He got
redirected to a site that took over his browser to display a fake
MICHAEL VANA WAS skeptical when he saw the pop-up from
antivirus scan, which then found (fictitious) critical infections
"Antivirus 2009" on his screen. The former Northwest Air
that he could supposedly fix by buying the rogue antivirus app.
lines avionics technician, who lives in Schaumburg, Illinois,
If a site merely hijacks your browser, you don't have to
guessed that the dire warning of a system infection was fake ,
worry too much: 1he pop-ups or fake scanner windows don' t
but when he clicked the X to close the window, it expanded
cause lasting damage, Boyd says . You might be prevented
to fill his screen. To get rid of
from closing the window, as
it, he had to shut down his PC.
As crooks aggressively push fake antivirus
Vana was , but you can usually
Sound familiar? Dirty tricks
software, you need to know which ersatz
bring up the Windows Task
like these, designed to get you
warnings may point toward a hidden infection. Manager with <Ctrl>-<Alt>-<Del>
to install and buy fake antivi
and close your browser that
rus products , are more com
way. Sometimes just pressing
mon than ever. But while you
<Alt>-<F4> will shut it down.
might recognize such warnings
"To do this, [the fake site]
as bogus , you might not know
uses real code, and doesn't
that the fake warning could be
generally exploit a hole, " Boyd
a red alert about an underlying
says. As long as you don't pan
bot malware infection. Know
ic and install the pushed pro
ing the difference is key.
gram , no real harm occurs.
"It's not something you even
blink at anymore, " says Chris
Bot Infections and
topher Boyd, senior director
Fake Antivirus
of malware research for com
Unfortunately, the other way
munications security company
you might encounter a fake
FaceTime Communications, of
antivirus program is far worse .
requests for help in dealing
Joe Stewart, a director of
malware research with Secure
with phony warning pop-ups.
The increased incidence of
Works, a security services com
such pop-ups is due to more
pany for businesses, tracks bot
crooks going after easy money
malware for a living. Criminals
from shady affiliate programs ,
use bot-infected PCs, some
which pay a huge cut of the
times gathered into huge net
works (called botnets) of a hundred thousand or more systems,
profits-up to 90 percent-for every person who mistakenly
hands over money for a fake program, regardless of what in
to send spam worldwide. But they also use bots to download
duced them to pay. Often, the inducement comes from a
rogue antivirus apps and other malware onto a victim's PC.
malicious Web site that employs JavaScript tricks to unleash
"It's a proven way of monetizing a botnet," says Stewart.
"Just abou t anybody with an already-deployed botnet is
a horde of pop-ups, or even resize the victim's browser win
potentially looking at this as a way to make extra money. "
dow, to create something that looks like a real antivirus scan.
You might reach such a site by using a bad search link, like
According to Stewart, crooks make that money either by »

r

How secure is your Firefox browser? Discover the unsettling facts at
find.pcworld .com/62382. Also, check out find.pcworld.com/62381 to
see what new security features Windows 7 will bring to future PCs.
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getting someone to download a sup
posed trial version of the rogue antivirus
tool-co-opting a legitimate software
sales technique-or by installing that
software behind-the-scenes with a bot.
Once installed, the rogue typically
uses highly aggravating techniques,
such as changing the Windows desktop
background to warn of a supposed
infection and displaying constant other
warnings, to push you to buy the full
version of the software.
You might know not to download a
rogue antivirus utility in response to
a spurious pop-up. But when ordered
to download it by a malicious control
ler, a hidden bot will never give you the
chance to apply your good sense.
If you follow basic security precau
tions, such as keeping your bona-fide
antivirus software up-to-date and being
careful with e-mail attachments and
downloads (find .pcworld.com/62380), you
can -significantly reduce the odds of get
ting infected with a bot or other mal
ware. But if you do see pop-ups or
other fake warnings from a rogue anti
virus app on your machine, try to deter
mine whether it's from a Web site or
from actual software installed by a bot
(or by someone else who uses the PC).

Possibilities Are Endless
The fake software scam comes in many
variations, and crooks' tactics differ, so
there is no sure indicator that one is
present. But watch out for warnings
that persist after you reboot your PC,
especially if they appear before you
open your browser. Seeing an unfamil
iar warning icon in your system tray is
another bad sign, particularly if you
can 't right-click it and make it go away.
And if your desktop background has
changed, you're definitely infected with
a rogue antivirus program, says Boyd.
As to the source of this garbage, here's
a clue. One variety that Stewart exam
ined, then called "Antivirus XP 2008,"
would first check the PC's system con
figuration to see whether it was located
in a country with many ethnic Russians.
If so, the installer immediately quit.
42
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BUGS & FIXES

ER IK LARK IN

Virulent Worm Exploits Missing Patches
THINK MASSIVE worm out- L The Conficker worm shows why it's so
breaks are obsolete? Then
important to keep PCs up-to -date.
say hello to the Conficker
wall can lower the risk, but be sure to get
worm, aka Downadup. In January it
the patch via Windows Update or from
slithered onto millions of computers un
protected by a critical patch that Micro
Microsoft's site (find .pcworld.com/62400).
soft had issued back in October.
The patch addressed a hole in the Win
New QuickTime Fixes
Meanwhile, Apple has released Quick
dows Server service, which most desktop
Time 7.6 to correct seven serious flaws in
and server versions of Windows use.
Without it, a PC is vulnerable to attack by
volving hacked movie files (including .avi
and .mpeg types) and streaming video
infected PCs across a network. A firewall
sites whose URLs open with rtsp://. Play
can block external attacks of this sort.
ing a tainted file or streaming video could
but business network firewalls generally
offer little protection against threats from
relinquish control of your system to an
within the network. And businesses can
attacker. You'll need the update if you run
be slow to patch their computers.
QuickTime on Mac OS X, Windows
XP, or Windows Vista: nab it
First double-check that
you have the October
and more info from find .
patch noted above
pcworld.com/62401 .
(available for Win
If you've installed
dows 2000, XP,
the optional Quick
Vista, Server 2003,
Time MPEG-2 Play
and Server 2008) on
back Component
both your home and
under Windows XP or
work PCs, by running
Vista, you'll need
Windows Update. And
another high-priority
''
be aware that a thumb
Apple fix. Head to find .
drive or laptop that you bring
pcworld.com/62402 to deter
home from work can spread Conficker as
mine whether you have the QuickTime
well (see find.pcworld.com/62399).
extra and, if so, which version it is. If it's
You also need to close a similar, newly
prior to version 7.60.92.0, get the free
discovered hole that exists in the Micro
update from find.pcworld .com/62403, to
soft Server Message Block (SMB) proto
protect against malicious movie files.
col for file and printer sharing, which is
critical for Windows 2000, XP, and Server
Firefox 2 Antiphishing Is Gone
2003, and moderately important for Vista
Finally, if you're a Firefox 2 holdout, be
and Server 2008. Like the hole that the
aware that the old browser's built-in anti
Conficker worm exploits, the SMB flaw
phishing protection is now kaput. Firefox
lets an attacker launch a remote assault
2 version 2.0.0.19 or later will show it as
on a vulnerable computer and take com
disabled, and even though it may still ap
plete control if successful. Again, a firepear to be enabled if you're using an older
version, Google has cut off the data feed
that told it which sites to block. Your best
BUGGED?
bet- by far- is to upgrade to Firefox 3,
FOUND A HARDWARE or soft
which supports active antiphishing and
ware bug? Send us an e-mail on it
delivers nifty features such as the so
to bugs@pcworld.com.
called Awesome Bar. Grab the latest ver
sion of Firefox from www.getfirefox.com.

Security Alert
Cybercrooks Go Phishing on Social Networks
ACCORDING TO A MessageLabs Intel
ligence report, which focuses on securi
ty issues and threats, a popular tactic in
2008 among cybercriminals involved
using fictitious accounts on social net
working sites to post malicious links,
which usually led to phishing sites.
Scammers would then exploit the
phished personal information-such as
user names and passwords-to access
legitimate accounts in order to post
comments, on the pages of the victims'
friends, that contain spam or links to

phishing scams. The friends would be
far more likely to trust the links, since
they seemed to be from a known source.
Another report from security vendor
Symantec, owner ofMessageLabs, sug
gests that the trend is not dying down.
The report, which analyzed Web
threats for January 2009, noted that
social networking sites continue to be
very popular with cybercriminals.
According to the report, January saw
the emergence of spam messages tpat
mimicked notification e-mail from two

major social networking sites. The spam
messages invited users to join a virtual
group on the social networking site,
and linked to a bogus group that the
spammers had created on the site.
The group then linked to a free blog
ging site before redirecting users to the
destination URL. Users who dicked
that URL were asked to fill out a form
collecting personal information, which
spammers could sell to marketing com
panies or use in other malicious ways.
-Melissa Chua

Public Greets Massive Data Breach With Collective Yawn
processing company, acknowledged that data thieves had installed

l

spyware on its network to steal credit card details throughout

put pressure on companies to prevent losses in the first place.

ON JANUARY 20, as most of the nation focused on the presidential
inauguration, Heartland Payment Systems, a credit card payment

2008. The company says it handles about 100 million payments a

Existing laws assume that the public and the media will decry

month, and doesn't yet know how much information was stolen;

each breach and cause the affected company to take a hit to its

the theft might be the biggest data breach ever.

reputation . But with 656 breaches occurring in a single year, it's a

But does anyone really care? Or rather, should anyone care?
Data-breach laws in 44 states require
companies to report the loss or theft of

safe bet that most of them won't get much notice.
Foley believes that with the addition of
some necessary updates, such as requiring

personal data, and such laws undoubtedly

that all breaches are reported to state

prompted the revelation by Heartland at

attorneys general and that notifications to

2008breach.com. But hundreds of other

affected consumers contain all the perti

breaches pass unnoticed by most consum

nent theft and remediation details, the

ers. Though intended to spur companies to

existing data-breach laws will work.

follow strong security practices to safe
guard sensitive data, the laws don't seem
to be achieving their purpose.
Case in point: The Identity Theft Re

I'm not so sure. I recognize that compa
nies are extremely anxious to avoid the
public relations hit they are Likely to suffer
following a reported breach- a point that

source Center (find .pcworld.com/ 62379 ), a

Chris Hoofnagle, director of the Berkeley

San Diego- based organization that provides

Center for Law & Technology's information

free assistance to identity theft victims,
found that the number of reported data breaches mushroomed
from 446 in 2007 to 656 in 2008-an increase of 47 percent.
The ITRC's Jay Foley believes that most of the increase reflects
not an actual increase in breaches, but rather an increase in the
reporting of them. While that can be seen as a success for the data
breach laws, it can also be seen as a failure: It's good if the laws

44

Crooks steal a huge trove of credit card data, but
are we too burned out on such news to care?

privacy programs, emphasizes.
But Hoofnagle also points out that if we are truly deadened to
hearing about more and more incidents, the fallout won 't affect
companies nearly as much. If that's the case, we likely need regu
latory teeth to push companies to handle our data properly.
No matter how careful we are in protecting our identities, the
vast majority of our sensitive data is held by companies over which

are getting companies to be more on the ball about letting us know

we have no control. Those companies need the right incentive-or

when a breach has occurred, but their underlying goal should be to

threat-to care about our data as much as we do. •
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Keeping You In Touch

Stay connected on-the-go and in the car.
The new Honeywell Airlite rM 900 Bluetooth Hands Free Portable
Car Kit matches the size of a credit card and is designed to keep
you connected with your friends and family without the constant
distraction of holding something to your ear. Designed for use in
the car, the Airlite™ 900 features Bluetooth 2.0 technology with Full
Duplex, Digital Sound Processing so you can enjoy crystal clear
phone conversations without worrying about excessive road noise. With convenience in
mind, a leather clip is included to allow you to attach the device to your car's sun visor
or seat belt making it a true, hands-free device. Retailing for only $99.99. To learn more,
visit our homepage at www.honeywellce.com

Honeywell
For product informa tion please visit our website WWW.HONEYWELLCE.COM or call 1-888·773· HWCE (4923)
SOYO, Inc. 1290 East Elm Street, Ontario. California 9 1761-4584 Copyright Cl 2009 SOYO, Inc. All rights reserved.

The Honeywell Trademark is used under license from Honeywell International Inc.

SING SUPPLEMENT

that won't slow your system down or conflict with other programs. A leading PC
publication recently said, "The malware protection is fantastic, and the online
backup is superb."

No. l SPY SWEEPER® BLOCKS SPYWARE THREATS. Webroot Internet
Security Essentials contains the same antispyware protection found in Webroot
Spy Sweeper, the best-selling and most award-winning anti-spyware on the market.
TI1is technology scans your computer to detect and remove spyware, adware, pop
ups, and other privacy threats, whi le blocking new threats before they can install.
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STOP VIRUSES, HACKERS, AND DATA THEFT. Webroot protects against
the latest online threats, including viruses, worms, Trojans, key loggers, and
rootkits. Its technology guards against identity theft by blocking unauthorized
attempts to access your PC and personal data. Advanced protection "learns"
what should and should not be allowed based on your normal activity - meaning
greater protection for your PC and fewer interruptions for you.

AUTOMATIC BACKUP PROTECTS YOUR FILES. Unlike most security soft
ware, Webroot Internet Security Essentials enables you to back up your files
online, or to a local disk or external hard drive to prevent damage or loss. You
can schedule automatic online backups of digital photos and other irreplaceable
files while using local backup for less critical or larger files. Webroot starts you
out with two gigabytes of online backup for free.

ACCESS AND SHARE FILES FROM ANYWHERE. Traveling or forget a file
at home' Securely access your on line backup account from any Internet connec
tion to get the file you need. To share a photo or video with someone, simply e

ntoday's highly connected world, we depend more
and more on our home PCs and the Internet. From
booking a vacation to storing photos from our trips,
they simplify everyday tasks. However, this increas
ing dependence leaves us vulnerable to malware
threats, which increased 44.5 percent in 2008.
And while the majority of Internet users employ malware protection, many don't
realize that it's not enough. Our home PCs are likely to store digital photos, mu
sic, financial information, and thousands of other irreplaceable files. Hardware
fail ure, software corruption, human erro1; theft, and natural disaster put these
files at risk. Every day in 2007, at least 126,000 people in the U.S. and U.K. lost
personal files due to one of these factors.
These trends point to the need for security that protects our PCs as wel I as the
files we store on them. Yet most of us don't want to use software that is difficult
to use and slows performance.

mail a download link. Built-in security ensures they see only the files you choose.

PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY AND IMPROVE PC PERFORMANCE. You may
not realize your daily online activity collects unnecessary files that can slow PC
performance and compromise privacy. Webroot technology removes Internet trac
es such as online history, cookies, cache, and more. And when you want to delete
files or folders, a "shredder" function makes them completely unrecoverable.

TALK WITH U.S.-BASED EX
PERTS. Webroot designs all of its
products with easy installation and
use in mind. To complement this,

~Webroot'

'W-' Internet Security
Essentla

·

Webroot provides free U.S.-based
phone support and 24n online sup
port. A team of security experts
is available to answer questions
and ensure customers are com
pletely satisfied wiU1 their software.

WEBROOT INTERNET SECURITY ESSENTIALS PROVIDES COMPLETE
PROTECTION IN ONE EASY-TO-USE SOLUTION. Its simple, lightweight

curity Essentials is accompanied by

design delivers best-of-breed anti-malware security and automatic on line backup

a 30-day, money-back guarantee.

What's more, Webroot Internet Se

Webroot Internet Security Essentials is available for 859.95 at retail stores and online at www.webroot.com.
Sponso red by

.Web roo t·

•

-

•

Most Internet security suites are designed to protect your computer and your
files, but you have to sacrifice too much speed for that protection. That's why we
created Webroot Internet Security Essentials. It's everything you want. and
nothing you don't.
With Webroot Internet Security Essentials you get antivirus, antispyware, and
protection from hackers - plus it guards your privacy and automatically backs up
your digital photos and other irreplaceable files. There are none of the confusing
features that slow you down and do little to protect you against today's most
common threats - which means you can move at the speed of the Internet and
still stay safe.

~ Webroot·
~ Internet Security

Essent1819

Get the protection you need and the speed you demand. Start running

Webroot Internet Security Essentials today. Visit www.webroot.com/wise
or call 1.866.612.4268 today.

Web root

The Best Security
in an Unsecured World '"
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The Wide World
of ALL-Purpose
Laptops
Whether you want t o
save a few bucks or
to obtain a perfect
balance of power and
mobility, you can find
an all-purpose laptop
to meet your needs.
ALL-PURPOSE LAPTOPS

liitiJRill

come in a hodge
- - - - podge of sizes and
shapes, a testament to just
how much, and how quickly,
notebooks are evolving right
now. For this roundup we
looked at small and spunky
systems that are a smidgen
too heavy to be considered
ultraportables, as well as at
laptops that have expansive,
16-inch screens but fall just
short of qualifying as full
desktop replacements.
While some of the porta
bles in our Top 10 straddle a
fine line between two differ
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em laptop categories, all of
them offer some genuinely
good value for your mobility
bucks . That's largely because
the prices for laptops are
plummeting-and they likely
haven' t hit bottom yet.
You can see our complete
chart of the top-ranked all
purpose laptops on page 50,
but here's a look at four new,
recently tested models.

Acer TravelMate 6293
Before this tiny Acer porta
ble came along, Lenovo had
a lock on the all-purpose
lapto ps category, offering

ACER'S TRAVELMATE 6293, our

notebooks adept at combin
ing price and performance.
Lenovo's ThinkPad SL400,
which former ly occupied
our number-one spot, ranks
third this month, and it re
mains a solid deal, selling
for a little over $1100. But
shoppers can find plenty of
reasons to choose Acer's
TravelMate 6293 instead.
For one thing, it has bat
tery life in spades . Equipped
with a powerful 7200-mAh
battery, the 6293 lasted 3

Best Buy, easily tops rivals in
battery life and performs well.

minutes shy of 8 hours in
our tests. That's far better
than the resu lts we've seen
from any other all-purpose
machine on the market.
Performancewise, it rocks.
The 2.26-GHz Core 2 Duo
P8400-equipped unit with
2GB of RAM turned in an
impressive WorldBench 6
score of90. It lacks a dedi
cated video card (one unfor

INSIDE

56 SONY VAIO P

58 SAMSUNG OMNIA

66 POLAROID POGO Instant
Digital Camera

tunate characteristic of small
laptops) , so its entertain
ment capabilities are limited
by the shared video memo
ry. Despite that, the 12.1
inch, 1280-by-800-pixel,
wide-aspect display is fine
for any other task you might
need to squeeze into its
small quarte rs. And the
250GB hard drive provides
ample storage headroom.
You might not call the
6293 handsome, but this
entirely black laptop is fairly
well packaged for an all
purpose machine, although
it's missing a FireWire port
(which would have been
handy for speedy digital
downloads) and sports the
older PC Card slot instead of
a newer ExpressCard slot.
In the plus column, it does
provide conveniences such
as dedicated Bluetooth and
802.11n Wi-Fi switches, as
well as a built-in Webcam. IT
departments will love the
fact that storage and memo
ry are fully user-upgradable,

too-and even the account
ing folks should be able to
tolerate the TravelMate
6293's palatable $999 price.

Samsung X460
In the X460, Samsung has
managed to crafi: a 14.1-inch,
thin-and-light, all-purpose
laptop that is perfectly road
ready and can go toe-to-toe
with some of the best ultra
portables out there.
That's right: Because of its
design, I'm leaning toward
comparing this all-purpose
laptop with lighter-class
notebooks rather than with
other all-purpose models .
Afi:er all, the X460 comes
incredibly close to qualifying
as an ultraportable, weigh
ing a mere 4.2 pounds .
The X460 is smartly priced

considering what it offers;
our review configuration
goes for $1699. TI1at money
buys you solid performance
in the form of a 2.2 6-GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo P8400
CPU, 3GB of RAM , and a
discrete graphics processor.
Although the GPU is no
powerhouse-it's a 256MB
nVidia GeForce 9200M
GS-it certainly helps the
X460 give you better graph
ics performance than many

68 POLYWELL MINIBOX
7806-940

thin-and-light machines do.
The 14.1-inch-diagonal
backlit LED screen is amaz
ingly bright, and the X460's
processing power and bat
tery life shine, as well; in
our PC World Test Center
WorldBench 6 tests, it hit a
very respectable score of93 ,
while its battery ran for a
nice, long, 4.5-hour stretch.
The svelte case houses an
optical drive and squeezes in
a lot of ports, including »

SAMSUNG'S X460 HAS a bright
backlit screen, plus respectable
speed and good battery life.

MORE ONLINE

For more l aptop news and
in-depth reviews, visit PCW 's
Laptops Product Center at
find .pcworld.com/62004.
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VGA, HDMI, ethemet, three
USB connections, a five-in
one flash memory card read
er, an ExpressCard slot, and
headphone/microphone
jacks. Throw in 802.11n
Wi-Fi, a 1.3-megapixel Web
cam, and a fingerprint read
er, and you wind up with a
pretty robust package.

PC WORLD TOP 10 ALL-PURPOSE LAPTOPS
MODEL

1

2

l!lm Acer TravelMate
.:l!!Dl' 6293
5999 NEW
find.pcwo rld.corn/62384

Micro Express JFL9226
51199
find .pcworld.com/61313

Performance
• World Bench 6 score:90 Good
• Overall design: Good
• Tested battery life: 7:57

•WorldBench 6score:103 Superior
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery life: 4:25

Features and specifications
• 2.26·GHz Core 2Duo P8400
• 12.l·inch wide screen
• 4.6pounds
• OVD+R OUDVD>RW

• 2.53-GHz Core 2Duo T9400
• 15.4-inch wide screen

• 6.6pounds
• DVDtR DUOVDtRW

BDTIDM LINE: The JFL9226 cuts most of the right corners to be a budget-friendly road companion. It just needs a face-lift.

Gateway MC7803u
On the outside, the attrac
tive Gateway MC7803u sure
doesn't look like it costs
only a thousand bucks-but
while using it, we quickly
realized that Gateway had
cut some corners. Since
$999 clearly won't net you
the fastest laptop on the
block, it's no surprise that
the MC7803u (with an Intel
2-GHz Core 2 Duo TS800
CPU, 4GB of RAM, and a
512MB AMD Radeon HD
3650 graphics processor)
barely eked out a score of 78
in WorldBench 6. That kind
of performance is average,
but hardly capable of deliv
ering a decent game experi
ence on a portable.
The MC7803u managed to
survive 3 hours, 48 minutes
on a single charge of the in
cluded battery-also about
average for the all-purpose
category. That result is a bit
more impressive when you
consider that the battery has
to power the unit's 16-inch
glass display, but the screen
is a little washed out.
The keyboard feels good,
and the system's overall lay
out is fairly sensible. Four
USB ports occupy the sides,
along with a five-in-one flas h
card reader and a PC Card/
ExpressCard slot; a pair of
headphone jacks and one
microphone jack occupy the
50 I WWW .P CWORLD .C OM
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Lenovo ThinkPad SL400
(2743-25U)

•World Bench 6score: B4 Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery Life: 5:08

• 2.26·GHz Core 2Duo P8400
• 14.Hnch wide screen
• 6.1 pounds
• DVDtR OUOVO tRW

•WorldBench 6score:115 Superior
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery Life: 3:44

• 3.06·GHz Core 2 Extreme X9100

51133
find.pcworld.com/61937
BOTIOM LINE: This entry-level ThinkPad offers features (and software) once limited to higher-end models.

4

Micro Express JFL9290
51599
find .pcworld .com/61941

• 15.4-inch wide screen

• 6.5 pounds
• DVDtR DUDVDtRW/-RAM

BOTIDM LINE: Though the JFL9290 suffers from a lackluster design, its blazing, record-setting speed grabs headlines.

5

Toshiba Satellite
U405-S2854
$949
find.pcworld.com/62385

7

8

Sony VAIO VGN-NR485
5800
find .pcworld.com/61939

Gateway MC7803u
S999 NEW
find .pcworld.com/62387

•WorldBench 6score:80 Good
• Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 3:26

• 2·GHz Core 2Duo T5750
• 13.3·inch wide screen

•4.6 pounds
• DVO>R DUOVOtRW/·RAM

• WorldBench 6score: 75 Fair
•Overall design:Good
•Tested battery Life:3:56

• 2·GHz Core 2Duo T5750
• 15.4-inch wide screen
• 6.2pounds
• OVDtR OUDVD±RW/·RAM

• WorldBench 6score: 78 Fair
•Overall design: Good
•Tested batterylife:3:48

• 2-GHz Core 2Duo T5800
• 16·inch wide screen

• 7.7 pounds
• DVD±R DUDVDtRW

• World Bench 6 score:92 Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 3:41

• 2.4-GHz Core 2 Duo P8600
• lS.inch wide screen
• 7.0pounds
•BD·ROM
BOTIOM LINE: Dell's Studio line shines with a Laptop model that provides both sharp design and smart features.

9

10

Dell Studio XPS 16

S1804 NEW
find .pcworld.com/62388

Fujitsu LifeBook TlOIO
$1399
find .pcworld.com/61940

•WorldBench 6score: 86 Good
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery life: 3:46

• 2.28-GHz Core 2Duo P8400
• 13.3·inch wide screen

• 5.3 pounds
• DVD1R DUDVDtRW

BOTIDM LINE: An all-around solid performer in basic day-to-day use. the TlOIO won't turn heads, but it will get the job done.
CHART NOTES: Prices and ratings are as of 1/15/09.Weight does not include AC adapter. power cord.docking station, or extra batteries.

front, and a Webcam resides
atop the display. You also
get VGA and HDMI video
outputs, modem and ether-

net connections, and Blue
tooth and 802.1 ln Wi-Fi.
Weighing 7.7 pounds, the
MC7803u is a little hefty for

toting everywhere, but the
price is a significant factor
in making this laptop a solid
contender. Just remember »

.CD Back Cover --~
LCD Front Bezel

LCD Panel

LCD Bracket
LCD Inverter

LCD Hinge

Palm Rest

CD-ROM/DVD/ RW/ BL-R

WHY REPLACE YOUR LAPTOP?
Introducing IMPACTCOMPUTERS.COM as a Source for
Laptop, Desktop, Server, Printer Parts and Upgrades
Keeping up with technology is a daring mission. As a global distribution
company, Impact Computers and Electronics' goal is to supply hard-to-find ,
critical, quality parts and upgrades to expand the life of computer equipment
through its services. Leading manufacturers may lead consumers to believe
parts are irreplaceable and obsolete. However, maintaining, upgrading, and
repairing your com puterequi pment efficiently can bean effortless operation .

IMPACT®
COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS

1.800.797. 7164
1.954.920.3100
2021 Coolidge Street
Hollywood FL 33020
sales@ impactcomputers.com

Visit our website to order from a selection ofover 200,000 parts!
•rricing and
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that, though it looks good
on the surface, it makes
some compromises that pre
vent it from being an enter
tainment notebook.

GATEWAY'S
MC7803U COSTS
just under a grand

Dell St udio XPS 16

and boasts an appeal

The Studio XPS 16 succeeds
in outmuscling the slick but
slightly flawed Gateway
MC7803u, proving that you
can emphasize style in a lap
top without sacrificing func
tionality. Dell's classy porta
ble starts at $1199, and our
review configuration costs
roughly $1804-significantly
more than the price tag on
Gateway's offering-but that
premium shows in the Dell
machine's higher build qual
ity and performance.
Our review system had a
2.4-GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
P8600 CPU, a 512MB ATI
Mobility Radeon HD 3670
graphics processor, and 4GB
of RAM, and it ran the 64-bit

ing exterior, but the
machine's performance
and battery life proved
merely average in tests.

flavor of Windows Vista.
That configuration notched
a mark of 92 in our World
Bench 6 test suite, exhibit
ing more than enough
power to handle everyday
tasks and some games, too;
I had no problem playing

Fallout 3 and Left 4 Dead at
the screen's native resolu
tion of 1920 by 1080 pixels.
For such results you can
thank the capable mobile
GPU and the 7200-rpm,
320GB hard drive, whose
fast rotational speed enables
better read/write perfor
mance during game play.
Images looked sharp on
the laptop's RGB LED
screen, but the sound is a
little flat and hollow.
The Studio XPS 16 has a
selection of nice input
options around the sides:
two USB connections and
one shared eSATA/USB jack,
plus DisplayPort, HDMI
out, and VGA-out jacks. In
addition, it offers a four
pin FireWire 400 port,
a five-in-one flash
memory card

DELL'S STUDIO XPS 16 has the power
and features to handle both work and play,
while keeping the price reasonable.
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reader, a 2-megapixel Web
cam, an ExpressCard slot,
and a slot-loading Blu-ray
Disc drive. Our review ma
chine came with both a six
cell battery and a nine-cell
battery for the price; while
running on the latter, it sur
vived for 3 hours, 41 min
utes, which is about average
for an all-purpose laptop .
Not only is the Studio
XPS 16 packed with fea
tures, but it also boasts a
reasonably sharp-looking
design. Like the Gateway
MC7803u, this laptop sports
edge-to-edge glass on the
display; the difference here
is that Dell locks down the
screen by bolting the hinges
firmly into both sides of the
bezel. In the end, even from
just a quick glance at the
two notebooks side by side,
you can see what the price
difference buys you .
Dell's Studio XPS 16 is
squarely aimed at people
who want to get a little
more for their mobile enter
tainment buck; it's a solidly
constructed multimedia lap
top that piles on features
without breaking the bank.
-Darrm Gladsro11e

Protect your PC and your wallet
Maximum security, maximum value!

There's a better
Internet security solution .. .
• Two years of protection for the price of one
• Industry-leading virus detection
• Won 't slow down your PC
• Jam-packed with useful extras

"I am happy after two years using BitDefender, it does not slow my PC or laptop and the update
policy is !he best I have found. With BitDefender, I got more, for less bucks ."

Vladimir Quintero

~ bitdEfender®

ljlB"iAtTJ Ita ii
www.bitdefender.com/switch
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More Wi-Fi, Fancier Controls in New MFPs

•

AMONG MULTIFUNCTION

liiJ!D

~

printers, "more" is
_....:...._<:...._ the mantra. The five
midprice ($200 to $300)
units on this month's chart
all have Wi-Fi; some also
have ethernet. Half include
automatic duplexing, and
others offer fancier control
panels than past models.
Tired of confusing controls?
The Canon Pixma MP980 (in
eighth place) goes the iPod
route, with a scroll wheel for
navigation. Kodak's ESP 9
has a touch-sensitive panel.
Unfortunately, the ESP 9,

...

PC WORLD TOP 10 COLOR INKJET MULTIFUNCTION PRINTERS
Performance

MODEL

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 9.1text/
3.2 graphics

llJl'il Canon Pixma MX700

.:D s1eo

fin d.pcworld.com/59701

Features and specifications
• 30ppm text
• 20 ppm graphics
• 4800-by-1200-dpl maxi mum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Work- and play-oriented features blend harmoniously in this unit, with just a few quality and design Issues.

2

HP Photosmart C6380
S200 NEW

find .pcworld .corn/61979

II
1

•Text quality:Very Good
•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):ll .3 text/
3.2 graphics

•33ppm text
• 31 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-2400-dpi maximum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Well designed, with solid speed and print quality. this home-focused model has what it takes.

3

Canon Pixma MX7600
$400

find .pcworld.com/60874

11
1

•Textquality:Superior
•Graphics quality: Superior
•Tested speed (ppm): 9.8 text/
3.7 graphics

• 28ppm text
• 23 ppm graphics
•4800-by-1200-dpi maximum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: The fast, full-featured MX7600 will suit any small business or home office that can afford it.

4

Canon Pixma MP620
$150

fi nd .pcworld.corn/61884

II
II
11
1

•Text quality:Superior
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 7.6 text/
2.2 graphics

• 26ppm text
• 17 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-2400-dpi maximum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: For home or school, the Pixma MP620 offers impressive features and connectivity for a low price.

5

HP Photosmart C52BO
$130
find.pcworld.com/58163

'

•Text quality:Good
•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):7.3 text/
2.4 graphics

•32ppm text
• 24 ppm graphics
•4800-by-1200-dpi maximum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE:This versatile unit handles photo and CO/DVD printing as easily as everyday copies or scans.

HP'S PHOTOSMART C6380 Is a

6

Epson Work Force 600
S200 NEW

find.pcworlcl.com/6 1880

well-designed home MFP.

1

•Textquality:VeryGood
•Graphics quality:Good
•Tested speed (ppm):18.2 texU
5.0 graphics

• 27 ppm text
• 19 ppm graphics
• 5760-by-1440·dpi maximum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Small offices will like this model's speed, but they won't like buying special paper for decent output.

along with Kodak's ESP 7
and the Dell P703w, didn't
make the chart. They printed
very slowly and produced
subpar prints on plain paper.
HP's Photosmart C6380
debuts at number two, com
bining good speed, even
better print quality, and a
nice design. Epson's extreme
ly speedy Workforce 600
earned a sixth-place ranking.
-Melissa Riofrio

7

Epson Artisan BOO
$300

find.pcworld.com/61885

•

1

•Textquality:Fair
•Graphics quality: Fair
•Tested speed (ppm): 9.8 text/
5.4 graphics

• 38ppm text
• 38 ppm graphics
• 5760-by-1440-dpi ma Ki mum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: You get plenty of features and capabilities in the Artisan 800, but it needs special paper for the best results.

8

Canon Pixma MP980
S300 NEW

find.p cworld.co m/61883

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 8.1text/
2.5 graphics

• 26ppmtext
• 21 ppm graphics
• 600-by-GOO·dpi maximum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Photos are this higher-end model's forte, and it sports some generous and innovative features.

9

HP Photosmart C8180 All-in-One
$400

find .pcworld.com/59702

•Text quality: Good
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 7.0 text/
2.7 graphics

•34 ppm text
• 33 ppm graphics
• 4800-by-1200-dpi maximum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: A LlghtScrlbe drive offers soup-to-nuts digital photo processing, but office features are sparse.
MORE ONLINE

Lexmark X9575 Professional

10 $250
For more information on the
color inkjet MFPs reviewed
here. including testing details,
visit find.pcworld.co m/61882.

I

l

!

I
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find.pcwor ld.com/60873

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 9.9 text/
2.0 graphics

•33 ppm text
• 28 ppm graphics
•4800-by-2400-dpi ma ximum
true color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Though the X9575 is well equipped for a small or home office, its ink costs restrict it to lower-volume use.
CHART NOTES: Prices and ratings are as of 12{19/08.Speeds are In pages per minute(ppm).
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Not Quite a Netbook:
Sony's VAIO P
DON'T CALL the VAIO Pa

lilBll

~etbook. After all,
_ _ _ _ 1t starts at $900
with a 60GB hard drive and
gets as high as $1499 with a
128GB solid-state drive (our
review unit had a 64GB
SSD; its configuration sells
for $1199). In addition, this
machine runs Windows Vista
Home Basic instead of Win
dows XP or Linux, operat
ing systems that are more
common on netbooks . But
it does have a 1.33-GHz
Z520 Intel Atom processor,
at the low end of second
generation netbook CPUs.
Sony claims that the VAIO
P is a bite-size lifestyle lap
top. But whose lifestyle? My
guess: petite women with
eagle-eye vision. Weighing
1.4 pounds and measuring
9.6 by 4. 7 by 0.9 inches, it is
about half the size of Acer's
Aspire One, slips into a coat
pocket, and even comes with
a matching leather purse.
1hough it borders on un
usably tiny, the device is
built around a QWERTY
keyboard that is 88 percent
the size of a standard desk
top keyboard. 1he cut-out
keys (like those on Apple
MacBooks) are small-about
0.5 inch wide-but reason
ably spaced. This keyboard is

VAIOP I Sony
Despite its goodies, this netbaok is
expensive and slow with a Vi sta OS.
List: $1199
tind.pcworld.com/ 62428
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way more manageable than
those on some of the first
gen Eee PCs from Asus, but
I still found my hands awk
wardly clawed while trying
to type. You may have to
hunt and peck your way
through documents. The
keybo ard does provide a
couple of handy, customiz
able shortcut buttons. And
one thing the VAIO P gets
right is the pointer controls:
The eraserhead camps intel
ligently amidst the keys, and
firm mouse buttons rest
below the spacebar.

An Appealing Display
Sony laptops typically have
sweet screens, and the P's
backlit LED display doesn't
disappoint. It's impressively
crisp and bright and sports a
resolution of 1600 by 768
pixels (a 16:7 aspect ratio) .
Sony reps say its 8-inch
screen will let users view two
full Web pages side by side
but don't risk your eyesight
trying to read said pages .
Though the VAIO Pis at
tractive, it isn' t really built
for serious business. Sure, it
packs all sorts of goodies
beyond the 2GB of RAM
inside a slim, screwless case
(say bye-bye to upgrades):
802.lln Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
and Qualcomm's Gobi chip

set for wireless broadband;
two USB ports and a head
phone jack; a Webcam with
a built-in mic; and slots for
both an SDHC Card and a
Memory Stick HG Duo
card. Those specs beat the
MacBook Air's. The P also
has an intelligently designed
VGA/LAN adapter connec
tion, a dongle that attaches
to the tiny power brick.
But should anyone really
run Windows Vista on this
thing? The P scored a measly
29 in our WorldBench 6 test
suite, largely because of
Vista Home Basic. As bad as
that may sound, some other
netbooks, such as Dell's
lnspiron Mini 9, scored
even lower in WorldBench
when running Windows XP.
This VAlO would probably
score 30 to 40 on World
Bench if it ran XP instead.

Like a Netbook
The P can play video re
corded at 320-by-240-pixel
resolution without a hitch.
With anything larger, such
as 640 by 480 pixels, play
back slows so much that
you get something more like
a slide show than a video.
The unit has a reasonable

SONY'S VAIO Pis ultracompact
and has a good feature set-but
it's also pricey for a netbook.

battery life : 3 hours, 22 min
utes on the included four
cell battery. But the HP Mini
2140, which costs $529 and
performs roughly on a par
with the VAIO P, lasts nearly
7 hours with its battery.
The P's quick-launching
(20-second startup) Linux
shell can save you time and
juice if you just need to do
some Web browsing or video
watching. The Smart-Wi
networking software quickly
gets you onto Wi-Fi or wire
less broadband networks.
And the VAJO Control Cen
ter provides quick access to
the most frequently tweaked
features. Also on board are
Microsoft Works and merci
fully little bloatware.
So, is this thing a netbook?
It's roughly the size of one
and it performs like one. And
that's the problem in a nut
shell: Considering the price,
it needs to do more than be
small. On the other hand,
this ultracompact ultraport
ab le sure looks great.
-Da1rcn Gladstone
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Despite Hot Competition, BlackBerrys Rule
THE !PHONE 3G and the
Ii~- T-Mobile Gl may
have created a stir,
but Research In Motion's
BlackBerry units dominate
our Top 10 S111a11 Phones chart.
The two newest BlackBerrys
(the Bold and the Storm)
land on the chart, but two
older units (the Pearl 8120
and the Curve 8320) remain
near the top of our rankings.
Between the latter two
BlackBerrys are the Motorola

CC

PC WORLD TOP 10 SMART PHONES
Performance

MOO EL

llml RIM BlackBerry Pearl

• Battery life:10:00
• Battery Ille score: Superior
• Overall design:Superior

~ 8120 (T·Moblle)

$200
find.pcwo rld.com/60795

Features and specifications
•Carrier: T·Moblle
• Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 3.2 ounces
• Camera resolution:2.0 megaplxels

BOTTOM LINE: T·Moblle's sleek 8120 version of the Pearl lets consumers use Wl·FI to boost call quality where cell signals falter.

2

Motorola Motozine ZN5
5200 NEW
find.pcwo rld.com/62100

II
I

•Battery life:10:00
•Battery life score: Superior
•Overall design:Very Good

•

•Carrier: T-Mobile
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 3.9 ounces
•Camera resolution: 5.0 megapixels

BOTTOM LINE: Motorola's inexpensive phone has a high-quality camera, but it compromises on speed and design.

3

Samsung Omnia
5200 NEW
find.pcworld .com/62028

II

Batterylife:lO:OO
•Battery life score: Superior
•Overall design: Very Good

I

•Carrier: Verizon
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 4.3 ounces
•Camera resolution: 5.0 megapixels

BOTTOM LINE: This otherwise versatile and stylish phone from Samsung is hindered by a sluggish interface.

4

RIM BlackBerry Curve 8320
5200
find.pcworld .com/58957

11
I

•Batteryllfe: lO:OO
•Battery life score: Superior
•Overall design:Very Good

•

• Corrier: T·Mobile
•Form factor: Candy bar

•Weight: 3.9 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: The Curve 8320's voice·over-Wi-Fi feature makes an excellent smart phone even better.

5

T-Mobile Gl
51BO
find .pcworld.corn/61827

II

Batterylife:5:51
•Battery life score: Fair
•Overall design:Very Good

I

•Carrier: T-Mobile
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 5.6 ounces
•Camera resolution: 3.0 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: The GI has great call quality, and it nicely melds hardware with Google's Android operating system.

SAMSUNG'S OMNIA has a cool

6

RIM BlackBerry Pearl 8100
5100
find .pcworld.com/55333

touch screen but a slow interface.

II

•Battery life:8:34
•Battery life score: Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good

I

•Carrier: T·Mobile
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 3.1ounces
•Camera resolution: 1.3 megapixels

BOTTOM LINE: This sleek model adds a serviceable camera and multimedia features to BlackBerry's terrific e-mail capabilities.

Motozine ZNS and the Sam
sung Omnia, both new. The
ZNS includes an outstanding
camera, but its design and
3G support seem compro
mised. The Omnia has a gor
geous 3.2-inch touch screen
and a sophisticated design,
but its user interface is slow.
Relatively poor battery life
pulled down the iPhone 3G
and the Android-based Gl.
-Ginny Mies

7

•Batteryllfe:5:38
•Battery life score: Fair
•Overall design: Superior

Apple iPhone 3G
5200
find.pcworld.com/62034

•

I

•Carrier:AT&T
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 4.7 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

BOTTOM LINE: With a lower price, as well as included 3G radio and GPS, this smart phone stands in a class by itself.

8

•Battery life:7:56
•Battery life score: Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good

RIM BlackBerry Bold
S400 NEW
fi nd.pcworld.com/61894

•
II
II
•

I

•Carrier: AT&T
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 4.8 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

BOTTOM LINE: The Bold almost earns Its name with a stunning design, but mediocre camera and call quality hold it back.

9

T-Mobile Sidekick 2008
$150
find .pcworld.com/61735

Batterylife:8:57
•Battery life score: Superior
•Overall design: Very Good

I

•Carrier: T-Mobile
•Form factor: Swivel
•Weight: 4.5 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megaplxels

BOTTOM LINE: This slimmer, sexier take on the Sidekick is so narrowly focused that it's meant only for kids.

MORE ONLIN E

RIM BlackBerry Storm

lQ
For more information about
the cell phones reviewed here.
including testing detail s. go to
find.pcworld .com/53058.
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S200 NEW
find .pcworld.com/62029

•Batterylife:7:39
•Battery life score: Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good

I

•Carrier: Verizon
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 5.5 ounces
•Camera resolution: 3.2 megapixels

BOTTOM LINE: The Storm looks handsome, but its touch-screen interface is awkward and disappointing.
CHARTNOTES: Prices and ratings are as of 1/16/09. Prices assume a two·year service contract, but no rebates. Battery life is in hours:mlnutes.

we protect your digital worlds·

Imagine what
you could do
if you could
predict the future.
We did.

Today, 15,000 new malware threats will attempt
to attack your computer system . Predicting and
intercepting those threats is what we do. ESET' Smart
Security. with ThreatSense Technology, provides faster,
more precise, proactive protection against threats in
one fu ll y integrated solution .
To learn how you can upgrade your security software. or
for a free 30-day trial, visit www.eset.com .

Eser

Smart
Security

ESET
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Smart
Security
A New Way To Think Smart

Ant ivirus + Antispyware + Antispam + Personal Firewall
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Western Digital Debuts
First 2TB Hard Drive
THE CAVIAR GREEN 2TB
WD20EADS
hard drive from
Western Digital boosts the
capacity game to a new level.
The $299 disk can hold 2
terabytes-it's the first to do
so, and a boon to anyone
with a large data archive or
media library. Previously,
Seagate's Barracuda 7200.11
l.STB drive led in capacity.
This internal unit pro
vides an areal density of
400 gigabits per square
inch on four SOOGB plat
ters. And WD bills it as
environmentally friendly
for its lower power use.
In our PC World Test
Center trials, it came in
fifth among all hard drives
tested, one place better
than the 1.STB Seagate
unit. It lagged our perfor
mance leaders (the WD RE3
Enterprise SOOGB and the
WD VelociRaptor) on some
results-notably, write
intensive disk imaging in
WorldBench 6. But on other
core metrics, the 2TB drive
was competitive. It finished
our test for writing files and
folders in 112 seconds and
handled our test for writing
large files in 92 seconds, plac
ing behind the performance

li2!i'.li?
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Take along0 ,
all your
~ ""
favorite books 0
with Foxff's
lightweight

e Sllck Reader !
Save money to buy more e-books.

• Built-in MP3 Player
• Feels great in your hand - just 0.4" thin

• View yo ur existing PDF file s and use Foxit PDF Creator to
c onvert any printable document to PDF to view on the
eSlick.
• Weighs less than most paperback books and read s like a
dream w ith outstanding clarity and adjustable print size,
and zooming capabilities.

• Comes w ith free software and accessories:
Foxit Reader Pro Pack
Foxit PDF Cre ator
2GBSDcard
Earphones

Caviar Green 2TB WD20EADS
Western Digital
This first 2TB internal hard drive
will please storage-hungry users.
List: $299
(24 ·7 c ustomer service)

find .pcworld.com/62422
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leaders by 12 seconds or less.
The drive comes with sev
eral WD technologies that,
the company says, allow the
model to achieve its balance
of price and performance and
optimize its internal work
ings. For example, Stable
Trac reduces vibration by
securing the motor shaft at
both ends, permitting ac
curate head tracking during

WESTERN DIGITAL IS the first to
release a 2-terabyte hard drive.

read and write operations .
The $299 price tag may
seem high; but at 15 cents
per gigabyte, it is fairly com
petitive with that of other
drives. The cost of recover
ing a ginormous 2TB drive
that is dead or damaged,
however, could be huge.
That the drive isn't quite a
top-of-the-heap performer
should not deter people
with large data libraries. Nor
should it put off digital media
enthusiasts. Those users will
rightly crave this drive.
-Melissa]. Permson
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nVidia GTX 295 Graphics
Board Ups the Ante
PC GRAPHICS hardware
manufacturers nVidia and
AT! have long been locked in
a heated video-card war.
The latest salvo is a 480
core bombshell: the $500
nVidia GTX 295 graphics
platform, for which nVidia
has issued its reference board
for manufacturers . Essential
ly the product consists of
two GTX 290 cards sandGTX 295 I nVidia
Not rated (reference board)
Pricey. powerful graphics board is
meant for hard-core gamers.
List: 5500
find.pcworl d.com/62424

wiched together. (We do
not assign final Test Center
scores to reference boards.)
The GTX 295 boasts a 576
MHz core clock, 1.79GB of
memory, and a PCI-E 2.0 in
terface. Translation: It has a
lot of horsepower. Techni
cally it requires only one PCI
Express slot, but its size ef
fect ively fills two slots. It also
needs 680 watts from an
eight-pin and six-pin supple
mentary power connector.
In our WorldBench 6 tests,
the GTX 295 scored incre
mentally better than ATl's
current high-end product,
the Radeon HD 4870 X2.

NVIDIA'S GTX 295
graphics board is big,
with plenty of horsepower.

One example: The GTX 295
ran Crysis at 42 frames per
second on High settings
with 4x antialiasing at 1920
by 1200 resolution-pretty
impressive in that game. (A
Diamond Multimedia AT!
4870 X2 card hit 32 fps.)
But when we ratcheted the
resolution to 2560 by 1600,
the GTX 295 produced just

15 fps on C1ysis, while a
GTX 280 reference board
ran 2 fps faster and the AT!
Radeon HD 4870 X2 ran at
29 fps-possib ly due to early
driver issues in the 295 .
The GTX 295 may be for
you if you're a hard-core
garner with money to burn
and a high-end system.
-TaeKim
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NOW AVAILABLE!

Be an iPhone Pro
• Quickly master the basics of using your
iPhone or iPod touch
• Save time with clever shortcuts and a
myriad of hidden tricks
• Learn the best ways to sync your data and
media-including all types of video files
• Troubleshoot your iPhone without a Genius
• Find the coolest accessories and third
party apps to protect and enhance your
iPhone
Get the most out of your devices with
this 154 page book.
Staying true to our goal to offer you the most
comprehensive coverage of the most innovative
and exciting new products, we offer Macworld's
iPhone Superguide - Second Edition . This book
is produced by the Macworld staff and is packed
with practical how-to's, in-depth features, tips
and tricks, and more.

$12.95
ORDER HANDY 154-PAGE BOOK FOR ONLY $19.95
DOWNLOAD INSTANTLY FOR ONLY

ORDER CD-ROM AND ALWAYS HAVE A BACK-UP FOR ONLY

$12.95

www.macworld.com/superguide/iphone
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Buying Guide: Select the Best LCD Monitor for You
WHICH LCD MONITOR is
right for you? It depends on
the programs you use, your
desk space, how much room
you need on screen, and your
budget. Here are the most
important features to evalu
ate when you go shopping.

Key Specifications
Native resolution: An LCD has
a fixed resolution at which it
looks best. The majority of
17- to 19-inch models use a
native resolution of 1280 by
1024 pixels . Wide-screen 23
and 24-inch units typically
use 1920by1200; 30-inch
wide-screens, 2560 by 1600.
A particular LCD is a good
choice if you are comfort
able using its native resolu
tion for all app lications .
Aspect ratio: Wide screens
with a 16:10 aspect ratio
have been dominant, but the
trend is moving toward 16:9,
as you'd find on an HDTV. A
wide screen is good for han
dling spreadsheets, or pro
grams with lots of too lbars
or palettes, as well as for
viewing documents side-by
side or watching DVDs.
The area of a wide-screen
display is smaller than that
of a regular-format display of
the same size; for instance , a
21-inch wide screen shows
about as many pixels as a
regular 19-inch LCD does.
Viewing angle: This is how
far a viewer can move from a
position di rectly in front of
MORE ONLINE

To see LCD-monitor reviews.
news . and pricing , visit our
Moni tors Product Cen ter at

find .pcworld.com/62432.
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the LCD before image quality
deteriorates unacceptably.
No standard exists for mea
suring it, so you can't com
pare the numbers (in degrees,
up to 180) between vendors.
Most LCDs have a viewing
angle of at least 160 degrees.
The larger the monitor, the
more critical a wide viewing
angle is. That's because the
far edge of the screen is at an
even greater angle away from

light that comes from a
screen showing pure white.
Most LCDs have a more
than-sufficient brightness
level of at least 250cd/m 2 •
Digital connectors: Digital
trumps analog, but you have
a choice of digital ports. DVI
is common on graphics cards,
motherboards, and monitors.
You can find two types of
DVJ on typical LCDs: DVl-D
is digital-only, while DVl-1

turn from black to white and
back to black. Gray-to-gray
measures the time a pixel
takes to change from one
shade of gray to another.
Rise-and-fall has been clearly
defined for years, but the
same cannot be said for
gray-to-gray. Even so, most
LCDs today have fast enough
response rates for all but the
most hard-core gamers .
Physical adjustments: Al
most all monitors offer tilt
adj ustment; you may want
one that allows height adjust
ment as well. Side-to-side
swiveling makes showing
your screen to others easy.
And for viewing anythi ng
that's longer than it is tall,
you might like screen pivot
ing (as long as you also have
image-pivoting software).

Monitor Shopping Tips

ASUS'S WIDE-SCREEN VW266H LCD sports an HDMI

someone sitting to one side.
Contrast ratio: This term re
fers to the difference in light
intensity between the bright
est white and the darkest
black an LCD can produce.
Look for a contrast ratio of
at least 400:1. At any lower
ratio, colors may wash out
at higher brightness settings
and disappear at lower set
tings. The spec is useless for
comparison purposes, how
ever, as no industry standard
exists and it can vary from
one vendor to the next.
Brightness: Expressed as
candelas per square meter
(cd/m 2) or nits, this spec de
notes the greatest amount of

connection.

can accept eithe r an analog
input or a digital one (you
need a special connector to
hook it to your PC's VGA
analog port, however) .
Some monitors use the
relatively new DisplayPort
connector. HDMI connec
tors, the same as on HDTVs,
are becoming more common
on 22-inch and larger LCDs.
HDMI can transmit digital
video and digital audio sig
nals between devices .
Response time: A low re
sponse time (measured in
milliseconds) signifies mini
mal artifacts in moving imag
es. Rise-a11dfoll measures
how long a pixel takes to

Try before you buy: Only your
eyes can judge image quali
ty, resolution, and size.
Check screen real estate:
Make sure you have enough
space for what you need to
accomplish. The current
sweet spots are the 19-inch
regular-format LCD and the
20- to 22-inch wide screen.
Consider using multiple
smaller monitors instead of
one big display. With the
right video card, you can run
two LCDs on the same PC.
LookforUSB ports: USB lets
you attach peripherals. Such
ports are most convenient
on the side of a monitor.
Consider speakers: Included
speakers can save desk space.
Their sound will rarely satis
fy the discerning ear, but
they are fine for daily use.

-Melissa]. Peremo11

NEW
GoodSync
Version 7!
Now with FTP!

Synchronize
Your Life!
.



.

Award Winning Backup and Synchronization Soluti~n

GoodSync

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your emails, precious family photos,
contacts, MP3s, financial documents, and other
important files locally - between desktops, laptops,
seivers, and external drives, as well as through FTP.
GoodSync Version 7 will :

'1 Automatically synchronize and backup all your data.
'1 Prevent file deletion and data loss, remove duplicates.
'1 Organize/transfer files between multiple devices.
'1 Sync and back up files locally or through FTP.
'1 Help you achieve complete peace of mind!

,.

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

It's FREE!

----

www.GoodSync.com/PCW
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Polaroid Camera's Design
and Images Disappoint
THAT POLAROID WOULD

integrate its PoGo instant
printer (find .pcworld.com/
62434) into a camera was in
evitable. But in my tests of a
shipping PoGo Instant Digi
ta l Camera, I found its design
and images disappointing.

PoGo Insta nt DigitalCamera
Polaroid
Built-in printer can't compen sate
for the camera's poor images.
List: 5199

find .pcworld .com/62433

The boxy camera resem
bles the PoGo printer, only
with an optica l element on
one side and the buttons
and LCD on the other. It's
heavy compared with other
point-and-shoots, and it has
poor ergonomics (no grip, no
logic to button placement).
It offers S megapixels, way
below today's 10-megapixel
norm. And when viewed on
a PC, its photos exhibited
inadequate sharpness, color
accuracy, and detail.
The built-in printer could
not work miracles and fix
images I'd taken; red items
were a washed-out pink, and

r~--

a brilliant blue sky became a
muddied and mottled gray.
The camera's one saving
grace is that it is supposed
to recognize images taken
by other cameras on an SD
Card, and print them too. In
my tests, the recognition was
inconsistent, but a print of a
stored 10-megapixel image
showed more detail and far
better color than prints of
this camera's own images.
The built-in printer uses

THE POGO CAMERA produces
instant 2-by-3-inch prints.

Polaroid's Zink technology:
A thermal printhead activates
the 100 billion dye crystals
embedded in the proprietary,
glossy photo paper. If you
covet the instant prints that
Zink enables, however, I'd
recommend the earlier PoGo
printer over this camera.
-Melissa}. Percnson
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Walkman NWZ-S738F Plays Great Audio
THE SONY Walkman NWZ

lfjjlg S738F, available in
Cl

capacities of 8GB (for
$180) and 4GB (for $150), is
a high-quality MP3 player.
Slim and stylish, it has a
brushed-metal faceplate and
b;ick. Its 1.6-ounce, 3.6-by
1.75-by-0.31-inch frame slips
easily into small pockets.
ll1e player sounds phenom-

Walkman NWZ-S738F I Sony
Sounds terrific. particularly with
the noise-cancellation feature.
Street: 5150 (4 GB), 5180 (8GB)
fi nd.pcworld.com/624 04

enal, especially through its
noise-canceling earbuds and
with its noise-canceling fea
ture turned on. In PC World
Test Center tests, it posted a
signal-to-noise ratio of 82
decibels-a shade below the
latest iPods and the Creative
Zen X-Fi- as we ll as a barely
registering harmonic distor
tion and noise level of 0.01
percent. The headphone
port works with any mini
jack, but to get the noise
ca nceling feature, yo u must
use the included earbud set.
The 2-inch-diagonal, 240
by-320 screen is vibrant and
bright enough to see easily,
but it's a bit too small to
enjoy videos on. Navigating

is in tuitive. Four directional
buttons surround the Play/
Pause button , and Back and
Option buttons (which
double as Home and
Power Off, respectively,
when pressed for a few
seconds) sit on either
side. A vo lume rocker
and lock switch occu
py the right edge of the
device, and the proprietary
charging/syncing connector,
noise-cancellation switch,
and headphone jack reside
on the bottom.
File support is somewhat
limited: The unit plays MP3 ,
WMA, .wav, and ORM-free
AAC audio; handles MPEG-4
(H.264 codec) and M4V

SONY'S NEWEST WALKMAN

offers excellent sound quality.

video; and shows JPEG stills.
If you like your music clean,
delivered via creative fea
tures, and in a slick, durable
chassis, the Walkman NWZ
S738F is a great option.
-Tim Mqynilra11

He was a hardworking farm boy.
She was an Italian supermodel.
He knew he would have just
one chance to impress her.

Rosetta Stone.The fastest and
easiest way to learn lfALIAN
Rosetta Stone· brings you a complete language-learning solution, wherever you are: at home,
in -the-ca r or on-the-go. You'll learn quickly and effectively, without translation or memorizat ion.
You'll discover our method, which keeps you excited lo learn more and more.
• You' ll expe rience Dynamic Im mersion· as you match real-world images to words spoken
by native speakers so you'll find yourself engaged and lea rn your second language like you
learned your first.
• Our proprietary Speech Recognition Technology evaluates your speech and coaches you on
more accurate pronunciation. You'll speak naturally.
• Only Rosetta Stone has Adaptive Recall ; that brings bac k material to help you where you
need it most, for more effective progress.
• And Rosetta Stone includes Audio Companion· so that you can take the Rosetta Stone
experie nce anywhe re you use a CD or MP3 player.
Innovative software. lmmersive method. Complete mobility. It's the total solution.
Gel Rosetta Stone - The Fastest Way to Learn a La nguage. Guaranteed :
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Online
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Core i7, Phenom II CPUs Reach Value Desktops
WHAT A DIFFERENCE a few

PC WORLD TOP 10 VALUE DESKTOP PCs

lj~g months can make.
_ __

_

Performance

MODEL

In the December

D!ll Micro Express
. _ Micro Flex 828
$699
find .pcworld.com/61742

2008 issue, most PCs on the
sub-$1500 value-desktops
chart struggled to achieve a
score over 100 in our World

• WorldBench 6 score: 117
• WorldBench 6 rating:Supt!rior
•Overall design:Good
•Graphics:Superior

Features and speclllcatlans
• 3·GHz Core 2Duo E8400 CPU
• 2GB RAM '; 250GB storage
• 512MB nVidla GeForce 8BOOGT
• DVD• RW drive

BOTTOM LINE:The Micro Flex 828 has limited storage but provides plenty of horsepower without draining your savings.

Bench 6 tests . By contrast,
power desktops priced at

2

more than $1500 routinely
hit scores around 126. Now

Micro Express
MicroFlex 4508
$1299
find .pcworld .com/61318

• WorldBench 6score:119
• WorldBench 6rating:Superior
•Overall design:Very Good

·
•

•Graphics: Superior

• 2.B3·GHz Core 2Quad Q9550 CPU
•4GB RAM '; 500GB storage
• 512MB Sapphire HD4B70
• DVDt RW drive

BOITOM LINE:The MicroFlex 4508 desktop delivers a whale lot of performance for a reasonable price.

with most new value sys
tems easily surpassing 100,
the power-versus-value gap

3

has clearly narrowed.

Dell lnspiron 518
$649
find .pcworld.com/61740

The fourth-ranked Gateway

• WorldBench 6score:108
• WorldBench 6 rating: Superior
•Overall design:Very Good
•Graphics: Poor

• 2.4·GHz Core 2Quad Q6600 CPU
• 3GB DDR2·800 RAM;320GB storage
• 256MB All Radeon HO 3450
• DVD±RW drive

BQITOM LINE: If excellent everyday performance on a budget is your desire, this Dell makes a good choice.

FX6800-0le benefits from
using the entry-level version

4

Gateway FX6BOD·Dle
S1250 NEW
find .pcworld .com/62372

• WorldBench 6score:115
• WorldBench 6 rating:Superior
•Overall design:Very Good
•Graphics:Superior

• 2.66-GHz Core i7 920 CPU
• 3GB DDR3·1333 RAM; 750GB storage
• 512MB ATI Radeon HD 4850
• OVD±RW drive

BOITOM LINE: With top-notch performance, design, and expandability, the FX6800·01e is one of the better options here.

5

Dell Studio Slim
SB14 NEW
find .pcworld.com/62365

• WorldBench 6score:106
• WorldBench 6 rating: Very Good

•Overall design:Good
•Graphics: Poor

• 2.33·GHz Core 2Quad Q8200 CPU
• 4GB DDR2·BOO RAM:640GB storage
• 256MB All Radeon HO 3450
• OVD±RW drive

BOITDM LINE: This compact PC provides above-average application performance and connectivity, but upgrades are limited.

POLYWELL'S COMPACT MiniBox

6

Polywell MiniBox 780G·940
51399 NEW
find .pcworld.com/62371

780G-940 offers lots of storage.

• WorldBench 6 score:113
• WorldBench 6 rating:Superior
•Overall design:Good
•Graphics: Superior

• 3·GHz Phenom II X4 940 CPU
•4GB DDR2·667RAM;1.5TB storage
• lGB nVidia GeForce GTX285
• OVOt RW drive

BOITDM LINE: The portable MiniBox has nVidia's latest graphics, and an amazing amount of storage and connection options.
of Intel's high-end Core i7

7

CPU, while the Polywell
MiniBox 780G-940 (in sixth
place) does well with AMD ' s

eMachines ETll61-D3
S400 NEW
find .pcworld .com/62367

• WorldBench 6score:79
• WorldBench 8 rating:Fair
•Overall design:Good
•Graphics: Poor

• 2.3-GHz Athlon 64 X2 4400+ CPU
• 3GB DDR2·667 RAM;320GB storage
•Integrated nVidia GeForce 6150SE
• DVO±RW drive

BDITDM LINE: With an upgrade or two, the ETI161·03 could become a pretty good general-purpose value desktop.

new Phenom II X4 940 pro
cessor. Despite boasting
those latest chips (with price

8

tags above $1000 to match) ,
neither system performs sig

Dell XPS 630
$1419
find .pcworld.com/61315

9

more than half as much.

•Graphics: Superior

• 3.16-GHz Core 2Duo EB500 CPU
•4GB DDR2-800 RAM;640GB storage
• 512MB nVidia GeForce 9800 GT
• OVO±RW and DVD·ROM drives

BDITOM LINE: This customizable desktop system provides affordable performance in a stylish package.

nificantly better than rival
desktop PCs costing little

•World Bench 6score:114
•World Bench 6 rating:Superior
•Overall design:Very Good

Lenovo 3000 H21D
5479 NEW
find.pcwor ld.com/62364

-Danny Allen

• WorldBench 6 score:99
• WorldBench 6 rating: Very Good
•Overall design: Fair
•Graphics:Poor

• 2.5-GHz Pentium Dual-Core E5200 CPU
•4GB DDR2·667 RAM;500GB storage
•Integrated Intel GMA 3100
• DVD±RW drive

BDITDM LINE: The H210 is one of the better sub·S500 systems we've seen recently, but it doesn't handle games very well.
MORE ONLINE

Polywell Poly i7050

10 $499
For in-depth reviews of all the
desktops in this chart, and for
information on how we test,

AP RIL

•Overall design: Good

•Graphics: Poor

• 2·GHz Pentium Dual·Core E2lBO CPU
• 2GB RAM '; 250GB storage
•integrated nVidia GeForce 7150
• DVD±RW drive

BOITOM LINE:The 17050 delivers solid performance for basic tasks but not for games, and the compact case limits expansion.
CHART NOTES:Prices and ratingsareas of 2/2/09. Monitor not included In system prices. FOOTNOTE: 'RAM speed not available.

go to find.pcworld.com/61745 .
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find .pcworld.com/59996

• WorldBench 6 score: 77
•World Bench 6 rating:Fair
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AU-in-One
Tuneup Tool
ASHAMPOO' S WinOpti
mizer 6 includes just about
every tuneup feature you can
imagine, whether you want
to clean your Registry, un
delete files, defragment the
hard disk, clear out startup
apps, or perform a simple,
one-click optimization.
This tool finds tweaks that
rivals miss. For example, in

DOWNLOAD THIS
Speed Up Vista and Play a Crayon Physics Game
AS WINDOWS XP fades away, more and more

from its competitors are the option for users to

computers are runn ing Vista. We found three

save an image-definition file in XML (a feature

downloadable files that can make your Vista

that Driveimage XML offers) and the ability to

experience more comforta ble. One free utility

mount and unmount disk images as normal

can speed up your Vista system by managing

Windows drive letters, such as Z: (a la R-Drive

services, and another can easily create disk

Image). Macrium Reflect Free Edition even

images of your Vista or XP machine. And when

allows you to schedule backups and create a

all of your work is done, you can remind your

recovery disc using Linux or Bart's PE-a nice

self of the other meanings of "vista" by scrib

bit of versatility. find.pcworld.com/62423

-]011 L. Jacobi

bling crayon drawings in a delightful demo of a
groundbreaking game. Enjoy t he view.

Crayon Physics Deluxe
16 recommendations
for optimization found

Vista Services Optimizer

Crayon Physics Deluxe, t rue to its title, tra ns

Silently running in the background of your Vista

forms w hatever you dash off with your crayon

EJ ~

PC are a number of services that you don't

tipped pointer into a two-dimensional object

need. These leeches slow your computer down

with physical heft. Draw a box suspended by

and increase your system 's boot time. The free

nothing. for example, and gravity pulls the box

SblrtOp-Tuoer

Vista Services Optimizer utility
helps address the problem by ana
lyzing your PC. telling you which
services you can safely turn off,
and then turning them off for you.
WINOPTIMIZER CAN CLEAN
your PC In a variety of ways.

Click the

Services Diagnostics

option to start. You then describe
your PC and how you use it

addition to cleaning startup
programs, it checks for un
needed services, such as the
Tablet PC Input Service.
All the modules are well
integrated and easy to use. A
backup feature lets you re
store your PC if you decide
to roll back a change.
If you want an all-in-one
utility that does a superb job,
you 'll find WinOptimizer
well worth its $50 price tag.
-Preston Gralla

whether it's connected to a net
work, whether you use a digital
camera, whether you have third
party antispyware and firewall util
ities, and so on. Afterward the soft
ware checks all of the services that
run in the background, and gives
you a full report detailing which

DOODLE YOUR WAY to real-world physics triumph in the ere

ones you can stop. You can then

ative and playful Crayon Physics Deluxe game.

instruct Vista Services Optimizer to
turn off all of the unnecessary services instant

down until it encounters something else-say,

ly, or you can use the program to turn them off

an other box, a ramp, or a sawtooth field of

manually, one at a time. find.pcworld.com/62425

grass. If instead you draw the box so that it's

-Preston Graila

halfway over a circular object at rest. when it
drops, the box's weight and momentum will

Macrium Reflect Free Edition
With so many disk-imaging programs around,

edge the circle into motion.
Your goal. as you work through dozens of

it's difficult for one to stand out from the crowd.

linked "island" maps, is to nudge a small red

And yet Macrium's Reflect Free Edition manag

ball located on one side of a page toward a star

WinOptimizer 6 1Ashampoo

es to do precisely that. The hard-drive partition

perched strategically out of reach. Simply get

All-in-one utility has every PC opti

images that this utility creates aren't any better

the ball to the star- Crayon Physics doesn't

mization feature you could want.

tha n the ones competing products make, but

care how. It's a game and it's a toy. It's both

List $50 (ten-day free trial)

its interface is the friendlies t I've run across.

and it's neither. find.pcworld.com/62426

find.pcworld.com/ 62419

Among the tricks that Reflect has "borrowed"

-Matt Peck/tam •
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It's always smart to get the
most for your tech dollar, but when
the economy tanks, everyone has
to start pinching pennies. These 31
tips will help you save big bucks.
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Save Big Online
Regular Internet shoppers know the advan
tages of e-tailing: lower prices , larger selec
tion, and the chance to shop in their skiv
vies. Savings in some categories can be really
pronounced, and if you don 't sign up for
deal newsletters or don't check for coupons
before authorizing a transaction, you might
be missing out on saving even more.
1. Get big TV for asmall(er) price: Overall,
HDTV prices haven't dropped much in the
past six months. That's all the more reason
to shop online. Pricing a 46-inch Sony Bravia
KDL-46W4100 at a brick-and-mortar Best
Buy gave me sticker shock: a penny short of
$2000, not including sales tax. But Amazon
had the same set for $1594, shipping includ
ed . And at PC Connection, the price was
3. Stop buying CDs, start saving c.ash: If you still buy new CDs ,
$100 less than at Amazon: $1494-again with free shipping.
you' re paying too much. Consider Coldplay's Viva La Vida,
I also priced the Samsung LN46A650, another 46-inch LCD
set. Though the price difference in this case wasn't nearly as
one of my favorite albums of 2008. At the mall, you'd pay
around $15 plus tax for it. DeepDiscount.com sells it for $11
steep ($1545 at Best Buy, $1487 at Amazon) , the latter's free
dom from sales tax again made this a no-brainer. Pay extra
shipped-but you will have to wait a week or so to get it.
only if you insist on having a storefront at hand in case some
At Amazon's MP3 store (tind.pcworld.com/62411), the album
thing goes wrong. (But with big-box storefronts like Circuit
costs $9, and it downloads immediately to your iTunes or
City closing up shop, even that isn't a sure thing anymore.)
Windows Media Player library, ready for play or for syncing
Estimated savings: As much as $500 on a 46-inch LCD.
to your portable jukebox. Audiophiles may disagree , but to
2. Cut your costs on overpriced cables: If you browse the aisles
my ears a 256-kbps MP3 sounds just as good as a CD.
And don' t forget Web services like Pandora.com and Slack
of your local electronics store, you'll likely find a Nyko HDMI
Cable for PlayStat ion 3 selling for $60,
er.com, where you can build custom
a NexxTech Ultimate HDMI to HDMI
radio stations based on your favorite
Cable going for $70, or a Monster Cable
artists and afterward stream music to
700hd High Speed HDMI Cable priced
your heart's content-all free of charge.
GOOD DEAL
at a whopping $95. And they' re not
Estimated savings: $70 annually, based
even jewel-encrusted!
Multifunction Inkjet
on a rate of one album per month.
You'll be hard-pressed to identify
They are, however, very overpriced.
4. Buy refurbished hardware: Are you in
At MonoPrice.com, a 6-foot HDMI
a multifunction color inkjet printer
the market for a new laptop? Maybe a
offering as good a balance between
cable sells for $10. At Meritline.com,
spiffy Dell XPS M1530 that 's tricked
cost (about Sl50 list, in February)
you can buy a pair of them for-are you
out for entertainment? It starts at about
sitting down?-$11, shipped. Okay,
and quality as the Canon Pixma
$949, but you can pick up a refurbished
MP620 (find .pcworld.com/61884).
but you get what you pay for; and if no
one for as little as $729-the price I
With its media slots; USB, ethernet,
found in Dell's Outlet Store (www.dell.
brand cables cost so little, they must be
shoddy and unreliable, resulting in a
and Wi-Fi connections; and two
com/outlet), home to all its refurbs.
poor-quality picture. Right?
150-sheet input trays, it meets
Refurbished items are products that
Wrong. PC World's tests (see "The
most small-office and home needs.
flunked a manufacturer's initial quality
Cable Game," find.pcworld.com/61812) and
checks or were returned for some rea
my own hands-on experience show that
son. Either way, the hardware gets re
$10 HDMI cables work as well as $100
checked (and repaired, if necessary)
counterparts-particularly at the 6-foot
and restocked , though it can't be sold
length most home-theater setups use.
as new. Hence the often-hefty discounts .
Bottom line: Don't buy overpackaged,
What's the downside? The gear may
overpriced cables from stores. Ever.
have dents, scratches, or other physical
Estimated savings: $50 on a 6-foot cable.
flaws . Also, it usually comes with a
72 I WWW.PCWORLD . COM
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Cut Your
Printer Costs

shorter-than-average warranty (90 days
is typical). Apple products are an excep
tion: Refurbished iPods, iMacs , and the
like have the same one-year warranty as
Printers blow through ink cartridges as
new items . Ditto for Dell hardware .
extravagantly as Wall Street bankers
HP, Lenovo and others sell refurbished
blow through bailout money. And your
PCs from their online stores ; you 'll find
printer may cry "no ink! " when it still
GOOD DEAL
refurb Blu-ray players, universal remotes,
has plenty. (Sec our video, "Is That Ink
42-lnch LCD HDTV
GPS receivers, and other electronics at
Cartridge Really Empty?" at find .pcworld.
sites like Buy.com, eCost, and Newegg.
With excellent image quality overall
com/62393.) In any case, no one likes to
Estimated savings: $220 on a refurbished
and a 120-Hz refresh rate for smooth
pay for pricey ink supplies, so here are
Dell XPS M1530 PC.
er motion, the Vizio SV420XVT (find.
some ways to cut your consumption.
5. Walt for sa11irrgs to come toy®: The
pcworld.com/61907) comes in at just
9. 8uy no-brand Ink: Do you have to buy
\Veb is awash in discounts, promotions,
under 51000 as of early February.
pricey name-b ra nd ink for your inkjet
and other ways for smart shoppers to
Drawbacks? Most inputs are hard to
printer? As we noted in "Cheap Ink: Will
save money. WishRadar.com, for exam
reach; and it has no quick menu for
It Cost You?" {find .pcworld.com/61892),
ple, will notify you via e-mail when the
frequently altered settings. no USB
inexpensive third-party and remanufac
price of an Amazon wish-list item has
port, and no SO Card slot for photos
tured cartridges often yield more prints
or music. Still, for a great HDTV piethan their new, branded countcrparts
dropped to where you want it. Price
ture at a good price, this is it.
comparison site PriceGrabber.com has
but the quality and fade-resistance of
a similar tool: Add any product to your
the ink may be lower. Thus, while you'll
personal shopping list and set a "target
save some money, you may not be as
price alert," and the site will notify you
happy with your printer's photo output.
when the item hits that target price. (Full disclosure: Price
If you print primarily text, however, choosing the cheap
Grabber powers PCWorld.com's Shop and Compare feature.)
stuff makes sense. This is true for laser printers as well: for
years I've used only remanufactured toner cartridges in my
If you routinely shop al lhe same stores, sign up for their
HP and Brother lasers, with consistently excellent results.
e-mail newsletters. Borders, CompUSA, and eReader are
Estimated savings: $30 on a black ink replacement cartridge
among the e-tailers with exclusive discounts for subscribers.
Estimated savings: $100 per year, based on my shopping habits.
compatible with an HP 45 inkjet printer.
10. Use your printer's economy mode: For a draft of a school
.Clip some onllnetoupons: Have you ever reached the check
paper or business presentation, use your printer's economy
out page at an online store and wished that you had a juicy
discount code to enter? Why not spend a few minutes look
mode setting. That setting takes less ink, resulting in lighter
(but still readable) output. Before you print, open the print
ing for one? Just pop open a new browser tab and search for
er's preferences settings from within the program's Print
the name of the store and the words "coupon code" (or "dis
dialog box, and look for a setting called Draft Mode, Econo
count code" or "promotion code"). Or head directly to a
my Mode, Toner Saver, or the like. (On some inkjets, the
code-collecting site like DealLocker.com or RetailMcNot.com
' Fast' quality setting amounts to economy mode.) And con
and look for the latest offers for your store. You may come
sider making this the default setting, switching to standard
up empty-or land a code that will save you 10 percent or
net you free shipping. It works about half the time for me.
(or high-quality) mode only for documents that need it.
Estimated savings: $25 per year.
Estimated savings: $50 per year, based on my shopping habits .
II . Print two sh ts on each poge: Shrink your output and
7. Save on shipping: Head to FreeShippingOn.com to search
save. Most printer drivers can fit two pages' worth of a doc
Amazon and eBay for items that the sellers are offering with
ument onto a single sheet of paper. Each page gets reduced
out shipping charges. You' ll also find free-shipping coupons
in size and rotated 90 degrees, so that two pages land side
for stores like Best Buy and Staples. Or get an alphabetical list
by-side on one sheet (think: booklet).
of all the Web's current free-shipping deals at DealTaker.com.
Programs like Word and Adobe Reader offer this option in
Estimated savings: $60 per year, based on my shopping habits.
8. Search (Live) for savings: Microsoft has come up with an
the Print menu. In programs that don't (like Firefox), you
can open the Properties menu for the selected printer and look
incentive program to encourage you to use Live Search for
for a 'page layout' or ' page scaling' option. This isn' t practi
your shopping (search.live.com/cashback): Find the product you
cal for all printing needs, but it will save both ink and paper.
want, then compare prices from participating stores. When
Estimated savings: $20 per year.
you make a purchase, Microsoft will give you back a percent
12. Print to POF In te d: The best way to save paper and ink is
age (which varies, depending on the store) in cold, hard cash.
not to use them. When possible, "print" your documents »
Estimated savings: A few bucks here and there.
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which has such modest system requirements that even a six
year-old Pentium 4 feels like a modern Core 2 Duo. 111e sys
tem could then go to a student or tech-challenged senior
anyone with basic computing needs .
Alternatively, if you plug your aged PC into a router, it can
double as a file or print server for your home network (see
"Get More Out of Your PC," find.pcworld.com/624 12). Spring
for a TV tuner, and you can install free media-center software
like MediaPortal (www.team-mediaportal.com ) and transform
your old system into a DVR-no monthly TlVo fees required.
Estimated savings: $120 on a network-attached storage device.
16. Pay your bills on line: The back-and-forth of snail-mail bills
represents a massive waste of resources (for paper, printing,
hauling, and postage). Financial institutions have had plenty
of time to work out the kinks in electronic bill-pay sen.iices ,
so why continue using paper checks, envelopes, and postage?
Banks do charge for online bill-paying sen.iice, but some of
them offer it for free if you do enough business with them. Or
try MyCheckFree.com, which lets you pay many major billers
at no charge. Alternatively, you can set up automated bill pay
Save energy. Save the environment. Save money. Sounds
with the many utilities and banks that can collect payments via
good, huh? Savvy use of technology can help you do all three.
14. Don't overcharge your laptop battery:
direct withdrawal from a bank account.
Esti mated savings: $40 a year, if you can
These days it's not at all uncommon for
avoid electronic-payment fees .
laptops to serve desktop duty. But if
17. Switch to rechargeable batteries:
you leave the battery inside the system
GOOD DEAL
24/7, it will keep drawing power, even
Game controllers , kids' toys, digiLal
Digital Camera
when fully charged. Not only is that a
cameras, and other electronics chew
With all of the new digital camera
through batteries faster than beavers
waste of energy and money, but it's bad
announcements at the recent Conchew through balsa wood. And natural
news for the battery: Constant charging
ly they chew through your wallet, too:
will reduce its capacity to hold a charge
sumer Electronics Show- as well
as all the ones coming up at the
A four-pack of Duracell AA batteries
and curtail its overall longevity.
PMA imaging show in March- now
There's a fast and simple solution:
sells for around $6. Buy just one pack
is a great ti me to buy one of Last
per month and you're out $72 a year.
Pull the battery out. Most notebooks
year's top-of-the-Line point-and
can run off AC power when no battery
Instead , invest $25 in an Energizer
is present, so take the power cell out of
four-slot battery charger (which comes
shoots at a bargain-bin price. We Like
the equation. It will stay in pristine con
the Pentax Optio A40 (find.pcworl d.
with a pair of rechargeable Ms) and a
dition and save you a kilowatt or two .
com/61708), a 12-megapixel pocket
four-pack of extra rechargeables. Com
camera that delivers very good
Estimated savings: A few dollars on your
pared with disposable batteries, outlet
monthly electric bill and $120 on pre
image quality (according to our
electricity costs pennies on the dollar.
Estimated savings: $50 a year and possibly
mature battery replacement.
tests), optical image stabilization,
15. Revive old PCs: PCs and landfills go
and a DivX movie mode. The Optio
the very earth we live on.
together like oil and water-or more
A40 cost about $250 when it was
accurately, like mercury (which can leak
released Last year, but this February
it was selling for as Little as Sl20.
out of computer circuitry) and ground
water. Unfortunately, more and more
unwanted computers and monitors end
up in landfills every year, and the envi
Woe unto the checkbook of the average
ronmental impact is considerable.
household with teenagers. Between
Before you consign your unwanted
landlines, cell phones, and text messag
es, it's easy to rack up hundreds of dol
system to the dump, consider giving it
lars in monthly phone-service bills
new life. One option: Wipe the hard
drive and install a Linux-based operat
not counting any overages you incur.
Fortunately, you don 't need to cut the
ing system such as gOS (thinkgo s.com),

to PDF files you can store on your PC or e-mail to others. I like
CutcPDF Writer (find.pcworld.com/56229), a freeware "printer
driver" that lets you turn virtually any document into a PDF.
So, before you click Print, ask yourself whether you-or the
document's eventual recipient-can live with electronic text.
Estimated savings: $20 per year.
13. Get a laser printer: If you print photos infrequently but
like to make hard copies of Web receipts and other text docu
ments, you can save cash by opting for an inexpensive laser
printer to do routine jobs and by using online photo printing
services when you do want prints . Laser printers still cost
more than inkjcts, but toner's cheaper per-page cost can make
up the difference over time. You can do your own total-cost
of-ownership calculations with a spreadsheet such as the one
at Nifty-Stuff.com (click 'Printer Total Cost Of Ownership').
Estimated savings: Depends on your printing habits.

Go Green

Talk {and Text)
Cheap
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(phone) cord-you just need to cut
your costs. It isn't hard to do, especial
ly if you' re willing to make a few minor
changes to your chat habits. (For addi
tional ideas, see "Slash Phone Costs
With Tech-Savvy Tricks," on page 96.)
18. Ditch yourlandline: If you've been
reluctant to switch to voice-over-IP
phone service, which uses your broad
band hookup for voice calls, it may be
time to reconsider. ViaTalk.com, for
example, gives you two phone lines
(though not two numbers) and a year
of unlimited local and long-distance
calls for $199, which comes to $16.58 a
month. Vonage charges $25 a month,
still quite a bit less than the telcos.
Both services offer voicemail, Caller
ID, call-forwarding, and more; and they
allow you to keep your existing number.
Estimated savings: $250 per year on a
standard primary phone line-not in
cluding long-distance charges.
19. Add a second line for peanuts: Plug a
MagicJack device (find .pcworld.com/62413)
into your PC, and then plug any phone
into the MagicJack. This USB gizmo sup
plies a new phone number and a year's
worth of voicemail, Caller ID, and un
limited calling services for $40 (there
after, the service costs $20 a year). Note:
You must leave your PC running 24/7.
Estimated savings: $240 or more per year
on a second landline.
20. Switch to a prepaid cell phone: Do
you rarely use more than a fraction of
your allotted minutes? Then steer clear
of phone contracts, which usually run
at least $40 monthly and lock you in for
two years. Instead, consider choosing a
prepaid phone and accompanying ser
vice such as AT&T GoPhone, T-Mobile
Prepaid, TracFone, or Verizon lnPulse.
Depending on the service, you either
buy minutes in advance (starting at $25
per block) or pay by the day: a buck for
each day that you actually use the tele
phone, plus 10 cents per minute of air
time. These arrangements could be per
fect for kids, seniors, and anyone else
needing an "emergencies only" phone.
Estimated savings: Up to $500 per year,
depending on airtime consumed.
»
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recorded TV across the Net by plugging
a Slingbox into your cable box or DVR,
but the device is expensive.
Amazingly, a free , software-only alter
native exists: Orb.corn's Orb. Simply
install the application on your system,
and then connect from afar using any
(www.truphone.com ).
device that has a streaming media play
This free VoIP app is available now
er (laptop, PDA, smart phone, or what
for BlackBerry, iPhone, and Nokia hand
ever). If your PC has a TV tuner, Orb can
sets; and it will be offered soon for other
GOOD DEAL
even stream live and recorded shows.
models. All you need is access to a Wi-Fi
Estimated savings: $180 to $300.
Netbook
hotspot. That's not always convenient,
24. Create diagrams online: You could
Looking for a budget netbook for
but for a 97 percent discount on inter
shell out $559 for Microsoft Visio 2007
quick and easy mobility? The Acer
national calls, convenience be darned.
Professional, $259 for Visio 2007 Stan
Aspire One (find.pcworld.com/61821 )
Estimated savings: $19.40 on a 10-minute
dard-or zero for Gliffy (www.gliffy.com).
could fit the bill. It's not perfectcall to the United States.
This Web-based diagramming tool lets
you might consider splurging for the
22. Send free text messages: Most carri
you build flow charts, floor plans, and
six-cell battery, since the three-cell
ers charge 20 cents per text message.
many other kinds of drawings. You can
battery it comes with won't Last
And most teenagers exchange a gazillion
add colors, drop shadows , and gradient
much beyond 2 hours on a charge.
text messages per month-on their par
fills to your shapes, and collaborate on
and the 8.9-inch screen is small.
ents' dime. That's some ugly math. You
But it has a great, adult-hands
drawings with other users. You may
could lower the rates by adding a mes
want to spring for an ad-free Premium
friendly keyboard and a reasonably
saging package to your service plan, to
account ($5/month) , which provides
roomy 120GB hard disk. Finally, its
the tune of $5 to $20 per month. But
e-mail support and security features .
irresistible $350 base price makes
we want your bill to go down, not up .
Estimated savings: $259 to $559.
If you are the sender and you' re near
the Aspire One a solid candidate to
25. Reade-books without a Kindle: Much
tide
you
over
until
a
future
crop
of
a PC, you can bypass your phone alto
this
fast-evolving
class
of
portables
as
I love e-books, I'm not a fan of Ama
gether and send messages gratis via
later
this
year.
zon's
$359 Kindle. Your PDA or smart
comes
along
GizmoSMS .com. Enter the recipient's
phone number and your message, and
phone can cany mainstream fiction and
click Send. For a two-way alternative,
nonfiction titles from services like Fic
go to Cherple.com, whose free pro
tionwise.com, eReader.com, and Mobi
pocket.com. Sure, phone screens are small, but they're also
gram for Mac and Windows lets you receive as well as send
backlit-which makes them great for reading in bed. iPhone
text messages. Gmail users can do likewise by enabling Text
Messaging (SMS) in Chat (find.pcworld.com/62414 ), a new
users can even download new books on the fly, no PC required,
Google Labs feature that adds texting capabilities to Gmail.
by using the free eReader and Stanza (www.lexcycle.com) apps.
Estimatedsavings: $359.
If you're an iPhone user, you should snap up SMS Touch, a
$3 application that enables you to send unlimited messages
26. Burn CDs and DVDs: To create a mix CD or to archive video
(tind.pcworld.com/62415). Replies land in your e-mail inbox.
files onto a DVD, you don 't need a pricey program like Nero
Estimated savings: $5 to $50 per month.
or Easy Media Creator. Instead, try lnfraRecorder.org, whose
simple Explorer-style interface helps you burn, baby, burn.
You can use InfraRecorder to author all kinds of discs. In
addition, it can make copies of unprotected discs and burn ISO
PC World readers know that a freeware or open-source alter
image files to create bootable CDs and DVDs. And it's open
native exists for just about every pricey application or operat
source, so it does all that without burning any of your cash .
Estimatedsavings: $100.
ing system. For example, OpenOffice can easily take the
27. Manage your money without spending any: Both Quicken
place of Microsoft Office. GIMP and Paint.Net can fill in for
Photoshop. And Linux handily gives Windows the boot.
and Microsoft Money put a dent in your savings. An open
But here are some lesser-known stars of the free-software
source alternative is Gnucash.org. It manages personal and
universe. Some can even replace expensive hardware.
small-business accounts , creates detailed report graphs, cate
23. Get a Slingbox without the Slingbox: Like the idea of stream
gorizes cash flow, and pulls stock quotes from the Web.
ing music, photos, videos, and even live TV from your PC to,
Gnucash can import QIF files from Quicken, and it even has
say, your hotel room or BlackBerry? You could ferry live or
online-banking features so you can reconcile your credit-card

21. Make dlrt·cheap international calls:
On a recent trip to the Bahamas, I had
two choices for calling home on my
iPhone: Pay AT&T's insane $2-per
minute rates for international service,
or pay 6 cents per minute to Truphone

Save on Software
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$2000. Sure, you'll need to have a reasonably
dark room to enjoy it, but you'll score bragging
rights with the neighbors-and save money.
Estimated savings: $2000.
29. Skip the Blu-ray player: Blu-ray won the high
definition DVD war over a year ago, but Blu-ray
players still cost 200 bucks or so. Despite the
victory, Blu-ray movie selection remains limited
(about 1500 titles to date) , and the discs cost
more than their standard-DVD counterparts.
What's a cash-strapped HD1V owner to do?
Simple: Forgo Blu-ray for now and buy an up
converting DVD player to give plain DVDs an HD
makeover, upscaling the pixels to take advan
tage of your 1V's higher resolution. The results
aren't quite on a par with Blu-ray, but they're a
definite improvement-and you get to enjoy the
movies you already own. These players range from $50 to $100.
and bank statements without entering the data manually.
Estimated savings: $150.
Best of all, Gnucash doesn't "sunset" after two or three years
as Quicken and Money do-hence, no forced upgrades.
30. Ditch cable: If you change a few of your viewing habits,
If you're comfortable going with a Web-based approach in
you can kiss the cable company goodbye. It all starts with
stead of a desktop application, check out the latest crop of
getting the most out of your Web browser: You can stream
Web-based personal finance apps . Services such as Mint.com,
the latest episodes of your favorite shows-many in HD
Rudder, Thrive, and even lntuit's formerly fee-based Quicken
from the networks' sites and from 1V hubs like Fancast.com
Online are free, and do a great job of helping you track your
and Hulu.com. These offerings are free, on-demand shows
onlinc banking, credit-card, loan, and investment accounts.
with only brief commercial interruptions. Like sports? Head
Estimated savings: $20 to $70 per year if you routinely buy the
to ESPN360.com to watch live and recently played games.
To cover your bases on the premium
newest version of Quicken or Money.
channels, subscribe to Blockbuster or
Netflix to get shows like Dexter on DVD
(on-demand in the case of Netflix-it
GOOD DEAL
can now stream movies and 1V shows
Desktop PC
Why spend $60 a pop taking the family
to your PC, Xbox, or Roku set-top box).
The best budget, everyday PC could
Packages start at about $9 monthly.
to the cineplex when you can make
well be Dell's Inspiron 518 (find .
The downside? You'll have to watch
your home your theater? Granted, ame
pcworld.com/62420). It sports a 2.4nities like HD1Vs, Blu-ray players, and
everything on your computer (unless
GHz Intel Core 2 Quad 06600 CPU,
cable service add up. But believe it or
you connect it to your1V-a hassle).
not, there is such a thing as a thrifty
3GB of DDR2 memory, and a 320GB,
Plus, now that some cable firms have
7200-rpm Western Digital Cavia r
home theater. Here's how to build it.
bandwidth caps, you could run into dif
28. Get a big picture without a big TV: For
SE16 hard drive; it also turned in a
ficulty if you stream too much content.
respectable score of 108 on our
Estimated savings: $600 to $1800 annually.
sports, movies, console games, and Lost,
31.SkiptheTiVo: Ifyou want a DVR ala
WorldBench 6 tests. A 20-inch widebigger is always better. Alas, LCD and
screen LCD monitor with a built-in
TIVo but not another monthly bill, en
plasma 1Vs currently top out at 65
Webcam comes bundled. All th is for
list your PC. Windows Media Center, a
inches and sell for at least $4000. What
under $700 (as of early February).
would you say to a screen that's nearly
component of Vista Home Premium
and Ultimate, offers DVR features . All
five times larger but only half the price?
I'm talking about an HD projector
you need is a 1V tuner and a cable feed
or antenna. A tuner costs $50 to $100,
like the Epson PowerLite Home Cinema
but the program guide is free, so it's a
1080 Projector. It can create a 1080p
one-time expense. Find out more about
image of up to 300 inches diagonally (if
this alternative at "Turn Any PC Into a
you have a 25-foot wall available) . It
Media Center" (find.pcworld.com/62417).
works with cable, Xbox, Blu-ray player,
Estimated savings: $1 SO annually. •
and other sources, and it costs about

Build a Thrifty
Home Theater
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Newand
Notable
HP Mini 2140 HP's Mini. 2140
. a cool-Look1ng,tonetbook is
take on an upcorporate
b k It has a
. ute net oo .
L'd spillthe-min
.
brushed aluminum I ,
resistant keys, and some
.
for serious
neat features
t tricked 
.
The mos
computing.
$629
out version. selling ford a .
.
B of RAM an
carries 2G
160GB
d 7200 -rpm,
.
d the
spee Y
. We rev1ewe
hard dnve.
(find
Mini 2140 Last month
pcwor ld ·com/62407).
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The term
netbook,
coined by Intel, conveys little
useful information about this
category of machines . Sure,
they all have wireless network
ing, but so does every other
laptop. Originally
what the term
helped to identi
fy was a class of
small, ultralightweight,
cheap-as-dirt mobile
PCs. Netbooks are
tiny-usually between
half and two-thirds the
size of a garden-variety laptop-and
they typically weigh only about 2
pounds. With their cool, slim designs,
they outclass some fancy ultraportables.
And best of all, these diminutive lap
tops start at around $200 (in some cases
$100, when purchased as part ofa mo
bile broadband promotional deal).
But as the next generation of mini
notebooks emerges-with some exam
ples illustrating this article-the distin
guishing characteristics named above
are in flux, spurring debate here at PC
World. Is price still a decisive criterion?
What about the size of the device, the
operating system it runs, or the CPU
under its hood? Ultimately all of these
things factor into the category; but as
new systems with an expanding array
of features arrive, our definition of net
book will continue to evolve.
Then there's the blizzard factor: So
many netbooks have reached market in

New and Notable
AcerAspireOneAOD150 With a
10.1-inch. 1025-by-600-pixel
display. a 160GB hard drive. and
a six-cell battery. the newly an
nounced Acer Aspire One AOD150
weighs in at 2.95 pounds. Its rel
atively high screen resolution
and substantial hard drive are a
significant improvement over the
features of previous Acer One
models. while its S350 price tag
keeps it well within the realm of
traditional netbook affordability.

the past year-and so many
more are on the way-that
selecting the right model
can be a daunting task.
There is no such thing as
perfection in a category that is
ultimately defined by compromises,
but with a little grounding in the basic
features of mini-notebooks, you can
make an informed buying decision.

Processor Power
With bargain-basement prices , svelte
dimensions, and full-blown operating
systems, models in the current crop of
netbooks look great on paper. But the
Intel Atom processor powering these
machines can't do anything much fanci
er than editing basic documents , send
ing e-mail, and browsing the Web. The
standard configuration for the machines
you'll find on store shelves includes a

1.6-GHz CPU with 1GB ofRAM using
Intel's 945 chip set and running Win
dows XP-not exactly a performance
powerhouse, but it works.
Making the most of your netbook is
all about managing expectations. Don' t
plan on playing modern PC games,
editing huge pictures , or creating
1080p videos on these machines-at
least not yet. Later this year, nVidia will
release its Ion graphics platform , and
AMD will launch its Neo processor.
These two mobile chips promise to
boost netbook performance significant
ly, and may very well change the way
we think about small computers.

• Tested battery life: 4:32

• IO· lnch wide screen
• 3.2 pounds

and biggest mini-notebook.

• WorldBench 6score: 41 Superior
• Overall design:Very Good
• Tested battery life: 2:35

• l.O·GHz Intel Alom N270
• I0.2·1nch wide screen
• 2.7 pounds

Foster than lls mini-portable brethren, the
510 offers enough perks to make this a top
pick for serious travelers.

• WorldBench 6 score:34 Very Good
•Overall des ign:Very Good
• Tested battery life: 2:16

• l.6·GHz Intel Atom N270
• 8.9·i nch wide screen
• 2.2 pounds

With its bargain-basement price, the Aspire
On e looks like a steal- unt il you realize that
you need the six·cell battery (a SlOO option).

• WorldBench 6 score:26 Fair
• Overoll design:Very Good
• Tested battery life:6:50

• l.6·0Hz Intel Atom N270
• 10.Hnch wide screen
• 2.6 pounds

The HP Mini 2140 netbook improves on the
earlier Mini 2133, but It retains the
awkwardly positioned mouse buttons.

• WorldBench 6 score:36 Very Good
• Overall design:Very Good
• Tested battery life: 5:03

• 1.6-GHz Intel Atom N270

As a mobile business machine. Asus's NIOJc

• 10.2-inch screen

is a fontastic choice. But as a mini-notebook,

• 3.5 pounds

It's on the expensive side.

find .pcworld.com/62405
Lenovo ldeaPad 51 0

2

$449

3

$349

4

$529

find .pcworld.com/62406

Acer Aspire One
find .pcworld.com/61821

HP Mini 2140
find .pcworld.com/62407

Asus NlOJc

5

$649
find .pcworld .com/62408

CHART NOTE:Prices and ratings are as of 214/09. Battery life is expressed in hours:minutes.

Growing Displays
When I first encountered the original
Asus Eee PC's 7-inch LCD, I had to
increase the magnification in my eye
glasses ' prescription-and spin the
scroll wheel like a manic gerbil-just to
read an everyday Web page.
Fortunately, times have changed.
Even the smallest machines these days
offer about 8 inches of viewable display
area, with at least 800 pixels across .
That is adequate for Web browsing,

though the 10-inch screen available on
the largest netbooks makes a real differ
ence in the experience. I've streamed
1V shows over Hulu.com onto an HP
Mini 2140, and the images look great.
But you also need to account for a cou
ple of visual X-factors when selecting a
netbook. The screen coating is a critical
consideration. The HP Mini 2140's
glossy screen may look snazzy indoors,
but in broad daylight-where many
people would at least occasionally use
it-the glare on it can be blinding.

Another characteristic to weigh is
native resolution . The default setting
for most netbooks is 1024 by 600 pix
els. Though this slightly odd aspect
ratio will work with most software,
some programs require a different res
olution to run properly. For compati
bility, Lenovo also incorporates a 1024
by-768-pixel-resolution option into its
IdeaPad SlO. If you intend to run pro
prietary business apps that demand a
specific resolution, make sure that the
»
netbook you buy can support it.

Better
Battery Life

New and Notable

Asus Eee PC T91Touch You knew it was
Though the Intel Atom CPU is
coming: a touch-screen tablet netbook.
by no means an energy hog,
Thin k of this as a second ta ke on the
netbooks aren' t known for
8.9-inch. 901-series models that
long battery life. That is partly
appeared in 2008. Like a full
because vendors typically try
size convertib le laptop, this
to keep costs down by provid
ing~ modest three-cell bat
hybrid netbook has a 180
degree rotating lid. The S500
tery. If you're lucky, a battery
T91 Touch will also offer
of that size will last 2.5 hours
built-in GPS functiona lity.
on one charge, judging from
PC World Test Center results.
a TV tuner. and an FM
transmitter for aHordable.
So if you want to stay produc
portable entertainment.
tive on your netbook while
traveling, you' ll probably need
to buy an oversize, extendedJife battery to power your machine.
The best-selling Acer Aspire One is a
case in point. As configured, this neat
little machine sells for roughly $300;
but if you want it to run longer (surviv
ing a cross-country flight would be
son for its preeminence in this area is
nice), prepare to shell out another $100
the company's inclusion of an eight-cell
for an optional six-cell battery that
battery. Another is its practice of offer
effectively doubles its duration. The
ing both a standard and a larger battery
bigger battery adds a little more weight
with its netbooks, letting users choose
to the system, too: There's roughly a
the right battery for their needs.
0.3-pound difference between three
You get one other bonus when you
and six-cell netbook batteries , but the
buy a bigger battery, in some models at
longer life between recharges is worth
least: The double-stuffed power source

props up the netbook at a slight tilt,
making ergonomic typing on the
(usually) tiny keyboard a little easier.

Cramped
Keyboards
pretty much ignore the numbers . The
layout and arrangement of those keys
counts almost as much as the size of
the individual keys. To see whether the
layout and shape of a given keyboard
will work for your fingers, you need to
do some hands-on testing at a store. Of
course, bigger keys are better for beefy
digits-and netbooks that have 10-inch
screens tend to offer the larger keyboards.
That's probably why I keep returning
to the HP Mini 1000 or the business
minded Mini 2140. The broad, Oat keys
on these HP netbooks are large enough
for anyone to use, because HP opted to
reduce the space between the keys
rather than to downsize the keys them
selves beyond what was necessary.
You may be surprised at how many
netbooks come with serviceable, com
fortable keyboards. Asus 's Eee PC
1000H, for one, has a spacious setup
that's well suited to touch typists . The
machine is cozy and includes a slight
valley between adjacent buttons. Even
smaller netbooks with 8.9-inch screens
can pack a few surprises . The Dell ln
spiron Mini 9 and the Acer Aspire One,
for example, house great keyboards
far bigger and more usable than their
tiny frames would suggesL

Software Choices
Windows XP and some flavors of Linux
are the primary operating system op
tions available for most netbooks. Why
Linux? Well, for starters, it runs a little
leaner than XP, which makes it perfect
for a netbook's anemic CPU. Second, it
trims a few dollars off the price of these
already-inexpensive portables (see "The
Linux Option" on page 84 for more de
tails about yo ur Linux OS choices).
For the most part, Windows XP net
books carry very little onboard soft
ware. A few machines we looked at
came preloaded with OpenOffice.org
the free Java-based office suite-but
few vendors care to match Lenovo,
whose ldeaPad S10 provides a handy
recovery application called CyberLink
OneKey Recovery 6.0 for creating con
figuration backups, setting partitions,
and establishing restore points. Almost
all of the other netbooks we've exam
ined req uire you to download the soft
ware you want to use on your own.
Fortunately, some sites make getting
great netbook apps easy. The Google
Pack Page (pack.google.com), for instance,
offers a few top-notch (and extremely
popular) free programs to download,
sans spyware-everything from Adobe
Reader to Real Networks RealPlayer to
Google's Chrome browser (of course).
Here {from PCWorld .com Down
loads) is a list of other free,
downloadable applications
that no netbook should be
without: CCleaner (find.pcworld.
com/62394), Digsby (find.pcworld.
com/62395), Fresh UI (find.pcworld.
com/62396), Paint. Net (find.p cwo rld.
com/62397), Secunia PSI (find.
pcworld.com/62390), Spybot Search &
Destroy (find .pcworld.com/62392), and
Spywa.re Blaster (find.pcworld.com/62391).
Expecting Windows Vista to work
with a netbook's puny processor is like
ex pecting a baby with one hand tied
behind its back to push a Buick up a
hill. Nevertheless, HP originally pack
aged its 2133 netbook with Vista Busi
ness Edition- and no one was terribly
surprised when its unimposing Via

C7-M processor ran like an out-of
shape sprinter in a swimming pool full
of Jell-0. Now Sony thinks it can get its
new Atom-processor-based VA IO P
mini-notebook (which it insists on call
ing a "lifestyle notebook" rather than a
"netbook"; see page 56) to run Win
dows Vista Basic. This is probably still a
bit of a performance stretch, but
advances in future netbook CPUs
should eventually make either Vista or
Windows 7 an acceptable option.
As we prepare to go to press , rumors
are circulating that Google' s Android
OS will find its way into netbooks this
year. We'll just have to wa it and see .

subcategories .
Corporate netbooks pack more pre
mium components than their consumer
counterparts. HP's rugged Mini 2140
comes with 802.11 n Wi-Fi instead of
the usual 802 .11 b/g. A built-in acceler
ometer protects the hard drive if the
system is dropped, and a spill-resistant
keyboard keeps it dry. Asus' s N10Jc was
the first mini-notebook to include a
discrete graphics processor (nVidia' s
GeForce 9300M GS) that the user could
toggle on or off. Of course, premium
gear is expensive, and corporate net
books command prices above $600. »

Work or Play

New and Notable

Tue first generation of netbooks target
ed nonbusiness consumers- especially
students. After all, you can stuff one of
these affordable task-specific portables
in a bag, and it can take a beating. But
machines of this class make sense for
corporate users, too. Why lug a huge
laptop through the halls of an office
complex when all you need is a good
keyboard and a wireless connection?
Such thinking has led vendors to divide
netbooks into business and consumer

MSIWindUl15 Can't decide be
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tween a netbook with a solid
state drive and one with a beefy
hard disk? Then how about
getting one that has both? In
MSI's latest Wind. a small but
speedy solid-state drive hosts
the OS and programs. while the
hard-disk drive provides space
for file storage. The Wind Ull5
boots qui ckly: and when you
don't need the hard drive. you
can disable it to increase yo ur
unit's battery life. We didn't have
exact pricing at press time.
but it should cost
less than
5600.
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The Next
Generation
Netbooks won't stay as they are
for very long. By the end of the
year, they will have emerged as a
major computer category, with
diverse options to augment simi
lar basic features.
Sony's new $900 VAIO P, for
instance, relies on a 1.6-GHz
Intel Atom processor to run
Vista Basic and gives users an
8-inch screen (a little smaller
than a DVD case) to work with.
The company's marketing people
may cringe when you call it a
netbook, but it sure looks like
one. Another company pushing
the Atom CPU to new heights is
MS!, with its X320-a 13-inch
portable with the style of a Mac
Book Air but a price of only $1000.
Other chip makers hope to get in on
the ultraportable action, too. nVidia
has been making some noise about its
Ion platform concept, which will likely
consist of a GeForce 9400M GPU mar
ried to an Intel Atom CPU on a tiny
motherboard. The Ion has performed
well on basic tests, but who knows
whether it will gain any traction with
vendors (or whether Intel will ever sup
port the idea of a different company's
chip set working with its Atom CPU)?
Meanwhile, AMD is aiming for yet

anothe r tweener category of laptops:
ultraslim and affordable. The company's
Athlon Neo processor is designed to
run reasonably powerful ultraportables
that start in the vicinity of $700-just a
hair more than the amount some com-

New and Notable
EMTEC Gdium Liberty This Linu x
based box has a roomy 10-inch
screen with 1024 by 600 resolu
tion. Under the hood, you'll find a
modest 900-MHz STMicroelec
tronics Loongson CPU and 512MB
of DDR2 memory-but where's
the hard disk? You plug it in.
The S400 Liberty will ship (in
April) with a bootable USB
storage key-the G-Key
containing Mandriva
G-Linux and more than
50 preinstalled open
source applications.
including OpenOf
fice and Firefox.
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panies are charging for their high-end
netbooks-and run as high as $1400. In
AMD's case, the baseline configuration
has a 1.6-GHz CPU working with ATI
Radeon X1250 graphics processor on
the motherboard. Though this arrange
ment is faster than Intel's integrated
option, it hasn't set the world on fire
yet. Partner a Neo with an ATI Mobility
HD3410, however (as the company is
proposing), and it can offer 1080p high
definition playback and reasonable
game performance. AMD already has a
proof-of-concept model shipping this
March: the HP Pavilion dv2, a 12.1-inch
machine priced at $600 to $800.
Our focus on netbooks here shouldn't
lead you to ignore the rest of the note
book market. With the economy in ex
tended decline, prices for full-size lap
tops are sinking. You'll soon be able to
find last year's gear in newer, cheaper
notebooks. Toshiba plans to release a
low-end all-purpose laptop, the Satel
lite L305, for around $550. And that
machine will have an optical drive.
In short, no one portable is perfect
for everyone-but you'll soon be able
to find the perfect set of options
for just about anyone. •
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You Suspect It's Happening. Now Get the Proof You Need
and Put aStop to Huge Productivity Losses Once and for All
Spector 360 is the world's first monitoring solution that makes it easy
to detect inappropriate employee behavior. At the touch of a button,
you will see ALL PC & Internet activity for your entire company and
find out which employees are working, playing, doing their job
efficiently or putting your business at risk by engaging in illicit or
illegal behavior.

Spector 360 Records ALL Your Employees'
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web Sites Visited
Chats & Instant Messages
Keystrokes Typed
Network Traffic
Google Searches
Files Saved to Removable Media

Useis Saving the Most Files to USS Drives

THINGS YOU
WILL DISCOVER

0

Which employees spend the most
time working and which spend the
most time goofing off.

@

Which employees spend the most
time surfi ng web sites and see
EXACTLY what they do on them.

8

What employees search for on
Google, MSN, Yahoo and more.

0

Which employees are posting
resumes on Monster.

0

Who is leaking company
confidential information via chat,
web mail or removable media.

••. and muchmore!

PLUS:
Our Powerful Screen Snapshot Recorder
(a video surveillance-like recording tool
with easy-to-use VCR-style playback)
shows you in exact visual detail what an
employee does every step of the way.

PC Magazine
Editors'Choice

More than 50 charts and reports allow you to
quickly and easily identify your top achievers,
productivity wasters, and anyone engaging in
inappropriate or potentially damaging conduct.
September. 2008
·~

Stamp Out Internet Abuse Today!
Visit Spector360.com or call (888) 598-2788

"Spector 360 is the most
mature surveillance
offering for business use:·

Spectorl60

SPECTOR

360~

Company-W ide Employee M onitoring Software

"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:

..

----

../ Remembers your usernames and passwords.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

../ Logs you into all your favorite websites .
../ Reduces your many passwords to just one.
../ Increases security and helps protect your identity.
../ Fills long forms and so much more!

PC World Readers
Dewraload RoboForm
for FREE!

We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

www.RoboForm.com/PCW

-----

From

Btu-Plate
to
Btu-Chip
We tested ten of the
Latest players, including
several cheapies and a few
pricey units. Though you can
get good to great high-definition
pictures from any of them , we
identified a few standout models.

Who gets the blu ribbon? >>

MM
·

1·

INTRODUCTION BY MELISSA J . PERENSON
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT CARDIN
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BLU-RAY'S STAR IS RISING FASf, for good reason. The
high-def video format remains the best and most consistent
way to take

full

advantage of a 1080p high-definition 1V.

The ten current players we tested for this roundup illustrate

Chinese manufacturers and other OEMs that specialize in
midrange and budget-priced electronics. The trend has led to
a more diverse selection of Blu-ray players , and has contribut
ed directly to Blu-ray' s breaching the $200 barrier-the point

why now is a good time to jump into Blu-ray Disc. Lower pric

that often marks when a new technology has gone mainstream.

es, a greater movie selection (1000 titles and counting) , and a

The chea pest unit we tested this time was the $175 Memorex

wider array of features make Blu-ray more attractive than ever.

MVBD2510, with the $220 Sharp BD-HP21U close behind.

There's a reason why Blu-ray has enjoyed momentum since late

Analysts expect to see a $150 Blu-ray Disc player this year.

2008, even as the

full

impact of the economic downturn hit.

The Blu-ray players we reviewed a year ago ( find .pcworld.com/
62421) cost S400 to $1000. Now, players are also coming from

find .pcworld.com/62450

When we evaluated our batch often players in the PC World
Test Center, we noticed a surprising trend: Yes, an inexpen
sive model can produce great-looking high-def images. Howev

• Detail:Superior
•Brightness and contrast Superior

• Up to 7.1channels of audio
• Dolby TrueHD and OTS·HD
Master Audio decoding

•Overall:Very Good
• Color quality: Superior
• Detail:Superior
• Brightness nnd contrast: Superior

• BO-Live

•Streams videos

Images look terrific. but

• Up to 7.l channels of audio
• DolbyTrueHD and DTS-HD High
Resolullon decoding

•Plays AVCHD,JPEG.
MP3.andWMA
• use port

the player lacks DTS·HO
Master support (except via
bitstream audio outputJ.

•Overall:Good
•Color quality: Good
•Detail: Good
•Brightness and contrast: Good

•BO-Live
• Up to 7.1channels of audio

• eOGB hard drive
• DLNA·compliant
media server
• USB port

Sony's game console is a
great Blu·ray Disc player,
too, but images routinely
appeared too bright In tests.

hlgh·def camcorder
video from SD Card

costs a bundle. It delivers
top-grade image quality
and featu res for the price.

2

Samsung BD· P2500
$350
find .pcworlcl.corn/62452

3

Sony PlayStation 3
$400
find .pcworld.com/6246'<

4

Sony BDP-S350
$300
find.pcworld.com/62449

• Overall:Very Good
• Color quality:Good
•Detail:Very Good
• Brightness end contrast: Very Good

• BD·Llve
• Up to 7.1channels of audio
• Dolby Digital Plus and Dolby
TrueHD decoding

•Plays AVCHD and
JPEG
•use port

The BDP·S350 is an
exceptional Blu·ray player
that packs in all the most
important featu res.

5

Insignia NS-2BRDVD
$230
find .pcwarld.com/62443

•Overall: Good
• Color quality: Very Good
•Detail: Good
•Brightness and contrast: Very Good

• Blu·ray Bonus View
• Up to 5.l channels of audio
•Dolby Digital Plus and OTS·HO
High Resolution decoding

•Plays AVCHO, MPJ,
andWMV
• use. ethernet ports
(forfuture use)

The NS-2BROVO offers
terrific high·def visuals
and excellent design, but Its
DVD upconversion is poor.

• Overall:Good
•Color quality:Good
• Detail:Good
•Brightness and contrast: Very Good

• BD·Live
•Up to 7.l channels of audio
•Dolby TrueHO and DTS·HO
Advanced Digital decoding

• Streams videos
• Plays AVCHO, JPEG,
MP3,andWMA
• use port

LG's BD300 has all the

7

Memorex MVBD2510
$175
find.pcworld .com/62459

• Overall: Good
• Color quality: Good
•Detail: Good
•Brightness and contrast: Good

• Blu·ray Bonus View
• Up to 5.l channels of audio
•Dolby True HO and OTS-HO High
Resolution decoding

•Plays JPEG.MPEG-2.
andWMV9
• use port

This no·frills player is an
acceptable performer on
Blu·ray, but It stumbles
when upconverting DVDs.

8

Sharp Aquos BD-HP21U
$220
find .pcworld.com/62448

•Overall: Good
• Color quality:Good
•Detail: Good
• Brightne.ss and contrast: Very Good

• Blu·ray Bonus View
•Up to 7.1channels of audio

• Dolby Digital Plus and Dolby
TrueHD decoding

• Plays AVCHO. JPEG,
and MP3
• use port

Thoughthis low-cost Sharp
player has high-end audio
decoding, it fails to deliver a

9

Sharp Aquos BD-HP50U
$290
find .pcworld.com/62451

• Overall: Good
•Color quality:Very Good
•Detail: Good
•Brightness and contrast: Very Good

• Up to 7.l channels of audio
•Dolby Digital Plus and Dolby
TrueHD decoding

10

Sherwood America
BDP-5003
S250
find.pcworld.co m/62446

ei,1

LG 80300

6

$350
find .pcworld.com/62447

•Overall:Good
•Color quality:Good
•Detail: Good
•Brightnessand contrast: Good

• Blu·ray Bonus View

• Blu·roy Bonus View

• Up to 7.l channels of audio

features you expect; its
images, however. aren't as

good as they should be.

consistently great picture.

•Plays JPEG
• use port

Sharp's overpriced Aquos
BD·HPSOU player Is slow,
and clumsy to use. Its
Blu·ray images are decent.

•Plays Oivx. JPEG.
and MPJ
•use port

The moderately priced
BOP-5003 lacks advanced
features , but it produces
adequate Blu·ray images.

FOOTNOTES: 'We conducted performance tests via HOMl with video output to a SO-inch Pioneer Elite PRO-FHOI plasma TV at its pure/bit-by·bit setting. ' Features lists are not exhaustive. Audio
output depends on theaudio encodingon discs and the chosen audio-output connection (HOMI, S/POIF, coaxial. or analog). CHART NOTES: Prices are as or 2/18/09.All playersoutput at 1060p
over HOMI l.3. All Blu·ray players can play standard DVD movies. All models support 24p output,whichmatches the frame rate of film (details on 24p at find.pcworld.com/56792).
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er, the low-cost players all had serious issues with upscaling
standard-def DVDs. If you plan to use your Blu-ray player for
DVDs, too, you should choose a more expensive model.

PANASONIC DMP-BDSSK: Tops In Image quality, features, and design.

Future Directions
The obituaries written for packaged media still appear to be
premature. Blu-ray not only offers a tangible good that con
sumers still appreciate, but also provides optimal visual qual
ity. Take, for example, what we saw from the LG BD300 and
the Samsung BD-P2500-both stream movies from Netflix,
but the image quality over our office's Tl connection was not
even remotely comparable with that from a Blu-ray Disc.
Recent estimates from research firm Media Control GfK
International project sa les revenue from Blu-ray titles to in
crease this year by 150 percent, to $2.9 billion. That represents
about 11 percent of the packaged media sold in 2009, nearly
triple Blu-ray's piece of the pie in 2008. According to Display
Search, 10.7 million Blu-ray players (including Sony PlaySta
tion 3 game consoles) shipped in the format's first two and a
half years. In comparison, DVD had shipped 5.4 million play
ers (per the Consumer Electronics Association's numbers) .
Manufacturers are eliminating some of the more confusing
points of differentiation among players, too. For example, 14
of the 19 players introduced so far for 2009 support BO-Live
for interactive content. More players can now decode Dolby
TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio. And besides LG's BD300
and Samsung's BD-P2500, look for other streaming-enabled
players from LG, Panasonic, and Samsung to arrive this year.

$11.t.UIJHO
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SAMSUNG BD·P2500: Terrific Siu-ray and standard-def playback.

ute to start playing a disc, and it lagged only slightly when
skipping chapters and barely at all when pausing a movie.
The player can take DivX, AVCHD, and other media formats .
An SD Card slot sits in front (you can use it to view photos,
but when I tried it, images stretched horizontally). This BD
Live model also has an ethemet port, but you must bring your
own memory in the form of an SD Card. For audiophiles, it
has 7.1-channel analog and HDMI audio-out, and it can decode
Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio. -Li11coln Spccior

Samsung BD-P2500

When you first tum on the $350 Samsung BD-P2500,
you see a low-resolution, jagged Samsung logo. Fortunately,
with one exception, it's the last disappointing thing you'll see.
Its images were simply amazing in our tests. Our grades
included a few Goods, many Very Goods, and a lot of Superi
ors. Day-for-night scenes-shot during the day but processed
to look like night-are especially hard to resolve digitally, as
Panasonic DMP-BD55K
the scene has to look dark, but faces and details must be visi
ble. Our tests have two such scenes, on the DVD of The lord
At $400, the Panasonic DMP-BD55K is expensive.
ofrlrc Ri11gs: The Raum ofthe Ki11g and the Blu-ray of The Scarch
But its superb image quality, excellent design, and wide fea
crr. In both I noted more detail, without loss of darkness, on
ture set make it tempting for shoppers with deep pockets.
this Samsung than I typically spy. Another judge said its col
This player received no grades worse than Very Good from
ors were brilliant on the Phamom ofrhc Opera Blu-ray, and that
our judges. In Mission: Impossible Ill, I noted that columns in
film grain looked as it ought to in Good Night a11d Good luck.
the background of a scene looked sharp. Carr appeared so
The BD-P2500 is one of two players we've tested that can
vibrant on this unit that the same scene on the Sony PlaySta
tion 3 seemed washed out. In Good Night and Goodluck, one
stream video fromNetflix. (The other is LG 's BD300. A third
such player, Samsung's BD-P2550, is a Best Buy-only version
judge noted the player's pleasing handling of film grain. And
of the BD-P2500.) With an ethemet connec
in The Phamom oft/re Opera, images exhibited
tion and a Netflix account, you use a PC to
great dimensionality. As for upscaling stan
dard DVDs to 1080p, it had no issues-in
queue up 480p and 720p streams, which you
access via the player's Netflix option. But
fact, it bested all comers in this respect .
you can forget about great image quality
The sleek unit measures less than 10 inches
deep. The programmable remote's buttons
when you stream. Our standard-def stream
of Gandhi was extremely blotchy, and even
are well placed, with the playback controls
our Pan's lalryrimh HD stream failed to mea
done in blue (but they're not backlit) . You
sure up to the best that standard-def discs
won't have any trouble figuring out the at
let alone high-def ones-can offer.
tractive setup menu. Although the menus
This player supports BO-Live. Regrettably,
don't elaborate on everything, they do ex
the USB port is in the back, and it supports
plain the complicated audio options.
SONY PLAYSTATION 3: Good
And while it is no record breaker, the
only BO-Live, not your own media files .
Image quaUty, and games too.
DMP-BD55K is fast. It took just over a minAnother gripe: The player decodes Dolby
»
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TrueHD but not DTS-HD Master Audio, a surprising short
coming for such a feature-laden, expensive model. The remote
also disappoints, as the playback buttons are placed awkward
ly. They glow in the dark, though (no other buttons do) .
The BD-P2500 was reasonably responsive, loading a disc in
56 seconds, but sometimes it lagged when skipping chapters.
The on-screen setup menu is well organized and easy to use,
although it fails to provide explanations.
-Linco/11 Specior

Sony PLayStation 3
Sony's $400 PlayStation 3 game console is one of the
most capable Blu-ray players around. The 80GB unit has giga
bit ethernet and supports both BO-Live and Bonus View.
In image quality, the PS3 is somewhat less impressive than it
was when we judged it last year. l11e Panasonic and Samsung,

and even Sony's BDP-S350, bested it in this roundup, rendering
sharper images with superior color and contrast. In particular,
images from the PS3 seem especially bright compared with
those of the best dedicated players out today.
The console doesn't come with a remote control for video.
Sony sells a remote for $2 5, and you' ll want to buy it: Using
two hands on the game controller to perform basic playback
functions is ungainly and imprecise. Pressing the controller's
triangle button produces a menu on the left side of the screen
that provides quick access to certain settings and awkward
access to software movie-playback controls. I found some
operations, such as fast-forward, particularly frustrating .
The elegant pop-up info display is unobtrusive yet easily
readable. (The best path to this disp lay is to press the game
controller's Select button.) You'll be invoking it a lot: The

ernef'connection and at least
people expect more extras with

lGB of flash memory, either on

the1r. movies than gag. reels and

board or vi!;! a U.SB·flash drive..

deleted scenes. That means

Though BO"Uve promises
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interactivity and online connec

um in new ways-and-making

th1ity, so far it has been off to a

BO-Live live up to the tiype.
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shaky start. Between the first
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- Darren Gladstone

pop-up is the only way to
figure out where you are in
the disc, since the console
lacks an LCD screen. Starting
up a movie is pretty fast: Our
test disc took just 3 seconds
to physically load, and the
total elapsed time from disc
insertion to the start of the
film was a respectable 24
seconds. -Melissa]. Pcrr:uson

The remote's Setup button
takes you to a well-organized
and attractive menu. The menu
sometimes explains the choic
es, but that doesn 't happen
nearly as often as it should: For
instance, it offers no expla
nation for the audio options.
The NS-2BRDVD bombed
INSIGNIA NS-2BRDVD: A nice bargain, with good high-def images.
in upconverting standard
DVDs to 1080p: In both 77re
Lord ofrhc Rings: 17re Retrmr
Sony
ofrlrc Kiug and 17rc Plra111om of
BDP-5350
rlrc Opera, images looked dull
Gt.a
!2
. . - 
The S300 Sony BDP-S350 is
and muddy, with a distinct
an excellent player and it's
lack of detail. In contrast, on
well designed and easy to
Blu-rays (at their native 1080p
use, too. Our judges gave it
resolution) the player per
LG 80300: Images looked okay, but should be better for the price.
scores of Good and Very
formed superbly, our panel
Good for its image quality.
awarding marks of Very Good
and Superior. One judge said that images looked soft, but she
When it upconverted DVDs to 1080p, I thought it had better
also praised the terrific contrast and skin tone. ln the black
colors than the PlayStation 3 did. I wasn't quite so taken with
and-white Good Nighr and Good Luck, I noted the really good
its colors on Blu-ray discs, which seemed duller than the PS3's
in 17rc Searchers and Mission: Impossible Ill, and just a tad off in
grayscale and the image's nice dimensionality.
This player can decode Dolby Digital Plus and DTS-HD High
Cars. I thought it had better gray and black detail in Good
Night and Good Luck, where there was no color at all. Another
Resolution audio, but it lacks multichannel Dolby TrueHD
judge disagreed, saying that Good Nighr lost some detail in the
decoding. It supports Bonus View, and it has ethernet and
blacks , and that reds and greens were off in Carr. Even so, its
USB ports (a pleasant surprise). Insignia's Web site promises
a firmware upgrade that will add BO-Live and USB-based mul
images were pleasing overall; if you don ' t have another player
side by side with it, you're unlikely to notice such things.
timedia playback. This model was reasonably responsive, too,
Like all BO-Live players, it has USB and ethernet pons , but
loading a Blu-ray disc in 71 seconds.
-Li11col11 Spccror
they're limited to BO-Live capabilities (and firmware updates).
It can decode Dolby TrueHD and Dolby Digital Plus audio .
LG 80300
Sony's menu design, which I find pretty but difficult to use
The $350 LG 80300 and the Samsung BD-P2500 are
on the company's TVs and PlayStations, works better here,
the only two Blu-ray models we've tested that can handle Net
flix streaming. The capability requires ethernet, since the play
probably because Blu-ray players have inherently simpler
menus. The menu also offers good explanations of the features.
er has no Wi-Fi. You use a PC to queue up streams, which are
The remote control is well designed, and it felt comfortable
then available via the playe r's Netflix option. Unfortunately,
our HD stream of Pa11 's Labylimlr looked considerably worse
in my hand, but it is neither programmable nor backlit. The
than a standard DVD. The standard-def stream of Ga11dhi
player is reasonably responsive to commands; it loaded a disc
in 63 seconds. I noted a slight lag when pausing playback, and
looked so bad that one judge joked it made her seasick.
a longer one when skipping chapters.
Physical discs-DVDs as well as Siu-rays-looked much
-Lincoln Spccror
better. Our judges gave scores of Good and Very Good, but
Insignia NS-2BRDVD
we still noticed some issues. For example, I thought 17re
The $230 Insignia NS-2BRDVD, the Best Buy chain's
Searchers showed too much contrast, while another judge
spotted artifacts in the sky. The 80300 did its best with the
house-brand Blu-ray player, is your typical glossy black box,
with a glowing blue Blu-ray Disc logo, playback buttons on
black-and-white Good Nighr and Good Luck and the animated
Cars,
and its worst when converting standard DVDs to 1080p.
the front, and a large, easily readable display. The long and thin
remote, however, is anything but typical-and more important,
I noted in the DVD tests that the image didn't pop, while
it's intelligently designed. Frequently used buttons are all easy
another judge complained that the colors appeared lifeless.
The 80300 took less th an 40 seconds to load and start
to reach, and the playback controls glow in the dark. Unfor
tunately, Fast Forward, Rewind, and Skip aren't logically ar
a Blu-ray disc. I saw no lag from the player when pausing a
»
movie, and only a slight one when skipping chapters. The
ranged, and I often pressed the wrong button by mistake.
SONY BDP-S3SO: Excellent player offers pleasing results.
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unit natively supports Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD audio, too.
The on-screen setup menu is bright, colorful, and reason
ably easy to use. (It would be even easier if it explained its
options.) The remote control is fairly well designed , and it is
progra mmable, but it doesn't glow or light up in the dark .
Other extras include BO-Live support, as well as a conve
nient USB port in the front panel for viewing pictures and
playing music, plus storing BO-Live data.
-Linco/11 Spector

WANT TO MAKE a legal portable version of your flicks? Just
look for the Digital Copy logo on your DVD or Blu-ray Disc.
Digital Copy has come far since Twentieth Century Fox and
Warner Bros. introduced it in late 2007. Last year it gained a
common logo across participating studios, including Disney,
Fox, Lionsgate, Paramount, Sony, Universal, and Warner.
Over 50 titles have shipped with a Digital Copy version; typ

Memorex MVBD2510
At $175, the Memorex MVBD2510 is the least expen
sive Blu-ray player we've seen. Like the Insignia NS-2BRDVD,
this unit did better on Blu-ray discs than on standard DVDs.
Its Blu-ray results were mixed, however. Its best scores came
on the Siu-rays of Tire Plumrom efrhe Opera and Good Nighr a11d
Good Luck. The Good Niglrr scene looked pleasing to me; on
the same test, another judge said that it had better contrast
than the Sony PlayStation 3, but less sharpness . I liked how
this player handled the colors in Cars, too . Overall , though,
to me the images were often too bright. TireSearr:hers was dis
appointingly rendered; one judge said the Memorex had less
detail and "three-dimensionality" compared with the PS3 .
The remote looks cool-in use it's anything but. 111e tiny
buttons are poorly placed, with some important ones far from
the midpoint, where your thumb is most likely to rest. Play
and Pause are identified by small labels, rather than by the
common symbols. Like the Insignia, the Memorex has a Res
olution button on its remote for changing the output resolu
tion , but in this case it doesn't work if you 're playing a disc.
The on-screen setup menu is attractive, but the icons and

--
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MEMOREX MVBD2510: Inconsistent quality, but a very low price.
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SHARP AQUOS BD-HP21U: Image quality Is mixed, and loading ls stow.

text are small and it doesn't explain much. The menu is slug
gish, too, with a noticeable lag between remote command
and response-strange, considering that the unit was reason
ably fast in responding to commands while playing a movie.
On the player's front is a USB port for enjoying your stored
photos and music. (I noted some strange artifacting on the
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ically it's on an extra disc, but sometimes it fits on the same
DVD as other content. Blu-ray Digital Copy editions are appear
ing, but to use them you must have a PC with a Blu-ray drive.
Thanks to studio support, Digital Copy is going gangbusters
(gaining more traction than iTunes movie downloads in some
cases). while Managed Copy, a similar concept that would
function within Blu-ray's copy-protection scheme. remains
mired in development hell. For more on how Digital Copy
works, see find.pcworld.com/62458.
- Melissa J.Perenson

photos I tried, though.) The player offers no support for BD
Live interactivity. It can, however, decode Dolby TrueHD and
DTS-HD High Resolution sound tracks.
- Li11co/11 Specror

Sharp Aquas BD-HP21U
When you grab a movie to play on the $220 Sharp
BD-HP21U , grab a book, too: This player takes an ago nizing
2.5 minutes to load a Blu-ray disc. Fortunately, once the disc
is playing, the player responds to the remote as well as any.
What do you see during playback? Our judges found ex
tremes of good and bad. On our tests of both Tire Plra1110111 ef
tire Opera and The Searchers in Blu-ray, I noted that the Sharp
wasn't, well, sharp. Our Plramom standard-def DVD didn' t
look too good, either- another judge said its images were
dull and fl at. She also found the faces too red in Tl1eSearchers.
On the other hand, the player did very well on our Missio11:
Impossible lll and Good Night a11d Good Luck tests. The latter
showed notably good contrast, according to one judge.
1110ugh this player has some drawbacks , I found it easy to
use. The small , programmable remote control fit comfortably
in my hand, and the important buttons were all easy to get
to ; it lacks a backlight, unfortunately. The on-screen setup
menu is logically arranged and displays useful explanations,
but the icons look low-resolution and amateurish.
As you'd expect for its price, the BD-HP21 U is light on
extras. It supports Blu-ray Profile 1.1 (which all playe rs
must), but no t the fa ncier Profile 2.0 features (such as BD
Live interactivity) . The machine natively supports Dolby
True HD and Dolby Digital Plus audio.
-Linco/11 Spccror

Sharp Aquas BD-HP50U
As the $290 Sharp Aquos BD-HP50U starts up, two
annoyingly large and bright lights, showing the DVD and »

RESTAURANT PRO EXPRESS,.
Point of Sale System for Restaurants

More Profit! • More Sales! • More Customers!
Save Time, Reduce Theft, Speed Checkout; lncr~ase Accuracy,
Reduce Costs, Make Better Business Decisions by Computerizing your Restaurant
The #1 Rated Restaurant Point of Sale
• Fine Dining,Tallie Service
• Quick Service, Fast Food
• Deliv_ery, Takeo~t, Drive-Thru
• Cafeterias, Hotels, Gift Shops & Retail Stores
• Rated # 1 for Ease of Use
• Rated # 1 for Restaurant Features
• Single or multi-user
• One restauranfor multiple restaurants

• Credit card authorization in 2-3 seconds
• Gift Cards & Loyalty Cards
• Track your inventory and customers
• Detailed Sales Reports
• Rated # 1 in Customer Service
•FAST and EASY order-taking
All-In-One Terminals $l89ll
- - - - ' Posiflex. IBM

Touch Screen Monitors $4911
ELO Flat Panel, CRT

Credit & Debit Card Processing $349
PC Charge
Credit Card Readers, Pin Pads, Signature Pads
Unitech, MagTek, Verifone, Topaz, HHP

~

Restaurant Pro Express software for Windows $ 795
Replace your Cash Register with Restaurant Pro Express In any type of restauranl With over 1,000 of the mostdeslred
restaurant-point of sale features, Restaurant Pro Express will help you compete in a difficult restaurant enviJpnment
by controlling your costs, reducing errors, increasing_ efficiency, increasing your profits and increasing your sales.
Restaurant Pro Express provides faster checkout, table seating, split checks, tip tracking, unlimited menu items and
modifier§_, and THE FASTEST, MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO SERVICE YOUR CUSTOMERS.
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Very Goods, with a few
Blu-ray logos, begin to blink.
:::l.
.
Fairs and Superbs. The
Insert a disc, and the cor
same Plramom efrl1c Opera
rect logo glows, as if to help
scene on Blu-ray appeared
SHARP AQUOS BD-HPSOU: Clumsy design, decent Blu-ray playback.
you recall what kind of disc
very close to that ren
is inside (fortunately, you
dered by the Sony Play
can turn these lights oil). A
Station 3, with the BD
huge flap, with windows for
HP50U having slightly
the lights , covers the front
better contrast. On the
of the player. When you
other hand, in Tltc Scarch
open the drive tray, the Ilap
e1-s I saw a fake sharpness
SHERWOOD BDP-5003: No frills, but offers passable image quality.
lowers automatically; but
that made things pop but
when you close the tray,
sacrificed detail.
this flap remains down,
The player has no ethernet port, and therefore no BO-Live
giving you something you could scrape your shin against.
capability (though it does support Bonus View). The USB port
The lack of attention to design extends to the setup menu.
in the back is only for firmware updates and won 't work for
Whether you 're controlling the main menu on the left or the
photos or music. On the plus side, the player can decode both
submenu on the right is not always clear. Also vague is what
DolbyTrueHD and Dolby Digital Plus audio. -Lincolu Specror
buttons you should use to switch between the two.
Pop a disc in, and you'll have to wait nearly 3 minutes before
Sherwood America BDP-5003
it starts playing. Skipping a chapter takes about 5 seconds .
(Most players do the same in less than 2 seconds-the differ
The $250, feature-free Sherwood America BDP-5003
ence feels like an eternity.) The remote control has limitations,
lacks BO-Live and native Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master
Audio support. Of course, such omissions might be forgiven
too. You can' t program it or see its buttons in the dark. The
if the player could deliver outstanding image quality.
playback controls are big, but they're placed too low.
111e BD-HP50U doesn't upconvert standard DVDs well.
Its images aren 't outstanding, but they are acceptable
Our DVD of 17tc Lord <fr.Ire Rings: The Retum efrhc King looked
most of the time. It did the worst on regular DVDs. In The
contrasty and disappointing; one judge said that the image
Lordefthc Ri11gs: The Rctu111efrl1c King, the image (a night scene)
seemed smudged, with indistinct detail. In The Pha1110111 efrlre
was overly bright. On our The Pha11tom efrlte Opera DVD test,
Opera, a woman' s face was an abso lute mess-the worst qual
one judge noted th at the faces seemed to "burn together." As
for Blu-rays, one judge said that in Tltc Scarchc1; the image
ity we've seen from an upscaled DVD. Performance improved
was softer and less three-dimensional than on the Sony Play
with Blu-ray titles, where its grades were mostly Goods and
Station 3. For Mission: Impossible Ill, the same judge said that
the colors seemed duller and the image appeared softer. Alto
gether, we gave the Sherwood mostly Good scores for Blu
ray image quality, with a few Very Goods and Fairs .
The player is responsive, loading a Blu-ray disc in a decent
but unexceptional 76 seconds. It paused playback almost in
stantly, and we saw only a slight lag when skipping chapters.
The unit's design is fairly attractive and has physical buttons
BLU-RAY DISC PLAYBACK on PCs appeared to be a no-brainer.
for movie playback. The on-screen menus are less appealing;
Thanks to powerful processors plus h.igh-resolution (even fully
they' re also unintuitive, as they offer no explanations, and an
lOBOp-capable) screens, as well as the increasing viability of
action that you'd expect to show an option instead selects it.
putting a PC at the center of an entertainment system. Blu-ray
I found the remote control lightweight and comfortable,
seemed destined for great things on the PC. After all. you could
play a movie and burn up to 50GB of data with the technology.
but it is neither backlit nor programmable. The Play and Pause
functions share a rocker button , making them easy to find. But
The reality has proven somewhat different. While we are see
the Menu and Pop-Up Menu buttons are difficult to find and
ing a larger percentage of desktops and entertainment laptops
with Blu-ray Disc drives, the drives typically just read Blu-ray
press, located too high up from the core navigation buttons.
Unfortunately, our test machine's power button had a way
content, and cannot write to the discs. Blu-ray media remains
of getting stuck; sufficient fiddling would eventually prompt
pricey (25GB single-layer media ranges from SlO to $15, even if
it to work. After a couple of experiences like that, you ' re like
you buy a spindle; 50GB media costs 530 to 540), and burners
ly to give up on that button and use the remote ' s energy
are still expensive, too. For more about Blu-ray's Limited growth
wasting Standby button. A Sherwood rep told us that ours
on PCs, and why your next computer should have a Btu-ray
drive, see fi nd.pcworld.com/62460.
-Melissa J. Perenson
was "the first report of this problem." -Li11co/11 Spector •
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Slash Phone Costs With Tech-Savvy Tricks
BY LINCOLN SPECTOR
WANT TO HEAR a shocker?
My family ran up nea rly
$2700 in phone bills over
the last 12 months. And th at
doesn't include new cell
phones, or our landline
based DSL Internet access .
Why so much? \Ve have
two adults an d two adoles
cents. 111at's four cell phones
and lots of text messages.
We also have two landlines
one for the family and the
other for my home office.
Like just about everyone
else these d ays, I need to
save money any way I can, so
I researched how to lowe r
our telephone expenses.
Here's how I did it, and how
you can do the same.

By reviewing your phone bill s for unnecessary
options and by using VoIP for Long -distance
calls, you can reduce your telephone expenses.

l

Focus on Cell Phones
Cell phones are the biggest
expense in our fami ly- and
probably in your household,
too. Our bills tally more
than $160 most months.
But before you can reduce
your cell phone costs, you
need to know what you're
paying for. Start by examin
ing your last cell bill, but it
won't be easy-our most re
cent Verizon bill ran 34 pages
and req uired a translator.
I found more information ,
in easier-to-read form, on
Verizo n's Web si te. If you 're
a Verizon user, you can log
in to the site with your user
name and password. Click
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the My Bill tab, stay on the
Bill Summary tab, and click
the Voice link. A pop-up will
identify how many minutes
each fa mily mem ber used
during that month, plus the
total. Yo u can check other
past bills, as well.
This information led me to
an important discovery: Our
family was regularly using
500 to 600 anytime minutes
per month-far less than the
1400 we were payi ng for.

Right there was a way to
save money. But how much?
That wasn' t on the bill .
This brings us to the trans
lator I mentioned earlier. To
obtain really detailed cost
information, you have to call
your carrier and slog through
push-button hell until you
reach an actual, knowledge
able human being.
The human being I reached
(who was very nice and who
understood my need to cut

expenses) told me th at I
would save $20 a month by
goi ng down to 700 minutes .
She said that I could save
another $30 by eliminating
our unlimited texting.
Taking $20 off a $160 tele
phone bill may not sound
like much , but it' s a start.
You can also reduce your cell
phone costs by attacki ng the
usage charges that vary every
month. Here are a few tips.
Keepan eye on the minutes:
Most companies give you
several ways to track the
minutes you 've used during
a billing cycle. For example,
Veri zon users can dial #646
for a free text message.
Block music downloads and
applications: Kids may lea rn
that they can download mu
sic and play ga mes on their
phone, but th ey don ' t con
sider that it will show up on
the phone bill. And anyone
can accidentally access the
Internet and incur a charge.
Shop for better rates: Com
paring plans is easy, but mov
ing an entire family to a new
carrier can be ex pensive. If
you 've added family mem
bers to your current plan at
different times, each phone
number may have a different
contract end date, which
means that moving en masse
to another carrier would in
cur multiple termination
fees. For a fam ily of four, the
charges could run into hun
dreds of dollars. The solu
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IF YOU ARE NOT using your full allotment of minutes every month,
you should consider stepping down to a cheaper monthly plan.

tion? Don't make changes
(that is, stick with your cur
rent phones) until every
one's contract expires. Then
everyone will be in sync.
Consider a prepaid plan: If
you use rewer than 200 min
utes a month, a prepaid plan
is probably the best option.
Watch who you call: Toll-free
(800) numbers aren't toll
free when called from a
cell phone, except on
weekends . And
international calls,
even to Canada,
are outrageously
expensive. But
calls to other cell phones
attached to the same carrier
may be unlimited.
Make sure everyone knows
the rules: Ban long, casual
phone calls before 9:00 p.m.
on weekdays (or whenever
your service's peak time
ends) . Keep texting to a min
imum, too. (I admit that we
had to give up on that one.)

Keep the Landline?
Here s a big question: If you
have cell phones, do you still
need a landline? A lot of peo

pie don ' t bother with them.
And yet my family has two
landline phones . We keep
the home phone because my
wife doesn't want to give it
up and because she's reluc
tant to make our friends
learn a new phone number
for personal calls . Mean
while, I need my home-office
phone so that I can keep
my work and
home lives sepa-

Because most
landline phones
now depend on
AC power to work
properly, they tend t o
be Less reliable than
cell phones when the
power goes out.
rate. I give my office number
to all sorts or people that I
wouldn't want to share my
home or cell numbers with.
Despite what some folks
think, you don't need a land
line to be able to make 911
calls . Cell phones work just
fine in an emergency. And if
the electricity goes out, they
are actually better than most

of today's landline phones,
which require AC power.
It's true that a landline
gives you unlimited local,
incoming, and toll-free calls,
and lower per-minute charg
es in many situations. And
another consideration is
DSL, which comes over the
phone line. If that's your
source for Internet access,
you' ll have to switch either
to cable service or to a so
called naked DSL account
that doesn t involve analog
phone service. Either alter
native would be costlier.
AT&T would charge me $10
a month more for the DSL
package I have now if our
house were stripped of land
line phone service.
So if you intend to keep
your landline, how do you
lower its costs?
Examine your bill-both
local and long distance-fo r
extra, optional charges. If
you're unsure what a charge
means, don 't hesitate to call
the phone company and ask.
I found a few things on
our bills that once must have
seemed like good ideas-but
no longer do. On our local
bills , for insta nce, we were
being charged $7 each month
for something called Wire
Pro , which is insurance to
cover home wiring problems.
As is true of an extended
warranty on a new 1V set,
not having it is something of
a gamble, but the money
saved is worth the risk.
On the long-distance bill,
we were paying $9 a month
to lower our national and
international by-the-minute
fees. But even with the high
er fees in place, we weren 't
making enough long-distance
calls to total $9 a month .

TI1at's $16 saved monthly,
as long as our wires hold out
and we don' t go overboard
on long-distance calls.

Into the VoIP
Luckily, we have another op
tion for long-distance calls:
Voice over Internet Protocol
(VoIP) . It 's dirt-cheap, with
nearly unlimited minutes.
Once too difficult and un
pleasant to listen to, VoIP
now offers improved quality
and makes a great alternative
to landlines or a good sup
plement to cell phones. And
you 're not limited to talking
with other VoIP users.
Not that it's a total win-

PHONE POWER, a Voice over
Internet Protocol provider, lets
you use your ordinary landline
phone in conjunction with an
Internet-connected adapter.

win option. The audio is im
proved, but it still sounds
worse than that of a land
linc. And you must either
keep a computer on to make
and receive phone calls or
use special hardware.
Despite these various draw
backs, VoIP seemed like a
good alternative to my land
line office phone. I looked »
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Here's How
at two very different services.
You probably think of
Skype as a free service for
talking and instant messag
ing with other Skype users,
possibly with video. That's
all the free service does , but
for a price Skype will con
nect you to telephones all
over the world , and it'll give
you a phone number so
other people can call you.
If you don't phone inter
nationally a lot, Skype's most
attractive offer gives you un
limited calls within the Unit
ed States and Canada for $3
a month, or $30 a year. Well,
sort of: It isn't really unlim
ited. You get 10,000 minutes
per month, which could be
a problem if yo u're on the
phone more than 6 hours a
day. And it isn't really $30
a year if you want to use it
to replace a landline. Main
taining a real phone number
costs you another $30 a year,
and voicemail $20 more. But
that works out to an overall
monthly average of less than
$7- still a tempting rate.

Skyp e's Limitation s
Unfortu nately there are big
ger issues. For one thing,
Skype offers no 911 emer
gency support, t hough that
shouldn't be a problem if
you have a cell phone. In ad
dition, you can't simply plug
a regular phone into Skype.
To get around that problem,
you can install Skype's free
software on your PC and plug
in a microphone (or better
yet, a headset) ; of course, you
will have to keep your PC on
all the time to rece ive calls.
Alternatively you can buy a
stand-alone Skype phone
that connects to your com
puter (which means that you
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people who would like to use
Skype as a landline replace
ment involves the selection
of phone numbers. You can't
transfer your existing num
ber, and you may not be able
to get a new number in your
area code. But keep trying;
on my second attempt, the
service reported that it did
have some phone numbers
in my area code available.
Phone Power, another
VoIP provider, offers a more
landline-like experience than
Skype. You can use your
regular phone and transfer
your existing phone number
to the Phone Power system.
But this service is nowhere
near as cheap as Skype's is,
and I found setting it up to
be quite a challenge.
When you sign up, Phone
Power sends you a gadget to
daisy-chain between your
modem and your router (you
can plug it directly into the
router if the preferred setup
doesn't work). Then you plug

DON'T WANT TO talk to people
through your computer? Several
manufacturers offer VoIP phones
that are designed to work with
Skype's Internet-based service.

still have to leave it on) or
to the Internet directly.
I tried two different Log
itech USB headsets, one
wired, the other wireless.
Both worked. I also tried
Belkin's cell-like Wi-Fi
phone, which currently
sells at Skype's site for
$130. I liked it despite its
quirks (it tends to make
odd sounds as it finds
and loses signals) , but it
doesn't work with hot
spots that require Web
authentication, such as at
Starbucks coffeehouses.
Also, Skype's technical
support is all but nonex
istent. You don't get any
phone or chat supp ort,
and the service doesn't
seem to answer e-mail
queries quickly, either
if it answers them at all.
The biggest problem for
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IN ADDITION TO offering low-cost voice
calUng, Skype supports free video calls
over the Internet-a nice perk that no
landline phone company can match.

your phone into the gadget
and use the phone as you
normally would. It includes
voicemail (which you can
have forwarded to your
e-mail address) and 911.
The best plan (3000 out
going minutes, unlimited in
coming) is $23 a month after
the discounted first three
months-considerably more
than Skype, but less than a
regular phone with voice
mail and long-distance fees.

Setup Hassles
During my setup of Phone
Power, I would have given
up if not for the company's
excellent tech-support staff.
I talked to several support
representatives as we strug
gled to get both the phone
signal and my Internet con
nection working. They all
proved to be both polite and
knowledgeable, and were
tru ly concerned with help
ing me fix these glitches.
Nevertheless, despite the
phone number problem
and the lack of support,
I'm going with Skype for
my office phone. Not only
is Skype cheaper, but hav
ing an office phone that
travels with my computer
suits my work habits.
Mer all those changes,
how much have I cut our
phone bills? Halving the
allocation of cell phone
minutes saves us $20 a
month . Dropping the
landline extras is another
$16. Switching to Skype
would save me about $33 .
In the end, that's close to
$70 a month, or over $800
a year. Not a bad reduc
tion when you' re trying
to save money in this
unpredictable economy.

Copy Everything From Your Old Drive to Your New One
Whether you need to
replace your existing
hard drive or add a
second one to expand
your storage, the
right software tools
will make putting all
your files where you
want them easy.

empty drive, and you 've
formatted the drive in
Windows. Now how do
you get your data from
point A to point B?
Backup
You might think
Selec.t ~ backup location and tmaging options
yo ur final destination
is but a drag-and-drop
away- and it is , from
a certain point of
BUYING A NEW hard drive
view. But if you want
with lots of storage space
your new hard d rive
can give your PC a new lease
to be the primary
on life and can improve your
storage device for
system' s performance. But
your system, you need
you need to make some de
a suitable tool to handle
DRIVE IMAGE XML, a free download, lets you create an exact backup
the transfer. Moving the
cisions before you start
of your entire hard drive, which you can then copy to a new drive.
transferring your data . I'll
entire contents of your
in all of the applications you
show you some smart tricks
current drive to the new one
create a one-to-one replica
for moving your apps and
isn't a task for Windows Ex
run-un less you alter some
of your primary d rive. After
files from thei r old home to
plorer, by any means.
of your XP or Vista settin gs
creating this clone (outside
their new o ne, so you can
If you' re satisfied with the
to instruct the OS otherwise.
the Windows environment),
storage you have, and you
ge t back to work fast.
you can pull out your old
want to use your new drive
I' ll assume that you 've in
Set Up the New Drive
drive, slap in your new drive,
stalled your new drive in your
as extra space for your PC,
as the Primary
and get right back to work.
machine as a second ary hard
you can just drag and drop
You can' t just drag and drop
You can use a free applica
the files you want to store
drive (if not, see "How to
the contents of your primary
tion called Drivelmage XML
Install a New Internal Hard
on your new drive. But if the
hard drive to a new hard
{find.pcworld.com/62355) to
Drive in Your Desktop PC"
files you' re moving reside in
drive. For starters, Windows
perform the same task as
their default Windows loca
on page 100), and that you've
doesn 't run in a void. The
Ghost. It lets you create an
tion (such as the Documents,
successfully booted up onto
archive of your entire hard
operating system itself is
your normal (old) Windows
Music, or Videos folder) ,
composed of a bunch of files
d rive in two simple files : an
on your hard d rive. Also, de
partition. The operating sys
your operating system will
XML file containing the
default to its original folders
pending on whether you've
tem has recognized t he new,
backup information, and a
set up your machine to
DAT fi le representing a com
show Windows' hidden
pressed copy of all your files .
or critica l operating sys
You can extract this archive
on a new hard drive by boot
tem files , you may
not be able to select
ing off a Live CD wit h Drive
Image XML preinstalled.
and drag all of the
files on the old drive
S-.
UMd
anyway. In short, you
Set Up the New Drive
MIMI
7.iN!
9lllil
102&1
will need some help.
as the Secondary
101.l GI
5 4G!
IOUGI
Jl 7 Ci8
One option is to
If you' re content with your
primary hard drive's size and
buy commercial soft
r.. ...,.
ware. Norton Ghost
speed , and you want the new
($70, find.pcworld.com/
drive to supplement your
62353} do es an adm i
existing storage setup, the
rab le job of backing
job is easier. After installing
SYMANTEC'S NORTON GHOST is the ultimate drive-cloning software,
up files, and it has a clon
the new hard drive, use an
ing feature that lets you
making it easy to move all your files to a new drive w ith no mistakes.
app like t he free Cubi c
»
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Here's How
Explorer (fi nd.pcworld.com/

rently resides on your

62356) to transfer files.

pri mary Windows parti
tion. Enter the lo cation

This Windows Explorer
replacement h as tabb ed
windows, bookmarking,

of t he new fo lder on your
new hard d rive , and click

OK. As easy as that, you
have esta blished the new
hard drive as the primary
location for each of Win
dows ' default fol ders.
tories without having to
A fi na l note: This trick
open lots of Explorer
works only for media
w indows at o nce. A pow
t hemed fo lders such as
erful fi ltering tool lets
you drill d own and view
CUBICEXPLORER LETS YOU filter specific files in and out of the Explorer win
My Pictu res and My Vid
dow. In this case, we've selected only JPG files to appear. It's an easy way to
eos t hat are created for
t he exact fi le typ es t hat
you want to work with.
segregate what you want to work on in a folder full of files of different types.
any new XP or Vista user.
Once you' ve set up the
Unfortunately you can't
folders on your new d rive
use this technique to remap
those user fo lders o n your
get tab; in Vista, fi nd the Lo
Documents, Downloads,
XP or Vista drive , right-click,
cation tab. Click that, and
your Program Files fo lder. If
Videos , and so on- find the
only it were that simp le!
and select the propcnies op
then look for the box that
original location of each of
tion. In XP, look for t he Tar
details where the folder cur- David Murphy

and sess ion-saving in its
file ma nagement w indow.
You can easily switch be
tween d ifferent file direc

HANDS-ON ADVICE

How to Install a New Internal Hard Drive in Your Desktop PC
INSTALLING A NEW hard drive in your desktop computer is a

the power and data cables just as they were on the old drive.

fairly straightforward task that an intermediate user ca n typically
accomplish in about 20 to 30 min utes. Follow these simple direc
tions to get your new hard drive up and running quickly.
First, be sure to obtain a new drive that uses the same connector
interface as your existing drive. In most current models, this will
be a SATA connector. With your new drive in hand, disconnect your
PC's power supply, and open up the case.

If the new drive is an addition to the existing one, leave the old
drive in place and screw the new drive into an empty spot in the
cage. Then use the SATA cable that came with your new drive to
connect the drive to the motherboard's SATA port, according to the
motherboard maker's instructions. Finally, attach an appropriate
hard-d rive powe r connector from your power supply to the drive.

If the new drive is going to be your syste m's only hard drive, re

Once you have con nected your new hard drive to your mother
board and power supply, boot up the PC to confirm that the system

move the old one by detaching the power and data cables from it,
unscrewing the screws (usually two or four) that mount it to the
case. and then sliding the drive out of its cage. Once the old drive is
out of the way, screw the new one into the drive cage and attach

BIOS recog nizes the new drive. If it doesn 't. recheck your connec
tions and consult you r drive and motherboard manuals. As soon as

BEFORE YOU HANDLE any of your PC 's internal components, you

REMOVE YOUR OLO hard drive by unscrewing it from the drive cage

the system BIOS recognizes everything , close up the case and fol
low the advice in the story above to configure your drive.

should completely disconnect the PC from its external power

in the system case. Once it 's out of the way, slide in the new drive,

source, by removing the main power cable from the power supply.

screw it into the cage, and then attach the power and data cables.
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Manage Your E-Mail
Safely While Driving
WHO HASN 'T occasionally
longed to check e-mail while
sitting in the driver's seat
during a commute or road
trip? Of course, actually
doing that can be extremely
dangerous and (in some
states) illegal. But a couple
of Web-based voice services
let you manage messages
through spoken commands
while you keep your hands
on the wheel. Despite some
rough edges, these services
can pay off if you 're patient.
We have covered Jott (iott.
com) a few times in the past.
You call a number and dic
tate a short message for up
to 15 or 30 seconds , deANSWER LINE

pending on your account
level. Jott transcribes it and
sends it to whomever you
want. It's a useful way to
send messages from any
phone, hands-free, but it
doesn't help you receive
messages via your phone.
A newer service, Voice on
the Go (voiceonthego.com),
takes the concept further.
For $6 per month, Voice on
the Go lets you send and
receive messages via voice
command. You call in and
listen to new messages .
Though the service works
with many types of e-mail,
currently it doesn't support
Exchange servers.

• Voic
e G O.
on the

CJ •

- Ahmed Olatunde
OLATUNDE ASKED ME this question after reading
my online tip "Find Your Windows Product ID"
(find .pcworld.com/62354), so you might consider
the present tip something of a sequel.
My first reaction to the possibility of Windows
product ID theft was this: If a dishonest person
found the opportunity to turn over a Laptop and
write down the number without getting caught,
they'd probably just steal the whole computer.

Windows Information
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This si te is for Vo ice on the Go<J> clients. Privacy

VOICE ON THE GO permits you to configure special alerts so t hat
you' ll know at once when important messages reach your inbox.

Listening to Voice on the
Go ' s mixture of recorded
prompts and a synthetic
message-reading voice can

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD.COM

Can someone steal my
Windows product ID?

I

Back To: Hom e • Alerts

But there is a practical consideration. too: A
criminal really can't do much with just the prod
uct ID number. The very fact that the ID is on a
sticker means that it's for an OEM version of
Windows intended for one particular computer.
Those aren't transferable to another PC.
What if you have a retail copy of Windows on
your PC, and the thief uses software Like Magical
Jelly Bean's Keyfinder (find.pcworld.com/62357 )
to steal your product ID? I still doubt it would
do them much good or you much harm. They
would not be able to activate Windows without
first calling Microsoft and offering an explanation.

- Li11co/11 Specror

Microsoft Windows XP
Home Edit i on
G8M6P-8l-IRY2 - 7RFQQ-9J69K- XDBJ6

Microsoft Windows XP
SHOULD WE HARBOR grave concerns about the fa ct that t he product ID for our OEM copy of Windows XP
Home Edition has gone on public display? Let's just say that w e're not l osing any sleep over it .

be tiresome, but it's a quick,
effective way to get e-mail
messages through any dumb
phone. Parts of the service
still feel young: The Web in
terface is sparse, and it gives
you no option to ignore sig
natures or quoted text when
reading back. But interna
tional travelers will appreci
ate local dial-in numbers in a
handful of major cities.
Voice on the Go records
your outgoing messages as
audio files that it then pass
es along to your recipients
as e-mail attachments. Just
ask recipients to watch for
the messages; my mail read
er thought they were spam .
At this writing, Voice on
the Go lacks an option for
text conversion similar to
Jott's, but the company
promises the feature (and
Google Calendar access) for
March 1. Check out the free
Voice on the Go trial to see
whether it fits your mobile
message needs. The service
has room to improve, but its
core functionality is strong.

-Zack Sum
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Here's How
Teach Your Windows XP PC to Start Up Automatically
.

TIRED OF WAITING for
your computer to boot
up when you get to work
in the morning? Try set
ting it to wake up or to
power on just before you
arrive. You can also con

Task

IJSchedule !

Settings

I.________________,

ments and Settings\Yo11r

Scheduled Task Completed

D
0

Usm1a111e\Start Menu\

Delete the task if it is not scheduled to run again.
Stop the task if it runs for: [I2

~J hour(sJ !._o_ _ _~_.! minute(s].

Idle Time

figure your PC to launch

0

your most frequently
used applications auto
matica lly at boot time.
Some PCs can start up

Only start the task if the computer has been idle for at least:

1---J

automatically on a sched
ule; this ability depends
on the BIOS. At boot-up,
look for the prompt to
enter the BIOS, and then

0

ers , drag an application

minute(s]

icon over while holding
down the right mouse
button, and let go· then
select the Create Shoncurs

Stop the task if the computer ceases to be idle.

0

Don't start the task

0

Stop the task if battery mode begins.

if the computer is running on batteries.

Herr: option. Repeat the

0Wake the computer to run this task.

process with the other
apps that you always use:

SCHEDULE AN APPLICATION to launch at an appointed time, and then select

'Wake the computer to run this task' to start your PC automatically.
the settings inside, be
fore loading Windows.
o p en . Fill o ut th e scheduling
Alternatively, set your PC
check t h e box marked Wake
tire computer to run thistask.
to wake on a sched ule with
information that t he wizard
in Windows XP. Open the
requests, and check t h e box
Two d ifferent Startup fold
ers govern items that launch
Scheduled Tasks Control
marked Open ad{)a11cedprop
at boot-up. Items inside C:\
Panel and click Add Scheduled
ertiesfor this task when I click

Task. Click Next , and select
the application you want to

Finish. Click Finish, and then
click the Seui11gs tab. There,

ANSWER LINE

t;1

to

your favorite programs
inside one of those fold

Power Management

press the appropriate
key. If your PC supports
this feature, you ' ll adjust

Programs\Startup will
open only for your par
ticular user account.
To place shortcuts

minute(s]

If the computer has not been idle that long. retry for up to:

.______.!

Startup will launch for
every user of the comput
er. Items inside C:\Docu

Docu ments and Settings\All
Users\Start Menu\Programs\

your e-mail software, Web
browser, instant messen
ger, and anything else .
To disable your startup
items temporarily, ho ld
down the <Shift > key while
you boot. Delete the aliases
to eliminate their automatic
launch feature permanently.

-Zack Stem

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD.COM

The Show Desktop icon has van ished

If-I from my Quick Launch toolbar. How
do I get it back?

- Rusporadox, Answer Line forum

procedure (which, surprisingly, is actually faster than rebooting) :
Select Start• Run, type "%appdata%\mic rosolt\internet explorer\
quick launch" {be su re to include the quotes), and press <Enter> .
That will bring up the contents of the Quick Launch bar as a folder.
Drag the Show Desktop icon (which XP re-created in res ponse to
the first command you tried) to the actual Quick Launch bar.
In Wi ndows Vi sta, dow nload the file labeled 'ShowDesktop.zip'

AS IS OFTEN the case with Wi ndows configu ration tricks, the cor
rect answer to this question depe nds on whether you are using XP
from HowToGeek.com (a nd thank you to those good geeks for
showing me this trick). Then open the
or Vista. But since I'm running a full
--------------- ----service kiosk here, I'll provide solu
.zip file, and drag the only file it con
RegSvr32
tions for both operating systems.
tains to the Quick Launch bar.
Want to learn more details and back
In Windows XP, select Start• Run,
Dllinstall in shell32.dll succeeded.
ground about these Windows fixes?
type regsvr32 /n/i:u shell32.dll, and

cg]

press Enter. A little dialog box will tell
you that the process succeeded.
Unfortunately, the lost Show Desk
top icon still won't be in the toolbar. To
restore it. you have a choice of either
rebooting or performing the following
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AFTER YOU'VE CORRECTLY entered the command
string in Windows XP, you should see this friendly
little pop-up message Indicating that all is well

Check out the original discussion
prompted by Rusparadox's question at
our Answer Line forum (find.pcworld.
com/62359). There you can join in the
conversation or start a new topic to
ask a question of your own.

Take the Frustration Out of Moving Old Content to a New PC
IF YOU'VE BEEN settled into your old PC for a few years now,
chances are you have accumulated a whole lot of stuff. Moving all
those files and programs to your next system will be quite a bit
easier if you clear out some of the clutter before you begin. And of

Ease the transition by eliminating duplicate files
and rounding up product keys for your apps.

L
'

•

Ou11no~ Oupl.icdl f" llr111~ Remo-.er

course, when the time comes to install your applications on the

owODIAJnls

new com puter, you'll want to have all of your product keys within
reach. Here are a fe w tips to make quick work of these tasks.

The longer you use Microsoft Outlook, the likelier duplicate records

-

&;

'

OOIA

R-~·--·--

~ OOIA mis <ic>kate hons then OOIR will aeate a Midde< 'OOIR_D~_ll..... in lhe selected
l.,._erd al cl.dcda. _ fCM>d will be MOVED'°"'"' dtaldet.

Selecl a folclet -

Remove Duplicate Outlook Records With ODIR

_

c:lict 'R-cli4>6cate

_.lo have oom look

Im~

Booidaa>m I""' Gmaoll
~ ArcliYe Fdder•

p,,..,,.,.Fob:u

are to creep into your calendar and contact list. Who knows why
these t hings happen (I'm looking at you, ActiveSync), but they do.
I'm happy t o report that there's a fairly painless way to purge
the copycat records. Outlook Duplicate Items Remover (find.
pcworld.com/62360)-0DIR for short-eliminates duplicate con
tacts , calendar entries, tasks, notes, and e-mail folders.
After installing the free program , fire up Outlook and find the

Remove Dupli
cate Items. Select the folder that you want ODIR to scan; it will
newly added ODIR menu. Click it, and then choose

OUTLOOK DUPLICATE ITEMS Remover helps cut down on the
amount of data you need to move, by deleting redundant entries.

detect duplicates and relocate them to a subfolder (without actu
ally deleting anything, so you're sa fe against accidental matches).
I've used this tool many times; it's fast. simple, and effective.
ODIR is compatible with Outlook 2000 and later.

how hard the program wi ll seek out differences in your photos.
VisiPics doesn't just look for duplicate file names. It examines
the contents of each photo and hunts for similarities. The results
appear in a column on the left side of the VisiPics window; just

Use VisiPics to Weed Out Duplicate Photos

mouse over a photo and its duplicate{s) to see a preview. To mark a

Just as duplicate entries arise in Outlook, duplicate images show

duplicate for deletion, click it. (The program can also move dupli

up in photo collections. Th e usual culprit is human error: You down

cates to a separate folder, in case you'd rather not delete them.)

load the same batch of photos from your camera more than once.
In any case, duplicates are a nuisance. But a grea t freeware util
ity can find and remove them: VisiPics (find.pcworld.corn/62361 ).
To get started, select one or more drives and/or folders that you

I turned VisiPics loose on my My Pictures folder. which contains
more than 4000 photos. The program took about 40 minutes to
complete its scan, but it did an amazing job. I definitely recom
mend this useful app to anyone who has a large photo library.

want VisiPics to scan. Then set the Filter slider to 'Strict', 'Basic',
'Loose', or some setting in between. The slider position determines

Find Product Keys for Installed Software
As part of my recent migration to a new PC, I had to find the product
keys for the programs I wanted to reinstall. Easier said tha n done.
(When, when wi ll I organize thi s disaster area of a home office?)
Fortunately, Magical Jelly Bean's Keyfinder (find .pcworld.com/
62357) quickly and efficiently finds the product keys for installed
programs, and le ts you print them for safekeepin g. (Lincoln Spec
tor refers to this same program in his Answer Line item on page

101. Like any powerful tool, it can be used for good or for evil.)
Keyfi nder is compatible w ith all versions of Windows and can dig
up the keys for your OS. Office apps. and other programs. On my
PC it found keys for Windows XP and Office 2003, and for Com
mand and Conquer: Generals {best RTS game ever, in my opinion) .
Keyfinder is fast, free, and incredibly handy. You don't even have
to install it on your system. I recommend it not just to people who
THE FREEWARE VISIPICS utility Identifies duplicate photos by exam

are faced with migrating to a new PC, but to anyone who wants to

ining the actual images, rather than looking at just the file names.

keep a hard copy of important product keys. •
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Seafood/Jy~~!~!!l!J

The best in FRESH, handselectedseafaad and
Certified Aged Angus Beel Ca/1815337.4018
ar visit wwwSeafoodByNetrom to order.

•spiwow!l

-·
Qty3+

Qty 2: $7.99
Qty 1: $8.99

•

factured HP 5f645a
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•

More great deals at...

•

1-80()-IN<FARM

1nkfarm.com
the ink
supersite.™
& toner
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The grim reality is that sooner or later all digital
media-from hard drive to flash memory-will
fail. When this happens there are only two thing
you can do:
1. Restore your data from your backup system
2. Call DriveSavers 800.440.1904 (24/7)
At DriveSavers , "We can save it! " is not only
our slogan , it's our solemn pledge. And we have
the track record to prove it.
We 've invested over 20 years developing
proprietary techniques and millions of dollars
creating an advanced facility to
save the most valuable data in
the world-Yours!
You can find other alternatives ,
but you won 't find a better one.
Take our Virtual Tour and see for
yourself: drivesavers.com

Take our Virtual Tour at drivesavers.co

.

PCW Marketplace

C!~:J.Offi
-ice
Professional "2007

• Cost-effective prototypes
and production runs
• W ide range of materials or
customization of provided
material
• Automatic price calculation
• Fabrication in 1 , 3 or 7 days
Sample price:
$43.78 plus S&H

F

C rr rr
... r ;i : ~

www.frontpanelexpress.com
(206) 768-0602
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STUDENTS!
New LOW Adobe pricing!
For College Students Only
==~:_

·

Photoshop CS4
·Illustrator CS4
• lnDesign CS4
· Acroba t Pro 9
SRP $1200

• Photoshop CS4 Ext.
·Illustrator CS4
• lnDesign CS4
• Acrobat Pro 9
• Dreamweaver CS4
• Flash Pro CS4
·Fireworks CS4
SHP 11 799

4fM:I
The industry
standard image
editing software
for print and Web.
SRP $999

• DreamweaverCS4
• Flash Pro CS4
• Photoshop CS4 Ext.
· Illustrator CS4
· Fi reworks CS4
· Contribute CS4
• Soundbooth CS4
• Acrobat Pro 9
SRPl1699

Z·\GGN www.ZAGG.com

"'~""'" ~ ·nv·a•bl~

' SHIE!:-,SJ

,, '2005-2008 ZAGG Inc NASDAQ BB ZAGG
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BUILT-IN PICO PROJECTOR
Why lug a projector to your next pre

One Ultraportable, Many
Ways to Interact

sentation when one could be built
into your laptop? Asus unveiled a
concept portable at Computex 2008
that could offer just that feature.
We'd also include an ultrathin, slide
away, detachable Bluetooth key
board (for when the touch keys just
don't cut it), plus next-generation
battery technology such as direct

., _
'"

methanol fuel cells or LiFePO 4 •

0

.

"

DUAL,MULTITOUCH AMOLED SCREENS
When Windows 7 fi nally goes on sale (possibly
by year's end). a range of new desktops and lap

PORTRAIT/BOOK MODE

tops that can take full advantage of the OS's

Borrowing liberally from the OLPC

multitouch capabilities will likely launch along

X0 -2's design. our concept can sit

side it. The market may also see laptops with

sideways to provide dual portrait

dual touch screens sooner than you might think.

screens ideal for reading e-books or

Our dream ultraportable wo uld convert

getting more done at a desk. On the

between standard-clamshell and tablet-slate

road, we'd wa nt quick-resume tech

modes, and open flat like a book on a table.

nology, a solid-state hard drive with
a drop sensor, and an embedded
Gobi wireless-data chip that makes

What would you want?

it easy to select any wireless carrier

Go to find.pcworld.com/62377

for accessing the Web or for using

and brainstorm with us.

108

the device's built-in GPS features.

Touch Srnart tx2 I HP

Eee PC T91 I Asus

X0-2 1One Laptop Per Child

Virtual Real concept I Asus

What we took: Convertible tab

What we took: Multitouch tab

Whatwetook: Dual touch

What we took: Asus is explor

let design with two-finger, multi

let design. netbook size. built-in

screens, LiFePO, battery tech

ing prototypes with dual touch

touch screen. Available now.

GPS. Expected later this year.

nology. Expected in 2010.

screens or abuilt-in projector.

find .pcworld.com/62376

find.pcworld .com/62373

find.pcworld.com/62375

find .pcworld.com/62374 •
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at your side
BROTHER MOBILE SOLUTIONS, INC.
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Brother Mobile Solutions, Inc. offers a full line of ultra-portable and
innovative mobile printers and scanners for the mobile workforce.
These highly reliable mobile devices are a perfect fit for markets
such as Field Service (Telecom , HVAC, Utilities, Insurance, and
Construction), Public Safety, Route Accounting, Healthcare, Retail
and Transportation. The small format MPrint along with the full
page PocketJet mobile printers and powerful DSmobile scanner
demonstrate Brother Mobile Solutions lnc.'s continued
commitment to offer innovative, affordable and easy to use
mobile printing and scanning solutions for the mobile workforce.

MPRINT .
--- ============

Mobile
Printers
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Small format, wireless, high
quality 300dpi output on A6, A?
cut sheet paper, light weight
design for mobile workforce
professionals.

PocketJet

1M

Mobile Printers
Full Page, wireless, portable &vehicle
mountable, high quality 300 & 200dpi
output, surprisingly light and effective
for on-the go document needs.

DSmobile ,_ 600

Mobile Scanner
A powerful, compact, lightweight 600dpi color
scanner is combined with dynamic software to
provide exceptional quality scanning and easy
management of documents and photos.

100 Technology Drive, Suite 250A, Broomfield, CO 80021 - Phone 303-460-1600 - http://mobilesolutions.brother-usa .com
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